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Action photo and head shot attached. 
  
GIVENS SIGNS WITH CLUB BALONCESTO BEMBIBRE IN SPAIN   
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. — Former Lady Topper basketball student-athlete Dee Givens will be continuing 
her basketball career beyond The Hill. The Lexington, Kentucky native has signed a contract with Club 
Baloncesto Bembibre out of Liga Femenina Endesa (LF Endesa), the top women’s basketball league in 
Spain. 
  
“I’m very excited and blessed to have this opportunity to play in Spain and fulfill my dream of playing 
professional basketball,” said Givens. “I wouldn’t have this opportunity if it were not for Coach Collins, 
the coaching staff, Coach Hong, my teammates and everyone else who helped me along in my journey 
while I was on The Hill the past five years. I can’t wait to get started in Spain and excited to see where 
this next journey takes me.” 
  
Givens was named All-Conference USA First Team in back-to-back seasons along with consecutive C-USA 
All-Defensive Team honors. She poured in 16.2 points per game in 2019-20 as the fifth leading scorer in 
C-USA. She also averaged 5.0 rebounds and 2.4 steals per game. Her 69 total steals on the season were 
the most of any player in the league, marking the second consecutive season that Givens has led the 
conference in that category. 
  
“We are so proud of Dee for getting this opportunity,” said WKU head coach Greg Collins. “She has 
worked tirelessly. While everyone knows Dee as a shooter and a defender, she has continued to work on 
developing her complete game. She is going to be a successful professional player and I can’t wait to 
root her on!” 
  
Givens ended her career with 1,602 points which is the 14th most in Lady Topper history. She tied for 
the best career free throw percentage as a Lady Topper, shooting 84.1 percent from the charity stripe 
and leaves The Hill as the leader in games played, suiting up in the Red and White 138 times. She also 
made the third most career 3-pointers by a WKU player with 224 and had the fourth most career steals 
with 232. 
  
Givens leaves WKU with two degrees in hand. She completed her bachelor’s and master’s degrees while 
playing with the Lady Toppers. She finished her master’s with a 4.0 GPA, earning her C-USA All-Academic 
Team honors. This season Givens earned the C-USA Winter Spirit of Service Award. The award is given to 
student-athletes in the league with significant community service endeavors, excellent academic 
standing and notable athletic achievements. 
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Full schedule: https://wkusports.com/sports/womens-basketball/schedule  
 
C-USA ANNOUNCES WOMEN’S BASKETBALL SLATE    
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. — Conference USA announced its 2020-21 women’s basketball schedule on 
Tuesday afternoon with an adjusted format to minimize the risks associated with COVID-19.   
 
League play will feature 18 games total with nine opponents. Teams will play twice per visit with four 
home games, four road games and one split week with a rival opponent for each program.  
 
WKU tips off conference play by hosting Charlotte on Dec. 31 and Jan. 2. The following week the Lady 
Toppers will travel to Louisiana Tech for games on Jan. 7 and 9. WKU’s rivalry week with Marshall will 
start in Huntington on Jan. 14 and will cap off with a matchup in Bowling Green on Jan. 16.  
 
The Lady Toppers will host Middle Tennessee on Jan. 21 and 23 and then travel to Old Dominion for 
games on Jan. 28 and 30.  
 
February will see eight games for WKU, starting with Florida Atlantic in Bowling Green on Feb. 2 and 4. 
The Lady Toppers will go to Houston to face Rice, the reigning C-USA Champions from 2019-20, on Feb. 
11 and 13.  
 
WKU will close out the regular season by hosting North Texas on Feb. 18 and 20 and going to FIU on Feb. 
25 and 27.  
 
The C-USA Championship will take place in Frisco, Texas at the Baylor, Scott & White Sports 
Performance Center at The Star March 10-13. The top 12 teams in league standings at the conclusion of 
the season will qualify for the Championship.  
 
WKU’s full schedule will be released in the coming weeks.      
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LADY TOPPERS PICKED FIFTH IN C-USA PRESEASON POLL    
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. — Conference USA announced its preseason rankings and All-Conference team on Wednesday 
morning as voted on by the league’s coaches. WKU was voted fifth in the poll and no Lady Toppers made the preseason 
team.  
 
Middle Tennessee was picked to win the league with eight first place votes. Rice (No. 2) and Old Dominion (No. 3) each 
received three first place votes.  
 
WKU will be one of the youngest teams in the conference with six true freshmen and one redshirt freshman. Senior 
forward Fatou Pouye, junior guard Meral Abdelgawad and redshirt sophomore guard Myriah Haywood will be the 
returning veterans for WKU to start the season. Head coach Greg Collins previously announced senior guard Sherry 
Porter is opting out of the season for COVID-19 concerns. He also announced that senior forward Raneem Elgedawy is 
currently in her home country of Egypt with family and will potentially rejoin the team at a later date.  
 
The Lady Toppers will tipoff the season in late November. The full 2020-21 schedule will be announced in the coming 
weeks.  
 
2020-21 C-USA Preseason Poll (first place votes) 
1. Middle Tennessee (8) 
2. Rice (3) 





8. North Texas 
9. Louisiana Tech 
10. Florida Atlantic 





2020-21 C-USA Preseason Team 
Mariah Linney, Charlotte 
Amber Dixon, Louisiana Tech 
Savannah Wheeler, Marshall 
Aislynn Hayes, Middle Tennessee 
*Anastasia Hayes, Middle Tennessee 
*Nancy Mulkey, Rice 
Amari Young, Old Dominion 
Ajah Wayne, Old Dominion 
Katia Gallegos, UTEP  
*- Co-Preseason Players of the Year  
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C-USA ANNOUNCES UPDATED WOMEN’S BASKETBALL SCHEDULING FORMAT    
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. — Conference USA has announced an updated format of its women’s basketball 
scheduling, moving league games to Friday and Saturday from the original format of Thursday and 
Saturday. 
 
All of WKU’s previously scheduled C-USA games on Thursday will now take place on the following Friday 
and Saturday games will remain in place. There will be a required 21 hours or more between games. 
Game times will be announced at a later date.  
 
As previously announced, the conference transitioned to an 18-game regular season conference 
schedule in 2020-21, focusing on the health and safety of student-athletes. Teams will play two games 
against the same opponent in four home and four road games plus a split home and away week against 
a designated rival.  
 
WKU will host Charlotte, Middle Tennessee, Florida Atlantic and North Texas and will travel to Louisiana 
Tech, Old Dominion, Rice and FIU. As usual, Marshall is WKU’s designated rival and the two teams will 
play on Jan. 14 (Huntington) and Jan. 15 (Bowling Green).  
 
The Lady Toppers’ conference schedule can be viewed here. 
 
The full WKU schedule is still being finalized and will be announced in the coming weeks.    
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Action photo is attached. 
 
ELGEDAWY NAMED TO BECKY HAMMON MID-MAJOR PLAYER OF THE YEAR WATCHLIST    
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. — WKU women’s basketball senior forward Raneem Elgedawy has been named to the 2021 Becky 
Hammon Mid-Major Player of the Year watchlist. She is one of 25 student-athletes on the list representing 23 teams 
from 15 different conferences. The award is presented by Her Hoop Stats. 
 
Elgedawy enjoyed a stellar season in 2019-20, averaging a double-double with 17.6 points per game and 11.0 rebounds 
per contest. She was named to the All-Conference USA First Team for her efforts.  
 
Out of 29 total contests with WKU last season, Elgedawy recorded a double-double in 17 of them, tying for the sixth 
most by a Lady Topper in program history. Her 28 career double-doubles is tied for the seventh most in school history.  
 
The Alexandria, Egypt native is currently in her home country and could rejoin the Lady Toppers at a later time.   
 
In January, the list will be narrowed to 15 as a midseason watchlist and then in February 10 semifinalists will be 
announced. In March, five finalists will be selected and the winner will be announced in late March.  
 
Her Hoop Stats defines eligibility for the award as, “players must compete in one of the 26 conferences deemed to be 
‘mid-major.’” The organization considers the ACC, Big 12, Big East, Big Ten, Pac-12 and SEC as “high-major” and thus 
excluded from consideration. 
 
2021 Becky Hammon Mid-Major Player of the Year Watchlist 
Dariauna Lewis, Alabama A&M 
Dyaisha Fair, Buffalo 
Micaela Kelly, Central Michigan 
Iimar’I Thomas, Cincinnati 
Maddi Utti, Fresno State 
Tierra Hodges, Furman 
Jill Townsend, Gonzaga 
Macee Williams, IUPUI 
Natalie Kucowski, Lafayette 
Jasmine Franklin, Missouri State 
Cece Hooks, Ohio 
Erica Johnson, Ohio 
Valerie Higgins, Pacific 
Kayla Padilla, Penn 
Alex Fowler, Portland 
Carlie Littlefield, Princeton 
Ayzhiana Basallo, San Jose State 
Tyra Whitehead, San Jose State 
Hannah Sjerven, South Dakota 
Tesia Thompson, SEMO 
Mia Davis, Temple 
Kionna Jeter, Towson 
Ila Lane, UC Santa Barbara 
Chelsey Perry, UT Martin 
Raneem Elgedawy, WKU 
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ELGEDAWY TABBED AS McCLAIN AWARD CANDIDATE 
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. — After being named to the Becky Hammon Mid-Major Player of the Year watch list a day ago, 
WKU women’s basketball forward senior Raneem Elgedawy adds to her accolades as a Katrina McClain Award candidate, 
the Naismith Memorial Basketball Hall of Fame and the Women’s Basketball Coaches Association announced on 
Thursday. The award is given to the top NCAA Division I power forward.  
 
The watch list announced on Thursday features 20 student-athletes from around the country. A national committee of 
top college basketball personnel determined the list.  
 
The award is partly based on fan voting, meaning fans will be able to vote for the student-athlete they feel is deserving 
and that will be calculated in with the committee’s selection. The list of 20 candidates will narrow to 10 in February, 
then to five in early March and the winner will be announced on April 9, 2021 along with the other four members of the 
Women’s Starting Five.   
 
Elgedawy enjoyed a stellar season in 2019-20, averaging a double-double with 17.6 points per game and 11.0 rebounds 
per contest. She was named to the All-Conference USA First Team for her efforts.  
 
Out of 29 total contests with WKU last season, Elgedawy recorded a double-double in 17 of them, tying for the sixth 
most by a Lady Topper in program history. Her 28 career double-doubles is tied for the seventh most in school history.  
 
The Alexandria, Egypt native is currently in her home country and could rejoin the Lady Toppers at a later time.   
 
2021 Katrina McClain Award Candidates 
Jasmine Walker, Alabama 
Cate Reese, Arizona 
Unique Thompson, Auburn 
NaLyssa Smith, Baylor 
Maddi Utti, Fresno State 
Natalie Kucowski, Lafayette 
Naz Hillmon, Michigan 
Jessika Carter, Mississippi State 
Sam Brunelle, Notre Dame 
Natasha Mack, Oklahoma State  
Taylor Jones, Oregon State 
Brooklyn McDavid, Pacific 
Bethy Mununga, South Florida 
Cameron Brink, Stanford 
Francesca Belibi, Stanford 
N’dea Jones, Texas A&M 
Alissa Pili, USC 
Chelsey Perry, UT Martin 
Maddy Siegrist, Villanova 
Raneem Elgedawy, WKU 
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COLLINS SIGNS FOUR TO 2021 SIGNING CLASS    
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. — WKU women’s basketball head coach Greg Collins and his staff signed four 
student-athletes to the 2021 signing class on National Signing Day. The signees include Mace Blevins, 
Jaylin Foster, Mya Meredith and Jenna Walker.  
 
“This is a special group,” said Collins. “I am thrilled about all four of these young ladies. I know our fans 
are going to enjoy how they play and especially how they’ll represent WKU. Each of them is skilled, 
smart, and talented. What makes them special is beyond basketball. It is their character. Their ability to 
overcome adversity. Their grit. Plus, they have a passion to be a great teammate.” 
 
Mace Blevins 
Monticello, Ky. | Wayne County High School | Guard | 5’10” 
Blevins is one of two Kentucky kids Collins signed in the 2021 class. Blevins is the all-time leading scorer 
at Wayne County High School with over 2,000 career points. She also holds school records for the most 
single game blocks, single game scoring, and is tied for the most assists in a game. Blevins has earned 
All-State First Team, 12th Region All-Tournament Team, and 12th All-Region Team.  
 
With her AAU team, the Kentucky Premier, she won a State Championship and multiple tournament 
titles.  
 
Blevins also has a strong background in the classroom. In high school, she earned All A Honor Roll and 
was named to the Academic Hall of Fame at Wayne County. She’s a member of National Honor Society 
and has a earned a 4.1 GPA in high school so far.  
 
Jaylin Foster 
Austin, Texas | Byron P. Steele High School | Forward | 6’0” 
New to the sport of basketball, Foster has wasted no time making an impression. She earned All-District 
First Team honors as a junior in the 2019-20 season. In the classroom, Foster was named to the Honor 
Roll her freshman and sophomore years.  
 
Mya Meredith 
Taylor Mill, Ky. | Scott County High School | Guard | 5’11” 
The second in-state signee of the 2021 class, Meredith will come to WKU as a standout from Scott 
County High School. She was named All-State Second Team as a sophomore and third team by the 
Louisville Courier Journal. Meredith also earned 10th region All-Tournament Team honors. Meredith 
suited up for the Kentucky Premier at the AAU level.  
 
Jenna Walker  
Priceville, Ala. | Priceville High School | Guard | 5’8” 
Walker will come to The Hill following a highly decorated high school career. She earned All-Morgan 
County and All-4A Area 13 Team honors in 2017, 2018, 2019 and 2020. In 2020 she was named to the 
North West Alabama All-Regional Tournament Team and Class 4A All-State First Team following earning 
Second Team honors in 2019. Walker was a member of the AHSAA North/South All-Star Team in 2020. 
AL.com named her to the Huntsville All-Region Team and Hartselle Enquirer named her Player of the 
Year in the same season. She currently has the 10th most career assists of any Alabama girl’s basketball 
player with 713.  
 
She led her team to Area Championships in three seasons (2018, 2019 and 2020) and to the AHSAA Elite 
Eight in 2019 and 2020.  
 
Walker played AAU with the Southern Starz in the Nike EYBL. She led the Starz to titles in the Deep 
South Classic, Tournament of Champions and the National Championship in Atlanta.  
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PDF schedule is attached.  
 
LADY TOPPERS’ NON-CONFERENCE SCHEDULE ANNOUNCED 
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. — After eight long months, the WKU women’s basketball team will finally take the court again in 
November. Head coach Greg Collins announced his team’s non-conference on Wednesday that includes six total games, 
four of which will be played in E.A. Diddle Arena. 
 
WKU’s conference schedule was previously announced and the full schedule can be found here.  
 
The Lady Toppers will tipoff the season at (RV) Tennessee on Saturday, Nov. 28 in Knoxville. The two programs have 
squared off eight times in program history, with the last matchup coming in 1998 in the second round of the NCAA 
Tournament. Four of the games played between WKU and Tennessee have come in the NCAA Tournament, including the 
Lady Toppers’ win in the 1992 Mideast Regional in West Lafayette, Indiana that sparked a run to the NCAA 
Championship game for WKU.   
 
WKU’s home opener will come against Bellarmine on Wednesday, Dec. 2. The Lady Toppers will enter the season with a 
15-game home winning streak after going a perfect 13-0 in E.A. Diddle Arena last season. WKU was one of only 10 NCAA 
Division I teams to do so in 2019-20 and it was only the fourth time in modern Lady Topper basketball history.  
 
The Lady Toppers last played Bellarmine in the 2018-19 season when WKU got a 95-57 win in Diddle Arena. WKU leads 
the all-time series 8-2. 
 
To round out non-conference play, the Lady Toppers will host Ball State (12/5), Mercer (12/18) and Samford (12/21) and 
will travel to Little Rock (12/13). 
 
WKU and Ball State have enjoyed several close games in series history, including last season’s overtime thriller in Muncie 
when Dee Givens’ 41-point performance led the Lady Toppers to a 91-86 win. Three of the last four matchups between 
the teams have ended in a single-digit score differential. WKU has a chance to even up the series with Ball State holding 
a 5-4 advantage currently. Ball State ended last season with a No. 76 RPI ranking.  
 
The Lady Toppers took on Mercer last season in Macon, Georgia earning a 75-62 victory in only the second game of the 
2019-20 season. It will be only the third time WKU has played Mercer in program history with the first meeting coming 
in the 2017-18 season.  
 
Little Rock and WKU have a storied history with 31 total meetings between the two teams. The Lady Toppers own a 24-7 
record in the series and have won two-straight against the Trojans.  
 
WKU also faced Samford just a season ago on the road. The Lady Toppers squeaked out an 88-84 win in Birmingham to 
take a 2-0 lead in the series history with the Bulldogs.  
 
Game times and streaming/television information will be released at a later time. Gameday guidelines and ticket plans 
for the 2020-21 basketball season were announced previously here.  
 
Date Opponent Location Time TV/Stream
11/28 at Tennessee Knoxville, Tenn.  - -
12/2 BELLARMINE Bowling Green, Ky. - -
12/5 BALL STATE Bowling Green, Ky. - -
12/13 at Little Rock Little Rock, Ark. 2 PM -
12/18 MERCER Bowling Green, Ky. - -
12/21 SAMFORD Bowling Green, Ky. - -
1/1 CHARLOTTE* Bowling Green, Ky. - -
1/2 CHARLOTTE* Bowling Green, Ky. - -
1/8 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. - -
1/9 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. - -
1/15 at Marshall* Huntington, W.V. - -
1/16 MARSHALL* Bowling Green, Ky. - -
1/22 MIDDLE TENNESSEE* Bowling Green, Ky. - -
1/23 MIDDLE TENNESSEE* Bowling Green, Ky. - -
1/29 at Old Dominion* Norfolk, Va. - -
1/30 at Old Dominion* Norfolk, Va. - -
2/5 FLORIDA ATLANTIC* Bowling Green, Ky. - -
2/6 FLORIDA ATLANTIC* Bowling Green, Ky. - -
2/12 at Rice* Houston, Texas  - -
2/13 at Rice* Houston, Texas - -
2/19 NORTH TEXAS* Bowling Green, Ky. - -
2/20 NORTH TEXAS* Bowling Green, Ky. - -
2/26 at FIU* Miami, Fla.  - -
2/27 at FIU* Miami, Fla. - -
3/10-13 Conference USA Championship Frisco, Texas TBA TBA
Home games in BOLD
* - Conference USA opponent
Lady Topper Basketball
2020-21 Schedule
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PDF schedule attached. 
 
LADY TOPPERS ANNOUNCE SCHEDULE CHANGES 
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. — WKU women’s basketball head coach Greg Collins announced changes to the 
2020-21 schedule on Friday.  
 
The Lady Toppers’ matchup against Bellarmine has been moved to Dec. 16. The game was originally 
scheduled for Dec. 2. With that game moving, the Dec. 5 showdown between WKU and Ball State in E.A. 
Diddle Arena will be the Lady Toppers’ home opener for the season.  
 
WKU’s series against Marshall in January has also changed. The contest between the two teams in 
Huntington, West Virginia will take place on Jan. 14 and then the teams will square off again in Bowling 
Green on Jan. 17. Those games were originally scheduled for Jan. 15 and 16.  
 
WKU’s full schedule can be found here.  
 
Game times and streaming/television information will be released at a later time. Gameday guidelines 
and ticket plans for the 2020-21 basketball season were announced previously here.  
 
Date Opponent Location Time TV/Stream
11/28 at Tennessee Knoxville, Tenn.  - -
12/5 BALL STATE Bowling Green, Ky. - -
12/13 at Little Rock Little Rock, Ark. 2 PM -
12/16 BELLARMINE Bowling Green, Ky. - -
12/18 MERCER Bowling Green, Ky. - -
12/21 SAMFORD Bowling Green, Ky. - -
1/1 CHARLOTTE* Bowling Green, Ky. - -
1/2 CHARLOTTE* Bowling Green, Ky. - -
1/8 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. - -
1/9 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. - -
1/14 at Marshall* Huntington, W.V. - -
1/17 MARSHALL* Bowling Green, Ky. - -
1/22 MIDDLE TENNESSEE* Bowling Green, Ky. - -
1/23 MIDDLE TENNESSEE* Bowling Green, Ky. - -
1/29 at Old Dominion* Norfolk, Va. - -
1/30 at Old Dominion* Norfolk, Va. - -
2/5 FLORIDA ATLANTIC* Bowling Green, Ky. - -
2/6 FLORIDA ATLANTIC* Bowling Green, Ky. - -
2/12 at Rice* Houston, Texas  - -
2/13 at Rice* Houston, Texas - -
2/19 NORTH TEXAS* Bowling Green, Ky. - -
2/20 NORTH TEXAS* Bowling Green, Ky. - -
2/26 at FIU* Miami, Fla.  - -
2/27 at FIU* Miami, Fla. - -
3/10-13 Conference USA Championship Frisco, Texas TBA TBA
Home games in BOLD
* - Conference USA opponent
All times are central standard time. 
Lady Topper Basketball
2020-21 Schedule
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BROADCAST SELECTIONS FOR LADY TOPPER BASKETBALL ANNOUNCED 
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. — The WKU women’s basketball season is only days away and fans will have 
plenty of opportunities to catch the Lady Toppers in action on broadcasts. All 24 games will be available 
to stream online. 
 
Overall, 13 of WKU’s games will be on the ESPN family of networks while all others will be streamed on 
Conference USA’s streaming site, CUSA.tv. 
 
The Lady Toppers’ season opener at Tennessee will be on SEC Network+, the network’s online 
component. WKU’s home opener against Ball State on Dec. 5 will be on CUSA.tv.  
 
The remaining non-conference slate will be on ESPN3/+, except for WKU’s game against Samford on 
Dec. 21 which will be streamed on CUSA.tv.  
 
WKU’s first three games of the conference schedule (Charlotte series and first game Louisiana Tech 
series) will be on ESPN3/+. The second game at Louisiana Tech on Jan. 9 will be on CUSA.tv. Games 
against Marshall (Jan. 14 and 17) and Middle Tennessee (Jan. 22 and 23) will be on ESPN3/+.  
 
Eight of the Lady Toppers’ last 10 games will be on CUSA.tv (Old Dominion series on Jan. 29 and 30, 
Florida Atlantic on Feb. 6, Rice on Feb. 13, North Texas series on Feb. 19 and 20 and the FIU series on 
Feb. 26 and 27). The other two games against Florida Atlantic on Feb. 5 and Rice on Feb. 12 will be on 
ESPN3/+.  
 
WKU’s full schedule with broadcast selections can be found here.  
 
Date Opponent Location Time TV/Stream
11/28 at Tennessee Knoxville, Tenn.  1 PM SECN+
12/5 BALL STATE Bowling Green, Ky. 2 PM CUSA.tv
12/13 at Little Rock Little Rock, Ark. 2 PM ESPN+
12/16 BELLARMINE Bowling Green, Ky. 6 PM ESPN3
12/18 MERCER Bowling Green, Ky. 6 PM ESPN3
12/21 SAMFORD Bowling Green, Ky. 6 PM CUSA.tv
1/1 CHARLOTTE* Bowling Green, Ky. 6 PM ESPN3
1/2 CHARLOTTE* Bowling Green, Ky. 4 PM ESPN+
1/8 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. 6:30 PM ESPN+
1/9 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. 4 PM CUSA.tv
1/14 at Marshall* Huntington, W.V. 5 PM ESPN+
1/17 MARSHALL* Bowling Green, Ky. 2 PM ESPN3
1/22 MIDDLE TENNESSEE* Bowling Green, Ky. 6 PM ESPN3
1/23 MIDDLE TENNESSEE* Bowling Green, Ky. 6 PM ESPN+
1/29 at Old Dominion* Norfolk, Va. 5:30 PM CUSA.tv
1/30 at Old Dominion* Norfolk, Va. 3 PM CUSA.tv
2/5 FLORIDA ATLANTIC* Bowling Green, Ky. 6 PM ESPN3
2/6 FLORIDA ATLANTIC* Bowling Green, Ky. 6 PM CUSA.tv
2/12 at Rice* Houston, Texas  2 PM ESPN+
2/13 at Rice* Houston, Texas 4 PM CUSA.tv
2/19 NORTH TEXAS* Bowling Green, Ky. 6 PM CUSA.tv
2/20 NORTH TEXAS* Bowling Green, Ky. 6 PM CUSA.tv
2/26 at FIU* Miami, Fla.  6 PM CUSA.tv
2/27 at FIU* Miami, Fla. 3 PM CUSA.tv
3/10-13 Conference USA Championship Frisco, Texas TBA TBA
Home games in BOLD
* - Conference USA opponent
All times are Central Standard Time. 
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LADY TOPPERS OPEN 2020-21 SEASON AT TENNESSEE SATURDAY  
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. — The WKU women’s basketball team will tipoff the 2020-21 season against one 




WKU vs. (RV/RV) Tennessee 
Saturday, Nov. 28 | 1 p.m. (CST) 
Knoxville, Tenn. | Thompson-Boling Arena 
 
Links 
WKU Game Notes 
Tennessee Game Notes 
Watch (SECN+) – Michael Wottreng (play-by-play) and Andraya Carter (color) 




• The Lady Toppers will be one of the youngest teams in the country this season with six 
true freshmen plus a redshirt freshman, the most rookies for a Lady Topper team since 
the 2011-12 season. On Saturday, WKU will have only three players who saw action last 
season in Meral Abdelgawad, Fatou Pouye and Mariah Haywood. 
• With only one returning starter and three total veterans, the Lady Toppers bring back 
only 17.4% of its offensive production from 2019-20.  
• WKU and Tennessee have met eight times in series history. The Lady Volunteers have 
won seven of those matchups. The Lady Toppers lone win came in the second round of 
the 1992 NCAA Tournament that sparked a WKU run to the Championship Game. Of the 
eight contests between the two programs, four have been in the NCAA Tournament. 
The last meeting was in the second round of the 1998 NCAA Tournament.  
• Saturday’s matchup will be between two of women’s college basketball winningest 
programs. Tennessee has the most all-time wins of any Division I program with 1,384. 
WKU ranks 11th all-time with 1,026 victories.  
• The Lady Toppers are 35-12 in season openers in the program’s 58-year history. WKU 
has opened the season with a Power Five team in four straight seasons, defeating 
Missouri in 2017 and opening against Louisville in 2018 and 2019.  
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Postgame notes and box score are attached.  
 
WKU DROPS SEASON OPENER AT TENNESSEE      
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. — It had been 266 days since WKU women’s basketball took to the court against 
another team. In that 266 days, the Lady Toppers had adapted a new look. Seven Lady Toppers logged 
minutes in a collegiate game for the first time ever on Saturday in a 87-47 loss at (RV) Tennessee.  
 
“I’m proud of how hard my kids competed,” said head coach Greg Collins. “We have a lot of room for 
improvement. I think we’re going to be a lot better team, even by next weekend.” 
 
Freshman Ally Collett made an impressive debut for the Lady Toppers, scoring 16 points, connecting on 
three 3-pointers, along with three rebounds, two steals and an assist.  
 
WKU’s lone starter left from 2019-20, Meral Abdelgawad, picked up right where she left off notching 13 
points, nine rebounds and three assists. Myriah Haywood recorded a career high with eight points in the 
game.  
 
The Lady Toppers stayed with Tennessee in the first quarter. The largest lead the Lady Vols were able to 
go ahead by was four points in the frame. Collett out WKU on the board first on a pair of free throws. 
She scored seven of her 16 points in the quarter. She and Haywood each made a three at the end of the 
quarter to put the Lady Toppers within 17-13.  
 
Tennessee opened the second quarter with a 12-0 run, but WKU responded by scoring five straight on a 
Haywood jumper and an Abdelgawad three to get back within 11. The Lady Vols outscored WKU 9-2 to 
end the quarter ahead 38-20.  
 
WKU had its best offensive quarter in the third, putting up 16 points. Overall, Tennessee outscored the 
Lady Toppers 49-27 in the second half.  
 
The Lady Toppers will be back in action next Saturday against Ball State in WKU’s home opener. The 
game is slated for a 2 p.m. tip.  
 
Postgame Notes 
WKU Lady Toppers at (RV) Tennessee 
November 28, 2020 | Thompson-Boling Arena; Knoxville, Tenn.   
 
FINAL SCORE: Tennessee 87, WKU 47 
 
Team Records, Game Notables and Series Information 
- WKU falls to 0-1 to start the 2020-21 season.  
- Saturday’s meeting between WKU and Tennessee was the ninth matchup in series history. The Lady Volunteers 
improve to 8-1 in those contests. It was the first game in the series since March 16, 1998 in the NCAA Tournament. It 
was the first regular season matchup since January 4, 1990.     
- WKU moves to 35-13 in season openers.  
- It had been 266 days since WKU’s last competition.  
 
Team Notes 
- Myriah Haywood, Ally Collett, Fatou Pouye, Selma Kulo and Meral Abdelgawad got the starting nod in the season 
opener. Abdelgawad has started every game of her Lady Topper career (30 total starts). It was the second career start 
for Haywood and Pouye. For freshmen Collett and Kulo, it was their first start and first game of their collegiate careers.  
- KEY FIRST HALF RUN: At the 2:38 mark of the first quarter, Collett connected on her first career 3-pointer. Tennessee 
followed with a bucket, but Haywood came down and swished another trey to give the Lady Toppers a 6-2 run to end 
the first period, down 17-13.  
- KEY SECOND HALF RUN: Midway through the third quarter Tennessee used a 10-0 run to expand its lead to 30.  
- All 10 Lady Toppers saw action in the game, including six freshmen who played in their first collegiate game.  




- Ally Collett made a statement in her first career game, scoring 16 points along with three rebounds, two steals and an 
assist. 
- Meral Abdelgawad had 13 points and was one rebound shy of a double-double with nine boards. She also had three 
assists and a steal.   
- Myriah Haywood had a career high in points with eight along with three rebounds and a steal. 
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COLLETT NAMED C-USA FRESHMAN OF THE WEEK 
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. — With one collegiate game under her belt, WKU women’s basketball freshman 
Ally Collett has already started collecting recognition. Collett was named the Conference USA Freshman 
of the Week, the league announced on Monday. 
 
In her first game as a Lady Topper, Collett faced the steep challenge of facing off against national 
powerhouse Tennessee in Knoxville. She rose to the occasion, scoring a team-high 16 points on 4-of-7 
shooting, including three 3-pointers and a perfect day from the free throw line (5-of-5).  
 
Her 16 points is the highest points total for a WKU freshmen debut since Courtney Clifton scored 22 
points on Nov. 14, 2009.  
 
Collett also had three rebounds, two steals and an assist against the Lady Volunteers.  
 
Collett and the Lady Toppers will host Ball State for the 2020-21 home opener on Saturday, Dec. 5 at 2 
p.m.  
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LADY TOPPERS SET TO OPEN HOME SLATE WITH BALL STATE SATURDAY  
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. — For the first time since March 7, the WKU women’s basketball team will play a 
game in E.A. Diddle Arena. The Lady Toppers host Ball State for the 2020-21 home opener on Saturday, 
Dec. 5 at 2 p.m.   
 
Game Info 
WKU (0-1) vs. Ball State (0-3) 
Saturday, Dec. 5 | 2 p.m. (CST) 
Bowling Green, Ky. | E.A. Diddle Arena 
 
Links 
WKU Game Notes 
Ball State Game Notes 
Watch (CUSA.tv)  





• The Lady Toppers open at home with a 15-game home winning streak on the line. That 
streak is tied for the seventh longest in the nation and tied for fourth longest in program 
history.  
• In their last outing the Lady Toppers fell to (RV) Tennessee in Knoxville, 87-47, in the 
season opener.  
• Ally Collett led WKU in scoring with 16 points, earning Conference USA Freshman of the 
Week honors for her performance. Her 16 points were the most in a Lady Topper 
freshman debut since Courtney Clifton scored 22 points against EKU on Nov. 14, 2009.  
• Meral Abdelgawad was a rebound shy of a double-double against the Lady Vols with 13 
points and nine boards. Myriah Haywood had a career high eight points in the contest.  
• WKU and Ball State have faced off nine times in series history, including in eight straight 
seasons. The Cardinals hold a 5-4 advantage in the series, but the teams are tied 2-2 in 
games played in Bowling Green.  
• Last season, WKU earned a 91-86 victory in an overtime thriller in Muncie. Dee Givens 
scored 41 points in that matchup, the second highest points total by a Lady Topper in a 
single game.  
• WKU is 39-8 in home openers all-time and have won six of their last eight openers in 
Diddle Arena.  
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Postgame notes and box score are attached.  
Greg Collins postgame – https://youtu.be/ylW3P7AW-0k  
Meral Abdelgawad postgame - https://youtu.be/e6Trylrin9U  
 
ABDELGAWAD NOTCHES DOUBLE-DOUBLE IN LOSS       
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. — Saturday afternoon’s game between WKU women’s basketball and Ball State was the first time 
a basketball game had been played in E.A. Diddle Arena since March 7. While for seven of the Lady Toppers, it was the 
first time they had ever played in Diddle Arena.  
 
Fans missing basketball action in Bowling Green should not have been disappointed on Saturday with a game that 
featured eight ties and seven lead changes. The game was close throughout, but an 8-0 run in the fourth quarter by the 
Cardinals seemed to put the Lady Toppers out of reach. WKU fought back though and outscored Ball State 11-6 in the 
final 2:17 of the game but fell short, 58-54.  
 
“I’m proud of our efforts,” said head coach Greg Collins. “I’m not pleased with our execution, but I think the girls played 
really hard and they competed.” 
 
Meral Abdelgawad led the Lady Toppers with her second career double-double, scoring 15 points and pulling down 10 
rebounds. She also had a career high five steals in the contest.  
 
Fatou Pouye finished one point shy of her career high with 12 points and one rebound shy of her career best with seven 
boards. Myriah Haywood rounded out the Lady Toppers in double figures with a career high 11 points along with seven 
rebounds and three assists.  
 
Selma Kulo filled out the stat line with eight points, five rebounds, three blocks and an assist. Ally Collett added six 
points, three rebounds, two assists and two steals.  
 
Fatou Pouye scored the first points of the game to put WKU ahead 2-0 to start the game, but Ball State responded with a 
7-0 run. Pouye stopped the run with another basket, but the Cardinals made good on one free throw to stay ahead 8-4. 
From there, the Lady Toppers went on a 6-0 run, sparked by Pouye’s sixth point, an Abdelgawad free throw and an Ally 
Collett and-one to take a 10-8 lead with 44 seconds left in the quarter. Ball State connected on a jumper with 22 seconds 
left to tie things up going into the second quarter. 
 
Both teams traded baskets to open the second period, but the Lady Toppers were able to take a five-point lead behind 
points from Kulo and an Abdelgawad three. WKU spent the remainder of the quarter nursing that lead, but Ball State 
kept within reach and ended the quarter with three straight made free throws to bring the halftime score to a 24-21 
WKU lead.  
 
WKU struggled to score in the third quarter, allowing Ball State to outscore the Lady Toppers 16-11 in the frame and 
take a lead. WKU’s first made field goal in the quarter didn’t come until the 2:37 mark of the period.  
 
Abdelgawad scored four straight points early in the fourth quarter to tie up the game, but Ball State followed with a 
three. After going back-and-forth a few times, the Cardinals used an 8-0 run to go ahead by nine with 2:45 left in the 
game. The Lady Toppers weren’t out of it though and were able to quickly get within two after a missed free throw on 
an and-one opportunity led to a putback rebound that gave the Lady Toppers four points in one possession and drawing 
the score within two. With only five seconds left in the game, WKU were forced to foul to get the ball back and Ball State 
connected on both free throws to go ahead by four.  
 
The two teams were even on the boards with 41 rebounds each. Although Ball State won the turnover battle 24-21, the 
Lady Toppers outscored the Cardinals in points off of miscues 16-12.  
 
WKU will be back in action on Dec. 13 at Little Rock. Tipoff is set for 2 p.m. and will be broadcast on ESPN+. The Lady 
Toppers will be back in Diddle Arena on Dec. 16 against Bellarmine at 6 p.m.  
 
THE KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT FOR PUBLIC HEALTH – WHEN IT COMES TO TOBACCO, QUITTERS ALWAYS WIN 
 
Postgame Notes 
WKU Lady Toppers vs. Ball State 
December 5, 2020 | E.A. Diddle Arena; Bowling Green, Ky. 
 
FINAL SCORE: Ball State 58, WKU 54 
 
Team Records, Game Notables and Series Information 
- WKU falls to 0-2 to start the 2020-21 season.  
- Saturday’s meeting between WKU and Ball State was the 10th meeting between the two programs. With the win, the 
Cardinals take a 6-4 lead in the series and a 3-2 advantage in Bowling Green.      
- WKU moves to 39-9 in home openers.  
- The Lady Toppers’ last competition in Diddle Arena was March 7, 2020, making it 273 days in between home games.  
- The loss skidded a 15-game home winning streak by WKU. That mark was tied for the fourth longest in program 
history.   
 
Team Notes 
- Myriah Haywood, Ally Collett, Fatou Pouye, Selma Kulo and Meral Abdelgawad were the starting five for the second 
straight game.   
- KEY FIRST HALF RUN: Fatou Pouye scored the first points of the game to put WKU ahead 2-0 to start the game, but Ball 
State responded with a 7-0 run. Pouye stopped the run with another basket, but the Cardinals made good on one free 
throw to stay ahead 8-4. From there, the Lady Toppers went on a 6-0 run, sparked by Pouye’s sixth point, an 
Abdelgawad free throw and an Ally Collett and-one to take a 10-8 lead with 44 seconds left in the quarter.  
- KEY SECOND HALF RUN: At the 4:27 mark of the fourth quarter Ball State connected on a 3-pointer that put the 
Cardinals ahead by four points. That three sparked an 8-0 run by Ball State that pushed their lead out to nine. The Lady 
Toppers outscored the Cardinals 11-6 in the final 2:17 of the game, but it wasn’t enough to overcome that deficit set by 
the run.  
- WKU lead on the boards most of the game, but Ball State evened the rebounds up in the fourth quarter with both 
teams pulling down 41 off the glass. In the Greg Collins’ era, WKU is 29-1 when outrebounding teams and 13-22 when 
getting an equal or lesser number of rebounds.  
- Although the Lady Toppers had more turnovers than Ball State, WKU converted more points from miscues. WKU 
scored 16 points off of Ball State’s 21 turnovers while the Cardinals only scored 12 points from WKU’s 24 turnovers.  
- The Lady Toppers outscored Ball State in the paint, 32-22, and second chance points, 14-7. 
- There were eight ties and seven lead changes in the game.  
- It was only the fourth time in the Collins’ era that WKU has lost when leading at halftime. The Lady Toppers are 32-4 
when leading at the break under Collins.  
 
Individual Notes 
- Meral Abdelgawad notched her second career double-double with 15 points and 10 rebounds. The junior also had a 
career high in steals with five. Through two games, Abdelgawad is WKU’s leading rebounder averaging 9.5 boards per 
game and the team’s leading scorer with a 14.0 points per game average. Abdelgawad’s 10 rebounds pushed her over 
200 career boards and she now has 209 in her time at WKU.  
- Fatou Pouye finished with 12 points and seven rebounds. Her 12 points were a season-best and was one point shy of 
her career high. Her seven boards were also a season best and only one away from her career high. With her 12 points, 
she eclipsed the 100 career points mark at WKU and now has 103 on The Hill.   
- Myriah Haywood reset her career high in points for the second straight game with 11 in the game. She also had a 
career best in rebounds with seven. She also added 3 assists in the contest.  
- Selma Kulo had an impressive stat line with eight points, five rebounds, three blocks and an assist. The freshman was 
also a perfect 4-of-4 from the free throw line. Three of her boards came on the offensive glass.  








FG 3P FT Rebounds Fouls TP AS TO ST Blocks +/-
M-A M-A M-A OR DR TOT PF FD BS BA
10 Thelma Dis Agustsdottir 40:00 5-9 2-3 3-4 3 5 8 3 2 15 0 2 0 0 0 4
21 Blake Smith 16:14 0-2 0-0 0-0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 3 0 2 1 4
4 Essence Booker 36:31 5-13 1-6 4-4 0 0 0 3 3 15 0 4 1 0 0 5
11 Sydney Freeman 29:49 1-12 1-9 0-0 0 1 1 2 4 3 5 5 2 0 0 6
30 Anna Clephane 22:01 1-4 0-0 0-0 2 4 6 2 3 2 1 5 1 0 1 1
13 Ivet Subirats 09:48 0-5 0-2 1-2 0 0 0 2 2 1 0 0 1 0 1 -4
42 Annie Rauch 23:46 3-7 0-0 5-7 5 5 10 5 6 11 3 0 0 2 2 0
2 Krystal Rice 05:54 0-1 0-1 1-2 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 -3
5 Maliah Howard-Bass 15:57 3-6 1-2 3-3 0 5 5 3 2 10 2 1 2 0 0 7
Team 4 6 10 0 0
Totals 18-59 5-23 17-22 15 26 41 21 25 58 11 21 7 4 5 4
Technical Fouls: NONE
Shooting By Period
1st FG% 4-18 22.2%
3PT% 1-9 11.1%
FT% 1-2 50%
2nd FG% 3-9 33.3%
3PT% 1-4 25.0%
FT% 4-6 66.7%
3rd FG% 6-22 27.3%
3PT% 1-5 20.0%
FT% 3-4 75%
4th FG% 5-10 50.0%
3PT% 2-5 40.0%
FT% 9-10 90%
GM FG% 18-59 30.5%
3PT% 5-23 21.7%
FT% 17-22 77.3%







FG 3P FT Rebounds Fouls TP AS TO ST Blocks +/-
M-A M-A M-A OR DR TOT PF FD BS BA
12 Fatou Pouye 23:45 6-10 0-0 0-1 2 5 7 2 1 12 0 1 1 0 0 -6
30 Selma Kulo 25:23 2-3 0-0 4-4 3 2 5 3 2 8 1 1 0 3 0 -4
0 Myriah Haywood 33:11 3-11 0-5 5-6 1 6 7 4 5 11 3 6 1 0 0 -4
3 Ally Collett 33:55 2-10 0-4 2-3 0 3 3 1 3 6 2 2 2 0 3 -10
40 Meral Abdelgawad 39:08 5-11 1-5 4-8 1 9 10 2 8 15 1 6 5 0 0 0
21 Tori Hunter 10:45 0-1 0-0 0-0 0 1 1 5 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 2
1 Hope Sivori 16:25 1-5 0-1 0-0 1 2 3 4 1 2 0 3 2 0 1 2
25 Jordan Smith 12:02 0-1 0-0 0-2 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 2 0 4
2 Jenna Kallenberg 05:26 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -4
Team 4 1 5 0 1
Totals 19-52 1-15 15-24 12 29 41 25 21 54 8 24 11 5 4 -4
Technical Fouls: NONE
Shooting By Period
1st FG% 4-14 28.6%
3PT% 0-4 0.0%
FT% 2-3 66.7%
2nd FG% 6-15 40.0%
3PT% 1-6 16.7%
FT% 1-3 33.3%
3rd FG% 1-8 12.5%
3PT% 0-2 0.0%
FT% 9-12 75%
4th FG% 8-15 53.3%
3PT% 0-3 0.0%
FT% 3-6 50%
GM FG% 19-52 36.5%
3PT% 1-15 6.7%
FT% 15-24 62.5%
Dead Ball Rebounds: 4, 0
Ball St. - 58  Record: 1-3
Western Ky. - 54  Record: 0-2
BSU WKU
Biggest lead 9 (4th 2:45) 6 (2nd 6:19)
Best Scoring Run 8 (4th 2:45) 6 (1st 0:44)
Lead Changes 7
Times Tied 8
Time with Lead 21:22 13:54  
Points from BSU WKU
Turnovers 12 16
Paint 22 32
Second Chance 7 14
Fast Breaks 11 7
Bench 23 2  
Period by Period Scoring
1st 2nd 3rd 4th TOT
BSU 10 11 16 21 58
WKU 10 14 11 19 54
Official Basketball Box Score - Final
Ball St. at Western Ky.
12/05/20 E.A. Diddle Arena, Bowling Green, Ky.
2020-21 Women's Basketball




Officials: Marla Gearheart, Trey Miles, Molly Caldwell
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LADY TOPPERS TRAVEL TO LITTLE ROCK ON SUNDAY  
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. — The WKU women’s basketball team tips off the first of four games in nine days 
at Little Rock on Sunday. The game is set for a 2 p.m. (CT) tip and will be broadcast on ESPN+.    
 
Game Info 
WKU (0-2) at Little Rock (2-2) 
Sunday, Dec. 13 | 2 p.m. (CT) 
Little Rock, Ark. | Jack Stephens Center 
 
Links 
WKU Game Notes 
Watch (ESPN+)  
Listen (ESPNKY 102.7) – Brett Williams (play-by-play)  
Live stats  
 
Notes 
• The Lady Toppers are currently led in scoring by Meral Abdelgawad who is putting up 
14.0 points per game. Abdelgawad also leads on the boards, pulling down 9.5 rebounds 
per game. Ally Collett is the second leading scorer at 11.0 points per game.  
• Abdelgawad has made her presence felt on the defensive end of the court. She is 
racking up 8.0 defensive rebounds per game, which is the second highest rate in 
Conference USA and 25th nationally. Her 3.0 steals a game are also second in C-USA and 
39th in the country. Selma Kulo is averaging 2.0 blocks per game, which is the second 
best rate in the league.  
• Sunday’s matchup will be the 32nd meeting between WKU and Little Rock, with most of 
the matchups coming during the teams’ shared Sun Belt Conference days. The Lady 
Toppers hold a 24-7 advantage in the series, including an 11-3 record in Little Rock.  
• Last season, the Lady Toppers and the Trojans faced off in Bowling Green and WKU 
came away with a 77-58 victory. Raneem Elgedawy led WKU with 22 points and 10 
rebounds. Fatou Pouye had 13 points and seven rebounds in the contest and 
Abdelgawad had eight points.  
• In WKU’s last outing, Abdelgawad notched her second career double-double with 15 
points and 10 rebounds along with a career high five steals. Pouye added 12 points and 
seven rebounds and Myriah Haywood joined the duo in double figures with 11 points, 
seven rebounds and three assists.  
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Postgame notes and box score are attached.  
 
LADY TOPPERS BOOSTED BY BENCH IN LOSS AT LITTLE ROCK  
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. — The WKU women’s basketball team (0-3) fell to Little Rock (3-2) on the road on 
Sunday afternoon, 63-47.  
 
For the second game this season, the Lady Toppers were led in scoring by Ally Collett with 11 points. 
Fatou Pouye added nine points and five rebounds while Meral Abdelgawad had six points, eight 
rebounds and two steals.  
 
The young WKU squad were given a boost by the bench against the Trojans, with a season high 19 
points coming from the reserves. Tori Hunter had her best game yet as a Lady Topper with nine points 
on 3-of-3 shooting and five rebounds. Hope Sivori also had an impressive game with a team-leading four 
assists and eight points.    
 
The Lady Toppers kept things close in the first quarter, ending the frame down 13-12. Little Rock opened 
the second quarter on a 6-0 run and took advantage of the momentum, outscoring WKU 17-7 in the 
period.  
 
WKU was able to get going offensively in the second half, but the Trojans outscored the Lady Toppers by 
five in the half.  
 
The loss to Little Rock skidded a three-game winning streak against the Trojans and it was only the 
fourth time the Lady Toppers have lost in Little Rock.  
 
Overall, Sunday’s game was the first of four games in nine days for WKU after playing two total games in 
the first two weeks of the season.  
 
The Lady Toppers will return to E.A. Diddle Arena for a matchup with Bellarmine on Wednesday, Dec. 16 
at 6 p.m. Single game tickets are available here.   
 
Postgame Notes 
WKU Lady Toppers at Little Rock 
December 13, 2020 | Jack Stephens Center; Little Rock, Ark. 
 
FINAL SCORE: Little Rock 63, WKU 47 
 
Team Records, Game Notables and Series Information 
- WKU falls to 0-3 with the loss at Little Rock.   
- Sunday’s game was the 32nd matchup all-time between WKU and Little Rock. The Lady Toppers still hold a 24-8 record 
against the Trojans. Little Rock’s win stopped a 3-game winning streak by WKU and was only the fourth time out of 15 
tries they have beaten the Lady Toppers in Little Rock.  
 
Team Notes 
- Myriah Haywood, Ally Collett, Fatou Pouye, Selma Kulo and Meral Abdelgawad were the starting five for the third 
straight game.   
- KEY FIRST HALF RUN: The Lady Toppers went on a 5-0 run at the 6:51 mark of the second quarter, spearheaded by an 
and-one from Collett. Haywood followed with a pair of free throws to get WKU within two points of Little Rock at 18-16.  
- KEY SECOND HALF RUN: The Trojans used a 9-0 run in the third quarter to grow their lead to 42-21. That push helped 
keep WKU at bay when the Lady Toppers got within single digits in the fourth quarter.  
- The Lady Toppers’ bench contributed 19 points in the game, a considerable season high for WKU (3 points at 
Tennessee and 2 points against Ball State).   
- WKU forced Little Rock into 14 turnovers. The Lady Toppers have forced opponents into double digit miscues in every 
game this season.  
 
Individual Notes 
- Ally Collett led the Lady Toppers in scoring for the second time this season with 11 points. She has scored in double 
figures in two of her three total games as a freshman.  
- In only her third game after two years off from basketball, Tori Hunter had a career high nine points on 3-of-3 shooting 
from the floor. She also had five rebounds.  
- Fatou Pouye contributed nine points and five rebounds in the game.  
- Hope Sivori came off the bench and dished out a team-leading four assists and added eight points.  







FG 3P FT Rebounds Fouls
TP AS TO ST
Blocks
+/-
M-A M-A M-A OR DR TOT PF FD BS BA
12 Fatou Pouye 32:47 3-7 1-4 2-4 0 5 5 4 2 9 0 4 1 0 0 -15
30 Selma Kulo 15:10 0-2 0-1 0-0 0 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1
0 Myriah Haywood 15:58 0-5 0-0 2-2 0 2 2 4 1 2 0 1 0 0 1 -3
3 Ally Collett 30:07 4-12 1-5 2-3 1 1 2 3 3 11 0 1 0 0 0 -25
40 Meral Abdelgawad 36:35 2-7 0-2 2-4 3 5 8 2 4 6 1 3 2 0 0 -22
21 Tori Hunter 16:19 3-3 0-0 3-6 2 3 5 2 4 9 0 0 0 0 0 -9
2 Jenna Kallenberg 16:28 1-2 0-0 0-0 1 0 1 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 -10
1 Hope Sivori 24:57 2-8 0-3 4-6 0 0 0 3 3 8 4 7 0 0 1 -11
25 Jordan Smith 08:14 0-1 0-0 0-0 1 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 8
5 Megan Landsiedel 03:25 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6
Team 1 2 3 0 0
Totals 15-47 2-15 15-25 9 21 30 24 17 47 5 16 4 2 2 -16
Technical Fouls::NONE
Shooting By Period
1st FG% 4-10 40.0%
3PT% 0-3 0.0%
FT% 3-5 60%
2nd FG% 2-12 16.7%
3PT% 0-5 0.0%
FT% 3-4 75%
3rd FG% 4-13 30.8%
3PT% 1-3 33.3%
FT% 6-10 60%
4th FG% 5-12 41.7%
3PT% 1-4 25.0%
FT% 3-6 50%
GM FG% 15-47 31.9%
3PT% 2-15 13.3%
FT% 15-25 60.0%







FG 3P FT Rebounds Fouls
TP AS TO ST
Blocks
+/-
M-A M-A M-A OR DR TOT PF FD BS BA
30 Krystan Vornes 31:03 5-10 0-0 3-7 7 8 15 4 4 13 0 3 2 1 2 29
31 Brianna Crane 20:15 1-7 0-0 4-4 1 3 4 4 2 6 0 0 0 0 0 2
35 Teal Battle 38:53 5-12 1-1 10-12 4 5 9 1 8 21 3 0 0 0 0 18
4 Mayra Caicedo 40:00 2-5 0-1 0-0 1 3 4 2 4 4 3 5 0 1 0 16
12 Tia Harvey 31:32 5-12 0-0 1-1 3 3 6 2 3 11 1 3 2 0 0 16
3 Dariel Johnson 08:57 0-1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -13
23 Bre'Amber Scott 27:51 2-8 0-5 4-5 0 3 3 3 3 8 5 2 2 0 0 12
34 Angelique Francis 01:29 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Team 2 2 4 0 1
Totals 20-55 1-7 22-29 18 27 45 17 24 63 12 14 6 2 2 16
Technical Fouls::NONE
Shooting By Period
1st FG% 3-13 23.1%
3PT% 0-0 0.0%
FT% 6-10 60%
2nd FG% 6-19 31.6%
3PT% 0-3 0.0%
FT% 5-6 83.3%
3rd FG% 7-14 50.0%
3PT% 0-2 0.0%
FT% 5-7 71.4%
4th FG% 4-9 44.4%
3PT% 1-2 50.0%
FT% 6-6 100%
GM FG% 20-55 36.4%
3PT% 1-7 14.3%
FT% 22-29 75.9%
Dead Ball Rebounds: 3, 0
Western Kentucky - 47 Record: 0-3
Little Rock - 63 Record: 3-2
WKU LR
Biggest lead 1 (1st 9:28) 21 (3rd 5:00)
Best Scoring Run 5(2nd 4:53) 9(3rd 5:00)
Lead Changes 1
Times Tied 0
Time with Lead 01:02 38:26
Points from WKU LR
Turnovers 6 14
Paint 24 32
Second Chance 7 13
Fast Breaks 7 13
Bench 19 8
Period by Period Scoring
1st 2nd 3rd 4th TOT
WKU 11 7 15 14 47
LR 12 17 19 15 63
Official Basketball Box Score - Final
Western Kentucky at Little Rock
12/13/20 Jack Stephens Center, Little Rock, Ark.
2020-21 Women's Basketball




Officials: Royce Blevins, Marleah Vidal, Symbri Tuttle
Quarter Starters:
Period 1
LR 4 Caicedo M 12 Harvey T 30 Vornes K 31 Crane B 35 Battle T
WKU 0 Haywood M 3 Collett A 12 Pouye F 30 Kulo S 40 Abdelgawad M
Game Time LR Score Diff WKU
10:00 30 VORNES K jumpball won 12 POUYE F jumpball lost
09:39 31 CRANE B 2pt FG in the paint, jump shot missed
09:36 30 VORNES K offensive rebound (1)
09:35 30 VORNES K 2pt FG second chance in the paint, layup missed
09:32 3 COLLETT A defensive rebound (1)
09:28 35 BATTLE T foul shooting (1 - 1) 3 COLLETT A foul drawn (1)
09:28 3 COLLETT A free throw fast break 1 - 2 missed
09:28 offensive dead ball rebound (1)
09:28 0-1 -1 3 COLLETT A free throw fast break 2 - 2 made (1)
08:59 4 CAICEDO M turnover lost ball (1)
08:43
40 ABDELGAWAD M 2pt FG from turnover in the paint, layup
missed
08:43 35 BATTLE T defensive rebound (1)
08:26 12 HARVEY T 2pt FG in the paint, driving layup made (2) 2-1 1
08:10 3 COLLETT A 3pt FG , jump shot missed
08:04 12 HARVEY T defensive rebound (1)
07:52 30 VORNES K 2pt FG in the paint, layup made (2) 4-1 3
07:52 12 HARVEY T assist (1)
07:26 4-3 1 40 ABDELGAWAD M 2pt FG in the paint, driving layup made (2)
07:11 4 CAICEDO M turnover bad pass (2)
07:03 31 CRANE B foul personal (1 - 2) 3 COLLETT A foul drawn (2)
06:52
0 HAYWOOD M 2pt FG from turnover outside the paint, jump
shot missed
06:46 12 HARVEY T defensive rebound (2)
06:45 12 HARVEY T foul drawn (1) 0 HAYWOOD M foul personal (1 - 1)
06:38 35 BATTLE T 2pt FG outside the paint, jump shot made (2) 6-3 3
06:38 4 CAICEDO M assist (1)
06:20 3 COLLETT A 3pt FG , jump shot missed
06:17 30 VORNES K defensive rebound (2)
06:05 12 HARVEY T foul drawn (2) 3 COLLETT A foul personal (1 - 2)
06:05 30 KULO S substitution out
06:05 21 HUNTER T substitution in
05:54 31 CRANE B 2pt FG outside the paint, jump shot missed
05:50 40 ABDELGAWAD M defensive rebound (1)
05:37 30 VORNES K steal (1) 12 POUYE F turnover lost ball (1)
05:19 12 POUYE F substitution out
05:19 2 KALLENBERG J substitution in
05:06
4 CAICEDO M 2pt FG from turnover in the paint, jump shot
missed
05:06 30 VORNES K offensive rebound (3)
05:06 30 VORNES K foul drawn (1) 40 ABDELGAWAD M foul shooting (1 - 3)
05:06 30 VORNES K free throw 1 - 2 missed
05:06 offensive dead ball rebound (1)
05:06 30 VORNES K free throw 2 - 2 missed
Official Basketball Play by Play - 1st Period
Western Kentucky at Little Rock
12/13/20 Jack Stephens Center, Little Rock, Ark.
2020-21 Women's Basketball




Officials: Royce Blevins, Marleah Vidal, Symbri Tuttle
05:04 40 ABDELGAWAD M defensive rebound (2)
04:33 2 KALLENBERG J 2pt FG outside the paint, jump shot missed
04:29 30 VORNES K defensive rebound (4)
04:20 31 CRANE B 2pt FG outside the paint, jump shot missed
04:17 21 HUNTER T defensive rebound (1)
04:04 12 HARVEY T foul personal (1 - 3) 40 ABDELGAWAD M foul drawn (1)
04:04 0 HAYWOOD M substitution out
04:04 1 SIVORI H substitution in
04:04 Timeout media
04:04 30 VORNES K substitution out
04:04 3 JOHNSON D substitution in
03:46 40 ABDELGAWAD M 3pt FG , jump shot missed
03:43 2 KALLENBERG J offensive rebound (1)
03:42 6-5 1
2 KALLENBERG J 2pt FG second chance in the paint, jump
shot made (2)
03:17 35 BATTLE T 2pt FG in the paint, jump shot missed
03:17 35 BATTLE T offensive rebound (2)
03:17 35 BATTLE T foul drawn (1) 21 HUNTER T foul shooting (1 - 4)
03:17 35 BATTLE T free throw 1 - 2 made (3) 7-5 2
03:17 35 BATTLE T free throw 2 - 2 made (4) 8-5 3
03:10 8-7 1 21 HUNTER T 2pt FG fast break in the paint, layup made (2)
03:10 1 SIVORI H assist (1)
03:10 3 JOHNSON D foul shooting (1 - 4) 21 HUNTER T foul drawn (1)
03:10 21 HUNTER T free throw fast break 1 - 1 missed
03:10 31 CRANE B defensive rebound (1)
03:07 3 JOHNSON D substitution out
03:07 30 VORNES K substitution in
02:50 31 CRANE B 2pt FG outside the paint, jump shot missed
02:50 35 BATTLE T offensive rebound (3)
02:50 35 BATTLE T foul drawn (2) 2 KALLENBERG J foul shooting (1 - 5)
02:50 31 CRANE B substitution out
02:50 23 SCOTT B substitution in
02:50 35 BATTLE T free throw 1 - 2 missed
02:50 offensive dead ball rebound (2)
02:50 35 BATTLE T free throw 2 - 2 made (5) 9-7 2
02:43 1 SIVORI H turnover bad pass (1)
02:23 30 VORNES K turnover out of bounds (1)
01:53 23 SCOTT B steal (1) 1 SIVORI H turnover lost ball (2)
01:45 35 BATTLE T foul drawn (3) 1 SIVORI H foul shooting (1 - 6)
01:45 21 HUNTER T substitution out
01:45 12 POUYE F substitution in
01:45 12 HARVEY T substitution out
01:45 31 CRANE B substitution in
01:45 31 CRANE B substitution out
01:45 12 HARVEY T substitution in
01:45 35 BATTLE T free throw fast break 1 - 2 made (6) 10-7 3
01:45 35 BATTLE T free throw fast break 2 - 2 made (7) 11-7 4
01:45 35 BATTLE T substitution out
01:45 31 CRANE B substitution in
Game Time LR Score Diff WKU
Official Basketball Play by Play - 1st Period
Western Kentucky at Little Rock
12/13/20 Jack Stephens Center, Little Rock, Ark.
2020-21 Women's Basketball




Officials: Royce Blevins, Marleah Vidal, Symbri Tuttle
01:31 11-9 2 3 COLLETT A 2pt FG in the paint, layup made (3)
01:12 12 HARVEY T 2pt FG in the paint, layup missed
01:09 30 VORNES K offensive rebound (5)
01:09 12 HARVEY T substitution out
01:09 35 BATTLE T substitution in
00:57
23 SCOTT B 2pt FG second chance outside the paint, jump shot
missed
00:54 30 VORNES K offensive rebound (6)
00:54 30 VORNES K foul drawn (2) 3 COLLETT A foul shooting (2 - 7)
00:54 30 VORNES K free throw 1 - 2 missed
00:54 offensive dead ball rebound (3)
00:54 30 VORNES K free throw 2 - 2 made (3) 12-9 3
00:54 30 VORNES K substitution out
00:54 3 JOHNSON D substitution in
00:54 3 COLLETT A substitution out
00:54 0 HAYWOOD M substitution in
00:48 1 SIVORI H turnover bad pass (3)
00:34 35 BATTLE T 2pt FG from turnover in the paint, layup missed
00:31 40 ABDELGAWAD M defensive rebound (3)
00:31 31 CRANE B foul personal (2 - 5) 1 SIVORI H foul drawn (1)
00:31 3 JOHNSON D substitution out
00:31 31 CRANE B substitution out
00:31 12 HARVEY T substitution in
00:31 30 VORNES K substitution in
00:31 12-10 2 1 SIVORI H free throw fast break 1 - 2 made (1)
00:31 12-11 1 1 SIVORI H free throw fast break 2 - 2 made (2)
00:01 23 SCOTT B turnover travel (1)
END OF PERIOD
LR 12-11 WKU
Game Time LR Score Diff WKU
Official Basketball Play by Play - 1st Period
Western Kentucky at Little Rock
12/13/20 Jack Stephens Center, Little Rock, Ark.
2020-21 Women's Basketball











FG 3P FT Rebounds Fouls
TP AS TO ST
Blocks
+/-
M-A M-A M-A OR DR TOT PF FD BS BA
12 Fatou Pouye 06:26 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 -2
30 Selma Kulo 03:55 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -3
0 Myriah Haywood 06:51 0-1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1
3 Ally Collett 09:05 1-3 0-2 1-2 0 1 1 2 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 -3
40 Meral Abdelgawad 10:00 1-3 0-1 0-0 0 3 3 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 -1
21 Tori Hunter 04:20 1-1 0-0 0-1 0 1 1 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 1
2 Jenna Kallenberg 05:19 1-2 0-0 0-0 1 0 1 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2
1 Hope Sivori 04:04 0-0 0-0 2-2 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 3 0 0 0 2
Team 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 4-10 0-3 3-5 1 5 6 7 5 11 1 4 0 0 0 -1
Technical Fouls::NONE
Shooting By Period
1st FG% 4-10 40.0%
3PT% 0-3 0.0%
FT% 3-5 60%
GM FG% 4-10 40.0%
3PT% 0-3 0.0%
FT% 3-5 60.0%







FG 3P FT Rebounds Fouls
TP AS TO ST
Blocks
+/-
M-A M-A M-A OR DR TOT PF FD BS BA
30 Krystan Vornes 08:40 1-2 0-0 1-4 4 2 6 0 2 3 0 1 1 0 0 3
31 Brianna Crane 08:23 0-4 0-0 0-0 0 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
35 Teal Battle 09:24 1-3 0-0 5-6 2 1 3 1 3 7 0 0 0 0 0 3
4 Mayra Caicedo 10:00 0-1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 1
12 Tia Harvey 09:23 1-2 0-0 0-0 0 2 2 1 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
3 Dariel Johnson 01:20 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2
23 Bre'Amber Scott 02:50 0-1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
Team 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 3-13 0-0 6-10 6 6 12 5 7 12 2 4 2 0 0 1
Technical Fouls::NONE
Shooting By Period
1st FG% 3-13 23.1%
3PT% 0-0 0.0%
FT% 6-10 60%
GM FG% 3-13 23.1%
3PT% 0-0 0.0%
FT% 6-10 60.0%
Dead Ball Rebounds: 3, 0
Western Kentucky - 11
Little Rock - 12
WKU LR
Biggest lead 1 (1st 9:28) 4 (1st 1:45)
Best Scoring Run 2(1st 7:26) 4(1st 7:52)
Lead Changes 1
Times Tied 0
Time with Lead 01:02 08:26
Points from WKU LR
Turnovers 0 2
Paint 8 4
Second Chance 2 4
Fast Breaks 5 2
Bench 6 0
Period by Period Scoring
1st 2nd 3rd 4th TOT
WKU 11 7 15 14 47
LR 12 17 19 15 63
Official Basketball Box Score - 1st Period
Western Kentucky at Little Rock
12/13/20 Jack Stephens Center, Little Rock, Ark.
2020-21 Women's Basketball




Officials: Royce Blevins, Marleah Vidal, Symbri Tuttle
Quarter Starters:
Period 2
LR 4 Caicedo M 12 Harvey T 23 Scott B 30 Vornes K 35 Battle T
WKU 1 Sivori H 2 Kallenberg J 3 Collett A 12 Pouye F 40 Abdelgawad M
Game Time LR Score Diff WKU
10:00 0 HAYWOOD M substitution out
10:00 3 COLLETT A substitution in
09:39 12 HARVEY T steal (1) 12 POUYE F turnover lost ball (2)
09:27
35 BATTLE T 2pt FG from turnover in the paint, jump shot
missed
09:24 30 VORNES K offensive rebound (7)
09:16
12 HARVEY T 2pt FG from turnover second chance in the paint,
jump shot made (4)
14-11 3
09:16 35 BATTLE T assist (1)
09:05 1 SIVORI H 3pt FG , jump shot missed
09:03 23 SCOTT B defensive rebound (1)
08:57 30 VORNES K 2pt FG in the paint, layup made (5) 16-11 5
08:57 23 SCOTT B assist (1)
08:57 30 VORNES K foul drawn (3) 2 KALLENBERG J foul shooting (2 - 1)
08:57 1 SIVORI H substitution out
08:57 3 COLLETT A substitution out
08:57 0 HAYWOOD M substitution in
08:57 30 KULO S substitution in
08:57 30 VORNES K free throw 1 - 1 missed
08:54 40 ABDELGAWAD M defensive rebound (4)
08:49 jump ball situation
08:49 30 VORNES K steal (2) 12 POUYE F turnover lost ball (3)
08:33
30 VORNES K 2pt FG from turnover in the paint, jump shot
blocked
08:33 30 KULO S block (1)
08:31 12 HARVEY T offensive rebound (3)
08:26
12 HARVEY T 2pt FG from turnover second chance in the paint,
jump shot missed
08:23 12 POUYE F defensive rebound (1)
08:00 0 HAYWOOD M 2pt FG in the paint, layup blocked
08:00 30 VORNES K block (1)
07:55 23 SCOTT B defensive rebound (2)
07:52 23 SCOTT B foul drawn (1) 30 KULO S foul shooting (1 - 2)
07:52 30 VORNES K substitution out
07:52 3 JOHNSON D substitution in
07:52 23 SCOTT B free throw fast break 1 - 2 made (1) 17-11 6
07:52 23 SCOTT B free throw fast break 2 - 2 made (2) 18-11 7
07:26 0 HAYWOOD M 2pt FG outside the paint, jump shot missed
07:23 4 CAICEDO M defensive rebound (1)
07:23 4 CAICEDO M foul drawn (1) 0 HAYWOOD M foul personal (2 - 3)
07:12 23 SCOTT B 3pt FG , jump shot missed
07:10 12 POUYE F defensive rebound (2)
06:51 2 KALLENBERG J substitution out
06:51 3 COLLETT A substitution in
Official Basketball Play by Play - 2nd Period
Western Kentucky at Little Rock
12/13/20 Jack Stephens Center, Little Rock, Ark.
2020-21 Women's Basketball




Officials: Royce Blevins, Marleah Vidal, Symbri Tuttle
06:51 18-13 5 3 COLLETT A 2pt FG in the paint, jump shot made (5)
06:51 12 HARVEY T foul shooting (2 - 1) 3 COLLETT A foul drawn (3)
06:51 18-14 4 3 COLLETT A free throw 1 - 1 made (6)
06:37 12 HARVEY T turnover travel (1)
06:21 12 POUYE F turnover bad pass (4)
06:21 35 BATTLE T substitution out
06:21 34 FRANCIS A substitution in
05:50 23 SCOTT B substitution out
05:50 34 FRANCIS A substitution out
05:50 31 CRANE B substitution in
05:50 35 BATTLE T substitution in
05:49
12 HARVEY T 2pt FG from turnover in the paint, jump shot
missed
05:47 31 CRANE B offensive rebound (2)
05:46
31 CRANE B 2pt FG from turnover second chance outside the
paint, jump shot missed
05:43 0 HAYWOOD M defensive rebound (1)
05:40 3 JOHNSON D substitution out
05:40 30 VORNES K substitution in
05:22 30 KULO S 3pt FG , jump shot missed
05:19 30 VORNES K defensive rebound (8)
05:05 30 VORNES K turnover travel (2)
05:05 30 KULO S substitution out
05:05 21 HUNTER T substitution in
04:53 30 VORNES K foul shooting (1 - 2) 0 HAYWOOD M foul drawn (1)
04:53 Timeout media
04:53 18-15 3 0 HAYWOOD M free throw 1 - 2 made (1)
04:53 18-16 2 0 HAYWOOD M free throw 2 - 2 made (2)
04:31 12 HARVEY T 2pt FG in the paint, jump shot made (6) 20-16 4
04:03 12 POUYE F 3pt FG , jump shot missed
04:03 31 CRANE B defensive rebound (3)
03:43 31 CRANE B 2pt FG outside the paint, jump shot made (2) 22-16 6
03:43 35 BATTLE T assist (2)
03:25 3 COLLETT A 3pt FG , jump shot missed
03:22 30 VORNES K defensive rebound (9)
03:11 30 VORNES K 2pt FG in the paint, layup missed
03:08 12 POUYE F defensive rebound (3)
03:03 12 HARVEY T steal (2) 0 HAYWOOD M turnover bad pass (1)
03:01 4 CAICEDO M foul drawn (2) 0 HAYWOOD M foul personal (3 - 4)
03:01 31 CRANE B substitution out
03:01 23 SCOTT B substitution in
03:01 0 HAYWOOD M substitution out
03:01 1 SIVORI H substitution in
02:44 12 HARVEY T 2pt FG from turnover in the paint, layup missed
02:41 12 POUYE F defensive rebound (4)
02:33 22-18 4 21 HUNTER T 2pt FG in the paint, layup made (4)
02:33 1 SIVORI H assist (2)
02:33 4 CAICEDO M foul shooting (1 - 3) 21 HUNTER T foul drawn (2)
02:31 21 HUNTER T free throw 1 - 1 missed
02:31 35 BATTLE T defensive rebound (4)
Game Time LR Score Diff WKU
Official Basketball Play by Play - 2nd Period
Western Kentucky at Little Rock
12/13/20 Jack Stephens Center, Little Rock, Ark.
2020-21 Women's Basketball




Officials: Royce Blevins, Marleah Vidal, Symbri Tuttle
02:31 35 BATTLE T foul drawn (4) 12 POUYE F foul personal (1 - 5)
02:31 35 BATTLE T free throw fast break 1 - 2 made (8) 23-18 5
02:31 35 BATTLE T free throw fast break 2 - 2 made (9) 24-18 6
02:04
40 ABDELGAWAD M 2pt FG outside the paint, jump shot
missed
02:02 21 HUNTER T offensive rebound (2)
02:01
40 ABDELGAWAD M 2pt FG second chance outside the paint,
jump shot missed
01:58 30 VORNES K defensive rebound (10)
01:55 35 BATTLE T 2pt FG fast break in the paint, layup made (11) 26-18 8
01:55 23 SCOTT B assist (2)
01:51 Timeout 30 Sec
01:45 1 SIVORI H turnover lost ball (4)
01:45 12 POUYE F substitution out
01:45 2 KALLENBERG J substitution in
01:18 4 CAICEDO M 3pt FG from turnover, jump shot missed
01:15 35 BATTLE T offensive rebound (5)
01:13
23 SCOTT B 3pt FG from turnover second chance, jump shot
missed
01:10 30 VORNES K offensive rebound (11)
00:58
12 HARVEY T 2pt FG from turnover second chance in the paint,
layup missed
00:58 12 HARVEY T offensive rebound (4)
00:58
12 HARVEY T 2pt FG from turnover second chance in the paint,
layup missed
00:58 12 HARVEY T offensive rebound (5)
00:58
12 HARVEY T 2pt FG from turnover second chance in the paint,
layup made (8)
28-18 10
00:58 12 HARVEY T foul drawn (3) 2 KALLENBERG J foul shooting (3 - 6)
00:58 21 HUNTER T substitution out
00:58 30 KULO S substitution in
00:58 12 HARVEY T free throw 1 - 1 made (9) 29-18 11
00:58 12 HARVEY T substitution out
00:58 34 FRANCIS A substitution in
00:43 3 COLLETT A 3pt FG , jump shot missed
00:43 defensive rebound (28)
00:16 4 CAICEDO M 2pt FG in the paint, layup missed
00:15 defensive rebound (14)
00:00 1 SIVORI H 2pt FG in the paint, layup blocked
00:00 4 CAICEDO M block (1)
00:00 30 VORNES K defensive rebound (12)
END OF PERIOD
LR 29-18 WKU
Game Time LR Score Diff WKU
Official Basketball Play by Play - 2nd Period
Western Kentucky at Little Rock
12/13/20 Jack Stephens Center, Little Rock, Ark.
2020-21 Women's Basketball











FG 3P FT Rebounds Fouls
TP AS TO ST
Blocks
+/-
M-A M-A M-A OR DR TOT PF FD BS BA
12 Fatou Pouye 08:15 0-1 0-1 0-0 0 4 4 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 -7
30 Selma Kulo 04:50 0-1 0-1 0-0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 Myriah Haywood 05:56 0-2 0-0 2-2 0 1 1 2 1 2 0 1 0 0 1 -1
3 Ally Collett 07:54 1-3 0-2 1-1 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 -8
40 Meral Abdelgawad 10:00 0-2 0-0 0-0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -10
21 Tori Hunter 04:07 1-1 0-0 0-1 1 0 1 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 -6
1 Hope Sivori 04:04 0-2 0-1 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 -9
2 Jenna Kallenberg 04:54 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -9
Team 0 1 1 0 0
Totals 2-12 0-5 3-4 1 7 8 6 3 7 1 5 0 1 2 -10
Technical Fouls::NONE
Shooting By Period
2nd FG% 2-12 16.7%
3PT% 0-5 0.0%
FT% 3-4 75%
GM FG% 2-12 16.7%
3PT% 0-5 0.0%
FT% 3-4 75.0%







FG 3P FT Rebounds Fouls
TP AS TO ST
Blocks
+/-
M-A M-A M-A OR DR TOT PF FD BS BA
30 Krystan Vornes 07:48 1-3 0-0 0-1 2 4 6 1 1 2 0 1 1 1 1 11
31 Brianna Crane 02:49 1-2 0-0 0-0 1 1 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2
35 Teal Battle 09:29 1-2 0-0 2-2 1 1 2 0 1 4 2 0 0 0 0 10
4 Mayra Caicedo 10:00 0-2 0-1 0-0 0 1 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 10
12 Tia Harvey 09:02 3-8 0-0 1-1 3 0 3 1 1 7 0 1 2 0 0 10
3 Dariel Johnson 02:12 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1
34 Angelique Francis 01:29 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
23 Bre'Amber Scott 07:11 0-2 0-2 2-2 0 2 2 0 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 8
Team 0 1 1 0 0
Totals 6-19 0-3 5-6 7 10 17 3 6 17 4 2 3 2 1 10
Technical Fouls::NONE
Shooting By Period
2nd FG% 6-19 31.6%
3PT% 0-3 0.0%
FT% 5-6 83.3%
GM FG% 6-19 31.6%
3PT% 0-3 0.0%
FT% 5-6 83.3%
Dead Ball Rebounds: 0, 0
Western Kentucky - 7
Little Rock - 17
WKU LR
Biggest lead 0 (1st 10:00) 11 (2nd 0:58)
Best Scoring Run 5(2nd 4:53) 7(2nd 0:58)
Lead Changes 0
Times Tied 0
Time with Lead 00:00 09:27
Points from WKU LR
Turnovers 2 5
Paint 4 10
Second Chance 0 5
Fast Breaks 0 6
Bench 2 2
Period by Period Scoring
1st 2nd 3rd 4th TOT
WKU 11 7 15 14 47
LR 12 17 19 15 63
Official Basketball Box Score - 2nd Period
Western Kentucky at Little Rock
12/13/20 Jack Stephens Center, Little Rock, Ark.
2020-21 Women's Basketball











FG 3P FT Rebounds Fouls
TP AS TO ST
Blocks
+/-
M-A M-A M-A OR DR TOT PF FD BS BA
12 Fatou Pouye 14:41 0-1 0-1 0-0 0 4 4 1 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 -9
30 Selma Kulo 08:45 0-1 0-1 0-0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -3
0 Myriah Haywood 12:47 0-3 0-0 2-2 0 1 1 3 1 2 0 1 0 0 1 -2
3 Ally Collett 16:59 2-6 0-4 2-3 0 1 1 2 3 6 0 0 0 0 0 -11
40 Meral Abdelgawad 20:00 1-5 0-1 0-0 0 4 4 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 -11
21 Tori Hunter 08:27 2-2 0-0 0-2 1 1 2 1 2 4 0 0 0 0 0 -5
2 Jenna Kallenberg 10:13 1-2 0-0 0-0 1 0 1 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 -7
1 Hope Sivori 08:08 0-2 0-1 2-2 0 0 0 1 1 2 2 4 0 0 1 -7
Team 0 1 1 0 0
Totals 6-22 0-8 6-9 2 12 14 13 8 18 2 9 0 1 2 -11
Technical Fouls::NONE
Shooting By Period
1st FG% 4-10 40.0%
3PT% 0-3 0.0%
FT% 3-5 60%
2nd FG% 2-12 16.7%
3PT% 0-5 0.0%
FT% 3-4 75%
GM FG% 6-22 27.3%
3PT% 0-8 0.0%
FT% 6-9 66.7%







FG 3P FT Rebounds Fouls
TP AS TO ST
Blocks
+/-
M-A M-A M-A OR DR TOT PF FD BS BA
30 Krystan Vornes 16:28 2-5 0-0 1-5 6 6 12 1 3 5 0 2 2 1 1 14
31 Brianna Crane 11:12 1-6 0-0 0-0 1 2 3 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2
35 Teal Battle 18:53 2-5 0-0 7-8 3 2 5 1 4 11 2 0 0 0 0 13
4 Mayra Caicedo 20:00 0-3 0-1 0-0 0 1 1 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 0 11
12 Tia Harvey 18:25 4-10 0-0 1-1 3 2 5 2 3 9 1 1 2 0 0 10
3 Dariel Johnson 03:32 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -3
23 Bre'Amber Scott 10:01 0-3 0-2 2-2 0 2 2 0 1 2 2 1 1 0 0 8
34 Angelique Francis 01:29 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Team 0 1 1 0 0
Totals 9-32 0-3 11-16 13 16 29 8 13 29 6 6 5 2 1 11
Technical Fouls::NONE
Shooting By Period
1st FG% 3-13 23.1%
3PT% 0-0 0.0%
FT% 6-10 60%
2nd FG% 6-19 31.6%
3PT% 0-3 0.0%
FT% 5-6 83.3%
GM FG% 9-32 28.1%
3PT% 0-3 0.0%
FT% 11-16 68.8%
Dead Ball Rebounds: 3, 0
Western Kentucky - 18
Little Rock - 29
WKU LR
Biggest lead 1 (1st 9:28) 11 (2nd 0:58)
Best Scoring Run 5(2nd 4:53) 7(2nd 0:58)
Lead Changes 1
Times Tied 0
Time with Lead 01:02 18:26
Points from WKU LR
Turnovers 2 7
Paint 12 14
Second Chance 2 9
Fast Breaks 5 8
Bench 8 2
Period by Period Scoring
1st 2nd 3rd 4th TOT
WKU 11 7 15 14 47
LR 12 17 19 15 63
Official Basketball Box Score - First Half
Western Kentucky at Little Rock
12/13/20 Jack Stephens Center, Little Rock, Ark.
2020-21 Women's Basketball




Officials: Royce Blevins, Marleah Vidal, Symbri Tuttle
Quarter Starters:
Period 3
LR 4 Caicedo M 12 Harvey T 30 Vornes K 31 Crane B 35 Battle T
WKU 0 Haywood M 3 Collett A 12 Pouye F 30 Kulo S 40 Abdelgawad M
Game Time LR Score Diff WKU
10:00 23 SCOTT B substitution out
10:00 34 FRANCIS A substitution out
10:00 12 HARVEY T substitution in
10:00 31 CRANE B substitution in
10:00 1 SIVORI H substitution out
10:00 2 KALLENBERG J substitution out
10:00 0 HAYWOOD M substitution in
10:00 12 POUYE F substitution in
09:38 29-20 9 3 COLLETT A 2pt FG in the paint, layup made (8)
09:19 35 BATTLE T 2pt FG in the paint, jump shot missed
09:15 4 CAICEDO M offensive rebound (2)
09:04
35 BATTLE T 2pt FG second chance outside the paint, jump
shot made (13)
31-20 11
09:04 4 CAICEDO M assist (2)
08:30 0 HAYWOOD M 2pt FG outside the paint, jump shot missed
08:28 4 CAICEDO M defensive rebound (3)
08:23 4 CAICEDO M 2pt FG in the paint, driving layup made (2) 33-20 13
07:50 31 CRANE B foul shooting (3 - 1) 12 POUYE F foul drawn (1)
07:50 12 POUYE F free throw 1 - 2 missed
07:50 offensive dead ball rebound (2)
07:50 33-21 12 12 POUYE F free throw 2 - 2 made (1)
07:50 31 CRANE B substitution out
07:50 23 SCOTT B substitution in
07:33 35 BATTLE T 2pt FG in the paint, jump shot missed
07:30 35 BATTLE T offensive rebound (6)
07:24
30 VORNES K 2pt FG second chance in the paint, jump shot
blocked
07:24 30 KULO S block (2)
07:24 offensive rebound (33)
07:11 23 SCOTT B 3pt FG second chance, jump shot missed
07:08 0 HAYWOOD M defensive rebound (2)
07:05 0 HAYWOOD M 2pt FG in the paint, jump shot missed
07:05 defensive rebound (34)
06:49 4 CAICEDO M foul drawn (3) 0 HAYWOOD M foul personal (4 - 1)
06:49 0 HAYWOOD M substitution out
06:49 1 SIVORI H substitution in
06:41 12 HARVEY T 2pt FG in the paint, layup missed
06:41 30 VORNES K offensive rebound (13)
06:41 30 VORNES K foul drawn (4) 12 POUYE F foul shooting (2 - 2)
06:41 30 KULO S substitution out
06:41 21 HUNTER T substitution in
06:41 30 VORNES K free throw 1 - 2 made (6) 34-21 13
06:41 30 VORNES K free throw 2 - 2 made (7) 35-21 14
06:15 23 SCOTT B steal (2) 40 ABDELGAWAD M turnover lost ball (1)
Official Basketball Play by Play - 3rd Period
Western Kentucky at Little Rock
12/13/20 Jack Stephens Center, Little Rock, Ark.
2020-21 Women's Basketball




Officials: Royce Blevins, Marleah Vidal, Symbri Tuttle
06:11 23 SCOTT B 2pt FG from turnover in the paint, layup made (4) 37-21 16
06:11 23 SCOTT B foul drawn (2) 1 SIVORI H foul shooting (2 - 3)
06:11 Timeout 30 Sec
06:11 Timeout media
06:11 23 SCOTT B free throw 1 - 1 made (5) 38-21 17
05:49 3 COLLETT A 2pt FG outside the paint, jump shot missed
05:46 23 SCOTT B defensive rebound (3)
05:41 12 HARVEY T 2pt FG in the paint, layup made (11) 40-21 19
05:08 3 COLLETT A 2pt FG in the paint, layup missed
05:05 3 COLLETT A offensive rebound (2)
05:05 3 COLLETT A 2pt FG second chance in the paint, layup missed
05:02 30 VORNES K defensive rebound (14)
05:00 23 SCOTT B 2pt FG fast break in the paint, layup made (7) 42-21 21
05:00 35 BATTLE T assist (3)
04:29 12 POUYE F 3pt FG , jump shot missed
04:29 40 ABDELGAWAD M offensive rebound (5)
04:29 23 SCOTT B foul shooting (1 - 2) 40 ABDELGAWAD M foul drawn (2)
04:29 Timeout media
04:29 3 COLLETT A substitution out
04:29 25 SMITH J substitution in
04:29 40 ABDELGAWAD M free throw 1 - 2 missed
04:29 offensive dead ball rebound (3)
04:29 42-22 20 40 ABDELGAWAD M free throw 2 - 2 made (3)
04:17 12 HARVEY T turnover lost ball (2)
04:08 30 VORNES K foul shooting (2 - 3) 21 HUNTER T foul drawn (3)
04:08 42-23 19 21 HUNTER T free throw 1 - 2 made (5)
04:08 42-24 18 21 HUNTER T free throw 2 - 2 made (6)
03:48 35 BATTLE T 2pt FG in the paint, jump shot made (15) 44-24 20
03:28 4 CAICEDO M foul shooting (2 - 4) 1 SIVORI H foul drawn (2)
03:28 1 SIVORI H free throw 1 - 2 missed
03:28 offensive dead ball rebound (4)
03:28 44-25 19 1 SIVORI H free throw 2 - 2 made (3)
03:02 23 SCOTT B 3pt FG , jump shot missed
03:02 defensive rebound (18)
02:45 44-27 17 1 SIVORI H 2pt FG in the paint, layup made (5)
02:18 4 CAICEDO M 2pt FG in the paint, layup made (4) 46-27 19
02:11 1 SIVORI H turnover bad pass (5)
01:51 35 BATTLE T 2pt FG from turnover in the paint, layup missed
01:47 21 HUNTER T defensive rebound (3)
01:41 40 ABDELGAWAD M 3pt FG , jump shot missed
01:37 25 SMITH J offensive rebound (1)
01:37
25 SMITH J 2pt FG second chance in the paint, jump shot
missed
01:37 21 HUNTER T offensive rebound (4)
01:37 30 VORNES K foul shooting (3 - 5) 21 HUNTER T foul drawn (4)
01:37 30 VORNES K substitution out
01:37 3 JOHNSON D substitution in
01:37 46-28 18 21 HUNTER T free throw 1 - 2 made (7)
01:37 21 HUNTER T free throw 2 - 2 missed
Game Time LR Score Diff WKU
Official Basketball Play by Play - 3rd Period
Western Kentucky at Little Rock
12/13/20 Jack Stephens Center, Little Rock, Ark.
2020-21 Women's Basketball




Officials: Royce Blevins, Marleah Vidal, Symbri Tuttle
01:36 35 BATTLE T defensive rebound (7)
01:26 4 CAICEDO M foul drawn (4) 1 SIVORI H foul personal (3 - 4)
01:26 21 HUNTER T substitution out
01:26 30 KULO S substitution in
01:17 12 HARVEY T turnover bad pass (3) 40 ABDELGAWAD M steal (1)
01:09 1 SIVORI H 2pt FG from turnover in the paint, layup missed
01:07 12 HARVEY T defensive rebound (6)
01:02 23 SCOTT B foul drawn (3) 40 ABDELGAWAD M foul shooting (2 - 5)
01:02 12 HARVEY T substitution out
01:02 31 CRANE B substitution in
01:02 40 ABDELGAWAD M substitution out
01:02 5 LANDSIEDEL M substitution in
01:02 23 SCOTT B free throw fast break 1 - 2 made (8) 47-28 19
01:02 23 SCOTT B free throw fast break 2 - 2 missed
01:01 30 KULO S defensive rebound (1)
00:47 47-31 16 12 POUYE F 3pt FG , jump shot made (4)
00:47 1 SIVORI H assist (3)
00:32 35 BATTLE T foul drawn (5) 12 POUYE F foul shooting (3 - 6)
00:32 35 BATTLE T free throw 1 - 2 made (16) 48-31 17
00:32 35 BATTLE T free throw 2 - 2 missed
00:32 30 KULO S defensive rebound (2)
00:05 48-33 15 12 POUYE F 2pt FG in the paint, layup made (6)
END OF PERIOD
LR 48-33 WKU
Game Time LR Score Diff WKU
Official Basketball Play by Play - 3rd Period
Western Kentucky at Little Rock
12/13/20 Jack Stephens Center, Little Rock, Ark.
2020-21 Women's Basketball











FG 3P FT Rebounds Fouls
TP AS TO ST
Blocks
+/-
M-A M-A M-A OR DR TOT PF FD BS BA
12 Fatou Pouye 10:00 2-3 1-2 1-2 0 0 0 2 1 6 0 0 0 0 0 -4
30 Selma Kulo 04:45 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2
0 Myriah Haywood 03:11 0-2 0-0 0-0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1
3 Ally Collett 05:31 1-4 0-0 0-0 1 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 -10
40 Meral Abdelgawad 08:58 0-1 0-1 1-2 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 -7
2 Jenna Kallenberg 00:00
1 Hope Sivori 06:49 1-2 0-0 1-2 0 0 0 2 1 3 1 1 0 0 0 -3
21 Tori Hunter 05:15 0-0 0-0 3-4 1 1 2 0 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 -6
25 Jordan Smith 04:29 0-1 0-0 0-0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6
5 Megan Landsiedel 01:02 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
Team 0 1 1 0 0
Totals 4-13 1-3 6-10 4 5 9 6 5 15 1 2 1 1 0 -4
Technical Fouls::NONE
Shooting By Period
3rd FG% 4-13 30.8%
3PT% 1-3 33.3%
FT% 6-10 60%
GM FG% 4-13 30.8%
3PT% 1-3 33.3%
FT% 6-10 60.0%







FG 3P FT Rebounds Fouls
TP AS TO ST
Blocks
+/-
M-A M-A M-A OR DR TOT PF FD BS BA
30 Krystan Vornes 08:23 0-1 0-0 2-2 1 1 2 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 8
31 Brianna Crane 03:12 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2
35 Teal Battle 10:00 2-5 0-0 1-2 1 1 2 0 1 5 1 0 0 0 0 4
4 Mayra Caicedo 10:00 2-2 0-0 0-0 1 1 2 1 2 4 1 0 0 0 0 4
12 Tia Harvey 08:58 1-2 0-0 0-0 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 7
34 Angelique Francis 00:00
23 Bre'Amber Scott 07:50 2-4 0-2 2-3 0 1 1 1 2 6 0 0 1 0 0 3
3 Dariel Johnson 01:37 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -4
Team 1 1 2 0 0
Totals 7-14 0-2 5-7 4 6 10 5 6 19 2 2 1 0 1 4
Technical Fouls::NONE
Shooting By Period
3rd FG% 7-14 50.0%
3PT% 0-2 0.0%
FT% 5-7 71.4%
GM FG% 7-14 50.0%
3PT% 0-2 0.0%
FT% 5-7 71.4%
Dead Ball Rebounds: 0, 0
Western Kentucky - 15
Little Rock - 19
WKU LR
Biggest lead 0 (1st 10:00) 21 (3rd 5:00)
Best Scoring Run 3(3rd 4:08) 9(3rd 5:00)
Lead Changes 0
Times Tied 0
Time with Lead 00:00 09:38
Points from WKU LR
Turnovers 2 3
Paint 6 12
Second Chance 2 4
Fast Breaks 0 3
Bench 6 6
Period by Period Scoring
1st 2nd 3rd 4th TOT
WKU 11 7 15 14 47
LR 12 17 19 15 63
Official Basketball Box Score - 3rd Period
Western Kentucky at Little Rock
12/13/20 Jack Stephens Center, Little Rock, Ark.
2020-21 Women's Basketball




Officials: Royce Blevins, Marleah Vidal, Symbri Tuttle
Quarter Starters:
Period 4
LR 3 Johnson D 4 Caicedo M 23 Scott B 31 Crane B 35 Battle T
WKU 1 Sivori H 5 Landsiedel M 12 Pouye F 25 Smith J 30 Kulo S
Game Time LR Score Diff WKU
09:45 4 CAICEDO M turnover lost ball (3)
09:33 30 KULO S 2pt FG from turnover in the paint, layup missed
09:29 31 CRANE B defensive rebound (4)
09:11 31 CRANE B 2pt FG in the paint, layup missed
09:11 offensive rebound (41)
09:02 4 CAICEDO M turnover bad pass (4) 25 SMITH J steal (1)
08:57 48-35 13
1 SIVORI H 2pt FG fast break from turnover outside the paint,
jump shot made (7)
08:40 23 SCOTT B 3pt FG , jump shot missed
08:37 12 POUYE F defensive rebound (5)
08:20 31 CRANE B foul shooting (4 - 1) 1 SIVORI H foul drawn (3)
08:20 30 KULO S substitution out
08:20 21 HUNTER T substitution in
08:20 31 CRANE B substitution out
08:20 12 HARVEY T substitution in
08:20 1 SIVORI H free throw 1 - 2 missed
08:20 offensive dead ball rebound (5)
08:20 48-36 12 1 SIVORI H free throw 2 - 2 made (8)
08:00 3 JOHNSON D 2pt FG outside the paint, jump shot missed
07:51 25 SMITH J defensive rebound (2)
07:45 1 SIVORI H 3pt FG , jump shot missed
07:42 4 CAICEDO M defensive rebound (4)
07:37 35 BATTLE T foul drawn (6) 5 LANDSIEDEL M foul shooting (1 - 1)
07:37 5 LANDSIEDEL M substitution out
07:37 25 SMITH J substitution out
07:37 2 KALLENBERG J substitution in
07:37 3 COLLETT A substitution in
07:37 12 POUYE F substitution out
07:37 40 ABDELGAWAD M substitution in
07:37 35 BATTLE T free throw fast break 1 - 2 made (17) 49-36 13
07:37 35 BATTLE T free throw fast break 2 - 2 made (18) 50-36 14
07:09 50-38 12 21 HUNTER T 2pt FG in the paint, layup made (9)
07:09 40 ABDELGAWAD M assist (1)
06:55 35 BATTLE T 2pt FG outside the paint, jump shot missed
06:52 21 HUNTER T defensive rebound (5)
06:37 1 SIVORI H 2pt FG in the paint, layup missed
06:37 offensive rebound (27)
06:34 50-41 9 3 COLLETT A 3pt FG second chance, jump shot made (11)
06:34 1 SIVORI H assist (4)
06:12 35 BATTLE T foul drawn (7) 21 HUNTER T foul personal (2 - 2)
06:12 3 JOHNSON D substitution out
06:12 30 VORNES K substitution in
06:02 30 VORNES K 2pt FG in the paint, layup made (9) 52-41 11
Official Basketball Play by Play - 4th Period
Western Kentucky at Little Rock
12/13/20 Jack Stephens Center, Little Rock, Ark.
2020-21 Women's Basketball




Officials: Royce Blevins, Marleah Vidal, Symbri Tuttle
06:02 23 SCOTT B assist (3)
05:43 1 SIVORI H turnover travel (6)
05:43 21 HUNTER T substitution out
05:43 12 POUYE F substitution in
05:27
30 VORNES K 2pt FG from turnover in the paint, layup made
(11)
54-41 13
05:27 23 SCOTT B assist (4)
05:05 23 SCOTT B foul shooting (2 - 2) 12 POUYE F foul drawn (2)
05:05 12 POUYE F free throw 1 - 2 missed
05:05 offensive dead ball rebound (6)
05:05 54-42 12 12 POUYE F free throw 2 - 2 made (7)
04:56 Timeout 30 Sec
04:56 Timeout media
04:40 4 CAICEDO M turnover bad pass (5) 40 ABDELGAWAD M steal (2)
04:37 40 ABDELGAWAD M turnover out of bounds (2)
04:32 turnover shot clock (12)
04:19
3 COLLETT A 2pt FG from turnover in the paint, jump shot
missed
04:15 35 BATTLE T defensive rebound (8)
04:11 30 VORNES K foul offensive (4 - 3) 40 ABDELGAWAD M foul drawn (3)
04:11 30 VORNES K turnover offensive (3)
04:11 12 HARVEY T substitution out
04:11 31 CRANE B substitution in
04:02 12 POUYE F 3pt FG from turnover, jump shot missed
03:59 40 ABDELGAWAD M offensive rebound (6)
03:56 40 ABDELGAWAD M turnover lost ball (3)
03:30
30 VORNES K 2pt FG from turnover in the paint, layup made
(13)
56-42 14
03:30 23 SCOTT B assist (5)
03:00 12 POUYE F 2pt FG in the paint, jump shot missed
03:00 40 ABDELGAWAD M offensive rebound (7)
03:00 jump ball situation
02:53 1 SIVORI H turnover travel (7)
02:43 jump ball situation
02:43 2 KALLENBERG J substitution out
02:43 25 SMITH J substitution in
02:26 30 VORNES K 2pt FG from turnover in the paint, layup missed
02:22 40 ABDELGAWAD M defensive rebound (8)
02:14 56-44 12 12 POUYE F 2pt FG in the paint, layup made (9)
02:04 31 CRANE B foul drawn (1) 3 COLLETT A foul shooting (3 - 3)
02:04 31 CRANE B free throw 1 - 2 made (3) 57-44 13
02:04 31 CRANE B free throw 2 - 2 made (4) 58-44 14
01:44 23 SCOTT B foul shooting (3 - 4) 40 ABDELGAWAD M foul drawn (4)
01:44 58-45 13 40 ABDELGAWAD M free throw 1 - 2 made (4)
01:44 40 ABDELGAWAD M free throw 2 - 2 missed
01:43 30 VORNES K defensive rebound (15)
01:29 35 BATTLE T foul drawn (8) 12 POUYE F foul personal (4 - 4)
01:21 31 CRANE B foul drawn (2) 25 SMITH J foul shooting (1 - 5)
01:21 31 CRANE B free throw 1 - 2 made (5) 59-45 14
01:21 31 CRANE B free throw 2 - 2 made (6) 60-45 15
Game Time LR Score Diff WKU
Official Basketball Play by Play - 4th Period
Western Kentucky at Little Rock
12/13/20 Jack Stephens Center, Little Rock, Ark.
2020-21 Women's Basketball




Officials: Royce Blevins, Marleah Vidal, Symbri Tuttle
01:21 25 SMITH J substitution out
01:21 2 KALLENBERG J substitution in
01:13 3 COLLETT A turnover lost ball (1)
00:54 jump ball situation
00:54 23 SCOTT B turnover lost ball (2) 12 POUYE F steal (1)
00:43 1 SIVORI H 3pt FG from turnover, jump shot missed
00:40 35 BATTLE T defensive rebound (9)
00:12 35 BATTLE T 3pt FG , jump shot made (21) 63-45 18
00:12 4 CAICEDO M assist (3)
00:05 63-47 16 40 ABDELGAWAD M 2pt FG in the paint, layup made (6)
END OF GAME
LR 63-47 WKU
Game Time LR Score Diff WKU
Official Basketball Play by Play - 4th Period
Western Kentucky at Little Rock
12/13/20 Jack Stephens Center, Little Rock, Ark.
2020-21 Women's Basketball











FG 3P FT Rebounds Fouls
TP AS TO ST
Blocks
+/-
M-A M-A M-A OR DR TOT PF FD BS BA
12 Fatou Pouye 08:06 1-3 0-1 1-2 0 1 1 1 1 3 0 0 1 0 0 -2
30 Selma Kulo 01:40 0-1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
0 Myriah Haywood 00:00
3 Ally Collett 07:37 1-2 1-1 0-0 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 1 0 0 0 -4
40 Meral Abdelgawad 07:37 1-1 0-0 1-2 2 1 3 0 2 3 1 2 1 0 0 -4
1 Hope Sivori 10:00 1-4 0-2 1-2 0 0 0 0 1 3 1 2 0 0 0 -1
5 Megan Landsiedel 02:23 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
21 Tori Hunter 02:37 1-1 0-0 0-0 0 1 1 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2
2 Jenna Kallenberg 06:15 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -3
25 Jordan Smith 03:45 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2
Team 1 0 1 0 0
Totals 5-12 1-4 3-6 3 4 7 5 4 14 2 5 3 0 0 -1
Technical Fouls::NONE
Shooting By Period
4th FG% 5-12 41.7%
3PT% 1-4 25.0%
FT% 3-6 50%
GM FG% 5-12 41.7%
3PT% 1-4 25.0%
FT% 3-6 50.0%







FG 3P FT Rebounds Fouls
TP AS TO ST
Blocks
+/-
M-A M-A M-A OR DR TOT PF FD BS BA
30 Krystan Vornes 06:12 3-4 0-0 0-0 0 1 1 1 0 6 0 1 0 0 0 7
31 Brianna Crane 05:51 0-1 0-0 4-4 0 1 1 1 2 4 0 0 0 0 0 2
35 Teal Battle 10:00 1-2 1-1 2-2 0 2 2 0 3 5 0 0 0 0 0 1
4 Mayra Caicedo 10:00 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 1
12 Tia Harvey 04:09 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1
3 Dariel Johnson 03:48 0-1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -6
23 Bre'Amber Scott 10:00 0-1 0-1 0-0 0 0 0 2 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 1
Team 1 0 1 0 1
Totals 4-9 1-2 6-6 1 5 6 4 5 15 4 6 0 0 0 1
Technical Fouls::NONE
Shooting By Period
4th FG% 4-9 44.4%
3PT% 1-2 50.0%
FT% 6-6 100%
GM FG% 4-9 44.4%
3PT% 1-2 50.0%
FT% 6-6 100.0%
Dead Ball Rebounds: 0, 0
Western Kentucky - 14
Little Rock - 15
WKU LR
Biggest lead 0 (1st 10:00) 18 (4th 0:12)
Best Scoring Run 5(4th 6:34) 5(4th 0:12)
Lead Changes 0
Times Tied 0
Time with Lead 00:00 09:33
Points from WKU LR
Turnovers 2 4
Paint 6 6
Second Chance 3 0
Fast Breaks 2 2
Bench 5 0
Period by Period Scoring
1st 2nd 3rd 4th TOT
WKU 11 7 15 14 47
LR 12 17 19 15 63
Official Basketball Box Score - 4th Period
Western Kentucky at Little Rock
12/13/20 Jack Stephens Center, Little Rock, Ark.
2020-21 Women's Basketball











FG 3P FT Rebounds Fouls
TP AS TO ST
Blocks
+/-
M-A M-A M-A OR DR TOT PF FD BS BA
12 Fatou Pouye 18:06 3-6 1-3 2-4 0 1 1 3 2 9 0 0 1 0 0 -6
30 Selma Kulo 06:25 0-1 0-0 0-0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 4
0 Myriah Haywood 03:11 0-2 0-0 0-0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1
3 Ally Collett 13:08 2-6 1-1 0-0 1 0 1 1 0 5 0 1 0 0 0 -14
40 Meral Abdelgawad 16:35 1-2 0-1 2-4 3 1 4 1 3 4 1 3 2 0 0 -11
1 Hope Sivori 16:49 2-6 0-2 2-4 0 0 0 2 2 6 2 3 0 0 0 -4
21 Tori Hunter 07:52 1-1 0-0 3-4 1 2 3 1 2 5 0 0 0 0 0 -4
25 Jordan Smith 08:14 0-1 0-0 0-0 1 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 8
5 Megan Landsiedel 03:25 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6
2 Jenna Kallenberg 06:15 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -3
Team 1 1 2 0 0
Totals 9-25 2-7 9-16 7 9 16 11 9 29 3 7 4 1 0 -5
Technical Fouls::NONE
Shooting By Period
3rd FG% 4-13 30.8%
3PT% 1-3 33.3%
FT% 6-10 60%
4th FG% 5-12 41.7%
3PT% 1-4 25.0%
FT% 3-6 50%
GM FG% 9-25 36.0%
3PT% 2-7 28.6%
FT% 9-16 56.3%







FG 3P FT Rebounds Fouls
TP AS TO ST
Blocks
+/-
M-A M-A M-A OR DR TOT PF FD BS BA
30 Krystan Vornes 14:35 3-5 0-0 2-2 1 2 3 3 1 8 0 1 0 0 1 15
31 Brianna Crane 09:03 0-1 0-0 4-4 0 1 1 2 2 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
35 Teal Battle 20:00 3-7 1-1 3-4 1 3 4 0 4 10 1 0 0 0 0 5
4 Mayra Caicedo 20:00 2-2 0-0 0-0 1 2 3 1 2 4 2 3 0 0 0 5
12 Tia Harvey 13:07 1-2 0-0 0-0 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 6
34 Angelique Francis 00:00
23 Bre'Amber Scott 17:50 2-5 0-3 2-3 0 1 1 3 2 6 3 1 1 0 0 4
3 Dariel Johnson 05:25 0-1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -10
Team 2 1 3 0 1
Totals 11-23 1-4 11-13 5 11 16 9 11 34 6 8 1 0 1 5
Technical Fouls::NONE
Shooting By Period
3rd FG% 7-14 50.0%
3PT% 0-2 0.0%
FT% 5-7 71.4%
4th FG% 4-9 44.4%
3PT% 1-2 50.0%
FT% 6-6 100%
GM FG% 11-23 47.8%
3PT% 1-4 25.0%
FT% 11-13 84.6%
Dead Ball Rebounds: 0, 0
Western Kentucky - 29
Little Rock - 34
WKU LR
Biggest lead 0 (1st 10:00) 21 (3rd 5:00)
Best Scoring Run 5(4th 8:20) 9(3rd 5:00)
Lead Changes 0
Times Tied 0
Time with Lead 00:00 19:38
Points from WKU LR
Turnovers 4 7
Paint 12 18
Second Chance 5 4
Fast Breaks 2 5
Bench 11 6
Period by Period Scoring
1st 2nd 3rd 4th TOT
WKU 11 7 15 14 47
LR 12 17 19 15 63
Official Basketball Box Score - Second Half
Western Kentucky at Little Rock
12/13/20 Jack Stephens Center, Little Rock, Ark.
2020-21 Women's Basketball




Officials: Royce Blevins, Marleah Vidal, Symbri Tuttle
{ Players => 2, 5, 30, 1, 12, 3, 15, 23, 4, 25, 31, 33, 34, 35; } FG Types
=> All; Results => All;
Little Rock
{ Players => 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 12, 15, 21, 22, 25, 30, 40; } FG Types => All;
Results => All;
Western Kentucky
Little Rock M/A %
Field Goals 20/55 36
2 Points 19/48 40
3 Points 1/7 14
Free Throws 22/29 76
Western Kentucky M/A %
Field Goals 15/47 32
2 Points 13/32 41
3 Points 2/15 13
Free Throws 15/25 60
Official Basketball Shot Areas - Final
Western Kentucky at Little Rock
12/13/20 Jack Stephens Center, Little Rock, Ark.
2020-21 Women's Basketball




Officials: Royce Blevins, Marleah Vidal, Symbri Tuttle
Western Kentucky
No Name
Mins Score Points Diff Points per Min Assists Rebounds Steals Turnovers
On Off On Off On Off On Off On Off On Off On Off On Off
0 Myriah Haywood 15:58 24:02 13 - 16 34 - 47 -3 -13 0.81 1.41 0 5 11 19 0 4 5 11
1 Hope Sivori 24:57 15:03 36 - 47 11 - 16 -11 -5 1.44 0.73 5 0 20 10 4 0 12 4
2 Jenna Kallenberg 16:28 23:32 16 - 26 31 - 37 -10 -6 0.97 1.32 3 2 12 18 2 2 10 6
3 Ally Collett 30:07 09:53 30 - 55 17 - 8 -25 9 1.00 1.72 4 1 18 12 2 2 13 3
5 Megan Landsiedel 03:25 36:35 8 - 2 39 - 61 6 -22 2.34 1.07 1 4 4 26 1 3 0 16
12 Fatou Pouye 32:47 07:13 38 - 53 9 - 10 -15 -1 1.16 1.25 2 3 24 6 4 0 13 3
21 Tori Hunter 16:19 23:41 21 - 30 26 - 33 -9 -7 1.29 1.10 4 1 16 14 0 4 8 8
25 Jordan Smith 08:14 31:46 18 - 10 29 - 53 8 -24 2.19 0.91 1 4 9 21 2 2 1 15
30 Selma Kulo 15:10 24:50 16 - 15 31 - 48 1 -17 1.05 1.25 1 4 10 20 2 2 2 14
40 Meral Abdelgawad 36:35 03:25 39 - 61 8 - 2 -22 6 1.07 2.34 4 1 26 4 3 1 16 0
Little Rock
No Name
Mins Score Points Diff Points per Min Assists Rebounds Steals Turnovers
On Off On Off On Off On Off On Off On Off On Off On Off
3 Dariel Johnson 08:57 31:03 8 - 21 55 - 26 -13 29 0.89 1.77 0 12 9 36 0 6 4 10
4 Mayra Caicedo 40:00 00:00 63 - 47 0 - 0 16 0 1.58 0.00 12 0 45 0 6 0 14 0
12 Tia Harvey 31:32 08:28 51 - 35 12 - 12 16 0 1.62 1.42 10 2 38 7 6 0 11 3
23 Bre'Amber Scott 27:51 12:09 47 - 35 16 - 12 12 4 1.69 1.32 8 4 29 16 4 2 11 3
30 Krystan Vornes 31:03 08:57 55 - 26 8 - 21 29 -13 1.77 0.89 12 0 36 9 6 0 10 4
31 Brianna Crane 20:15 19:45 28 - 26 35 - 21 2 14 1.38 1.77 6 6 22 23 2 4 6 8
34 Angelique Francis 01:29 38:31 0 - 0 63 - 47 0 16 0.00 1.64 0 12 2 43 0 6 0 14
35 Teal Battle 38:53 01:07 63 - 45 0 - 2 18 -2 1.62 0.00 12 0 44 1 6 0 14 0
Official Basketball Player Plus/Minus Summary - Final
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Officials: Royce Blevins, Marleah Vidal, Symbri Tuttle
Western Kentucky M/A %
Field Goals 15/47 32
2 Points 13/32 41
3 Points 2/15 13
Free Throws 15/25 60
Western Kentucky M/A %
Points in the Paint 24 (12 / 24) 50
Fast Break Points 7 (5/7) 71
Second Chance Points 7 (4/9) 44
Effective FG% 34
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Officials: Royce Blevins, Marleah Vidal, Symbri Tuttle
Little Rock M/A %
Field Goals 20/55 36
2 Points 19/48 40
3 Points 1/7 14
Free Throws 22/29 76
Little Rock M/A %
Points in the Paint 32 (16 / 38) 42
Fast Break Points 13 (11/12) 92
Second Chance Points 13 (10/23) 43
Effective FG% 37
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Reb Stl Tov Ass PPP
​0- Haywood M/ ​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​30- Kulo S/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 1 10:00 1 06:05 03:55 3-6 -3 1 0 0 0 0.5102
​0- Haywood M/ ​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​21- Hunter T/ ​40- Abdelgawad
M/
1 06:05 1 05:19 00:46 0-0 0 1 0 1 0 0.0000
​0- Haywood M/ ​2- Kallenberg J/ ​3- Collett A/ ​21- Hunter T/ ​40-
Abdelgawad M/
1 05:19 1 04:04 01:15 0-0 0 2 0 0 0 0.0000
​1- Sivori H/ ​2- Kallenberg J/ ​3- Collett A/ ​21- Hunter T/ ​40- Abdelgawad
M/
1 04:04 1 01:45 02:19 4-3 1 1 0 2 1 0.9009
​1- Sivori H/ ​2- Kallenberg J/ ​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​40- Abdelgawad
M/
1 01:45 1 00:54 00:50 2-3 -1 0 0 0 0 2.0000
​0- Haywood M/ ​1- Sivori H/ ​2- Kallenberg J/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​40-
Abdelgawad M/
1 00:54 2 10:00 00:55 2-0 2 1 0 1 0 1.0638
​1- Sivori H/ ​2- Kallenberg J/ ​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​40- Abdelgawad
M/
2 10:00 2 08:57 01:03 0-4 -4 0 0 1 0 0.0000
​0- Haywood M/ ​2- Kallenberg J/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​30- Kulo S/ ​40-
Abdelgawad M/
2 08:57 2 06:51 02:06 0-2 -2 3 0 1 0 0.0000
​0- Haywood M/ ​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​30- Kulo S/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 2 06:51 2 05:05 01:46 3-0 3 1 0 1 0 0.8721
​0- Haywood M/ ​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​21- Hunter T/ ​40- Abdelgawad
M/
2 05:05 2 03:01 02:04 2-4 -2 1 0 1 0 0.5155
​1- Sivori H/ ​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​21- Hunter T/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 2 03:01 2 01:45 01:16 2-4 -2 2 0 1 1 0.5814
​1- Sivori H/ ​2- Kallenberg J/ ​3- Collett A/ ​21- Hunter T/ ​40- Abdelgawad
M/
2 01:45 2 00:58 00:47 0-2 -2 0 0 0 0 0.0000
​1- Sivori H/ ​2- Kallenberg J/ ​3- Collett A/ ​30- Kulo S/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 2 00:58 3 10:00 00:58 0-1 -1 1 0 0 0 0.0000
​0- Haywood M/ ​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​30- Kulo S/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 3 10:00 3 06:49 03:11 3-4 -1 1 0 0 0 0.7732
​1- Sivori H/ ​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​30- Kulo S/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 3 06:49 3 06:41 00:08 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0000
​1- Sivori H/ ​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​21- Hunter T/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 3 06:41 3 04:29 02:12 0-9 -9 2 0 1 0 0.0000
​1- Sivori H/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​21- Hunter T/ ​25- Smith J/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 3 04:29 3 01:26 03:03 7-4 3 4 0 1 0 1.2681
​1- Sivori H/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​25- Smith J/ ​30- Kulo S/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 3 01:26 3 01:02 00:24 0-0 0 0 1 0 0 0.0000
​1- Sivori H/ ​5- Landsiedel M/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​25- Smith J/ ​30- Kulo S/ 3 01:02 4 08:20 02:42 7-2 5 3 1 0 1 1.7500
​1- Sivori H/ ​5- Landsiedel M/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​21- Hunter T/ ​25- Smith J/ 4 08:20 4 07:37 00:43 1-0 1 1 0 0 0 0.5319
​1- Sivori H/ ​2- Kallenberg J/ ​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​21- Hunter T/ 4 07:37 4 07:37 00:00 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0000
​1- Sivori H/ ​2- Kallenberg J/ ​3- Collett A/ ​21- Hunter T/ ​40- Abdelgawad
M/
4 07:37 4 05:43 01:54 5-4 1 2 0 1 2 1.6667
​1- Sivori H/ ​2- Kallenberg J/ ​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​40- Abdelgawad
M/
4 05:43 4 02:43 03:00 1-4 -3 2 1 3 0 0.2049
​1- Sivori H/ ​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​25- Smith J/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 4 02:43 4 01:21 01:22 3-4 -1 1 0 0 0 1.5957
​1- Sivori H/ ​2- Kallenberg J/ ​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​40- Abdelgawad
M/
4 01:21 4 00:00 01:21 2-3 -1 0 1 1 0 0.6667
Official Basketball Rotations Summary - Final
Western Kentucky at Little Rock
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Officials: Royce Blevins, Marleah Vidal, Symbri Tuttle
Little Rock
Lineup Quarter On Time On Quarter Off Time Off Time on Court Score Score Diff Reb Stl Tov Ass PPP
​30- Vornes K/ ​12- Harvey T/ ​4- Caicedo M/ ​31- Crane B/ ​35- Battle T/ 1 10:00 1 04:04 05:56 6-3 3 7 1 2 2 0.6757
​12- Harvey T/ ​3- Johnson D/ ​4- Caicedo M/ ​31- Crane B/ ​35- Battle T/ 1 04:04 1 03:07 00:57 2-4 -2 2 0 0 0 2.2727
​30- Vornes K/ ​12- Harvey T/ ​4- Caicedo M/ ​31- Crane B/ ​35- Battle T/ 1 03:07 1 02:50 00:17 0-0 0 1 0 0 0 0.0000
​30- Vornes K/ ​12- Harvey T/ ​23- Scott B/ ​4- Caicedo M/ ​35- Battle T/ 1 02:50 1 01:45 01:05 1-0 1 0 1 1 0 0.5319
​30- Vornes K/ ​23- Scott B/ ​4- Caicedo M/ ​31- Crane B/ ​35- Battle T/ 1 01:45 1 01:45 00:00 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0000
​30- Vornes K/ ​12- Harvey T/ ​23- Scott B/ ​4- Caicedo M/ ​35- Battle T/ 1 01:45 1 01:45 00:00 2-0 2 0 0 0 0 2.2727
​30- Vornes K/ ​12- Harvey T/ ​23- Scott B/ ​4- Caicedo M/ ​31- Crane B/ 1 01:45 1 01:09 00:36 0-2 -2 1 0 0 0 0.0000
​30- Vornes K/ ​23- Scott B/ ​4- Caicedo M/ ​31- Crane B/ ​35- Battle T/ 1 01:09 1 00:54 00:14 1-0 1 1 0 0 0 1.1364
​3- Johnson D/ ​23- Scott B/ ​4- Caicedo M/ ​31- Crane B/ ​35- Battle T/ 1 00:54 1 00:31 00:23 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0000
​30- Vornes K/ ​12- Harvey T/ ​23- Scott B/ ​4- Caicedo M/ ​35- Battle T/ 1 00:31 2 07:52 02:40 4-2 2 4 2 1 2 0.9009
​12- Harvey T/ ​3- Johnson D/ ​23- Scott B/ ​4- Caicedo M/ ​35- Battle T/ 2 07:52 2 06:21 01:31 2-3 -1 1 0 1 0 0.6944
​12- Harvey T/ ​3- Johnson D/ ​23- Scott B/ ​4- Caicedo M/ ​34- Francis A/ 2 06:21 2 05:50 00:31 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0000
​12- Harvey T/ ​3- Johnson D/ ​4- Caicedo M/ ​31- Crane B/ ​35- Battle T/ 2 05:50 2 05:40 00:10 0-0 0 1 0 0 0 0.0000
​30- Vornes K/ ​12- Harvey T/ ​4- Caicedo M/ ​31- Crane B/ ​35- Battle T/ 2 05:40 2 03:01 02:39 4-2 2 3 1 1 1 1.0000
​30- Vornes K/ ​12- Harvey T/ ​23- Scott B/ ​4- Caicedo M/ ​35- Battle T/ 2 03:01 2 00:58 02:03 7-2 5 6 0 0 1 1.6204
​30- Vornes K/ ​23- Scott B/ ​4- Caicedo M/ ​34- Francis A/ ​35- Battle T/ 2 00:58 3 10:00 00:58 0-0 0 2 0 0 0 0.0000
​30- Vornes K/ ​12- Harvey T/ ​4- Caicedo M/ ​31- Crane B/ ​35- Battle T/ 3 10:00 3 07:50 02:10 4-3 1 2 0 0 1 2.0000
​30- Vornes K/ ​12- Harvey T/ ​23- Scott B/ ​4- Caicedo M/ ​35- Battle T/ 3 07:50 3 01:37 06:13 13-6 7 6 1 1 1 1.2597
​12- Harvey T/ ​3- Johnson D/ ​23- Scott B/ ​4- Caicedo M/ ​35- Battle T/ 3 01:37 3 01:02 00:35 0-1 -1 2 0 1 0 0.0000
​3- Johnson D/ ​23- Scott B/ ​4- Caicedo M/ ​31- Crane B/ ​35- Battle T/ 3 01:02 4 08:20 02:42 2-7 -5 2 0 2 0 0.4202
​12- Harvey T/ ​3- Johnson D/ ​23- Scott B/ ​4- Caicedo M/ ​35- Battle T/ 4 08:20 4 06:12 02:08 2-6 -4 1 0 0 0 0.6944
​30- Vornes K/ ​12- Harvey T/ ​23- Scott B/ ​4- Caicedo M/ ​35- Battle T/ 4 06:12 4 04:11 02:01 4-1 3 1 0 3 2 0.8000
​30- Vornes K/ ​23- Scott B/ ​4- Caicedo M/ ​31- Crane B/ ​35- Battle T/ 4 04:11 4 00:00 04:11 9-5 4 2 0 1 2 1.5625
Official Basketball Rotations Summary - Final
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Officials: Royce Blevins, Marleah Vidal, Symbri Tuttle
Western Kentucky
Lineup Time Score Score Diff Pts/Min Reb Stl Tov Ass PPP
​0- Haywood M/ ​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​30- Kulo S/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 08:52 9-10 -1 1.0150 3 0 1 0 0.6818
​1- Sivori H/ ​2- Kallenberg J/ ​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 06:14 5-14 -9 0.8021 2 2 5 0 0.4596
​1- Sivori H/ ​2- Kallenberg J/ ​3- Collett A/ ​21- Hunter T/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 05:00 9-9 0 1.8000 3 0 3 3 1.2097
​1- Sivori H/ ​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​21- Hunter T/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 03:28 2-13 -11 0.5769 4 0 2 1 0.3106
​1- Sivori H/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​21- Hunter T/ ​25- Smith J/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 03:03 7-4 3 2.2951 4 0 1 0 1.2681
​0- Haywood M/ ​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​21- Hunter T/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 02:50 2-4 -2 0.7059 2 0 2 0 0.4098
​1- Sivori H/ ​5- Landsiedel M/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​25- Smith J/ ​30- Kulo S/ 02:42 7-2 5 2.5926 3 1 0 1 1.7500
​0- Haywood M/ ​2- Kallenberg J/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​30- Kulo S/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 02:06 0-2 -2 0.0000 3 0 1 0 0.0000
​1- Sivori H/ ​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​25- Smith J/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 01:22 3-4 -1 2.1951 1 0 0 0 1.5957
​0- Haywood M/ ​2- Kallenberg J/ ​3- Collett A/ ​21- Hunter T/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 01:15 0-0 0 0.0000 2 0 0 0 0.0000
​1- Sivori H/ ​2- Kallenberg J/ ​3- Collett A/ ​30- Kulo S/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 00:58 0-1 -1 0.0000 1 0 0 0 0.0000
​0- Haywood M/ ​1- Sivori H/ ​2- Kallenberg J/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 00:55 2-0 2 2.1818 1 0 1 0 1.0638
​1- Sivori H/ ​5- Landsiedel M/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​21- Hunter T/ ​25- Smith J/ 00:43 1-0 1 1.3953 1 0 0 0 0.5319
​1- Sivori H/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​25- Smith J/ ​30- Kulo S/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 00:24 0-0 0 0.0000 0 1 0 0 0.0000
​1- Sivori H/ ​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​30- Kulo S/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 00:08 0-0 0 0.0000 0 0 0 0 0.0000
​1- Sivori H/ ​2- Kallenberg J/ ​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​21- Hunter T/ 00:00 0-0 0 NaN 0 0 0 0 0.0000
Official Basketball Line Up Analysis - Final
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Officials: Royce Blevins, Marleah Vidal, Symbri Tuttle
Little Rock
Lineup Time Score Score Diff Pts/Min Reb Stl Tov Ass PPP
​30- Vornes K/ ​12- Harvey T/ ​23- Scott B/ ​4- Caicedo M/ ​35- Battle T/ 14:02 31-11 20 2.2090 17 4 6 6 1.1550
​30- Vornes K/ ​12- Harvey T/ ​4- Caicedo M/ ​31- Crane B/ ​35- Battle T/ 11:02 14-8 6 1.2689 13 2 3 4 0.9409
​30- Vornes K/ ​23- Scott B/ ​4- Caicedo M/ ​31- Crane B/ ​35- Battle T/ 04:25 10-5 5 2.2642 3 0 1 2 1.5060
​12- Harvey T/ ​3- Johnson D/ ​23- Scott B/ ​4- Caicedo M/ ​35- Battle T/ 04:14 4-10 -6 0.9449 4 0 2 0 0.5917
​3- Johnson D/ ​23- Scott B/ ​4- Caicedo M/ ​31- Crane B/ ​35- Battle T/ 03:05 2-7 -5 0.6486 2 0 2 0 0.3472
​12- Harvey T/ ​3- Johnson D/ ​4- Caicedo M/ ​31- Crane B/ ​35- Battle T/ 01:07 2-4 -2 1.7910 3 0 0 0 1.0638
​30- Vornes K/ ​23- Scott B/ ​4- Caicedo M/ ​34- Francis A/ ​35- Battle T/ 00:58 0-0 0 0.0000 2 0 0 0 0.0000
​30- Vornes K/ ​12- Harvey T/ ​23- Scott B/ ​4- Caicedo M/ ​31- Crane B/ 00:36 0-2 -2 0.0000 1 0 0 0 0.0000
​12- Harvey T/ ​3- Johnson D/ ​23- Scott B/ ​4- Caicedo M/ ​34- Francis A/ 00:31 0-0 0 0.0000 0 0 0 0 0.0000
Official Basketball Line Up Analysis - Final
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Officials: Royce Blevins, Marleah Vidal, Symbri Tuttle
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LADY TOPPERS TIPOFF 5-GAME HOMESTAND AGAINST BELLARMINE 
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. — The WKU women’s basketball team return to E.A. Diddle Arena on Wednesday night at 6 p.m. 
to host Bellarmine for the fourth game of the season for the Lady Toppers.  
 
Game Info 
WKU (0-3) vs. Bellarmine (0-1) 
Wednesday, Dec. 16 | 6 p.m.  
Bowling Green, Ky. | E.A. Diddle Arena 
 
Links 
WKU Game Notes 
Watch (ESPN+)  
Listen (ESPNKY 102.7) – Brett Williams (play-by-play)  




• Through three games, the Lady Toppers are led in scoring and rebounding by Meral Abdelgawad who is 
putting up 11.3 points per game and 9.0 boards per game. Ally Collett is the second leading scorer for 
WKU with 11.0 points per game.  
• Abdelgawad has made her presence felt on the defensive end of the court. She is racking up 7.0 
defensive rebounds per game, which is tied for the fourth highest rate in Conference USA. Her 2.67 
steals per game are third in C-USA and 74th in the country. Selma Kulo is averaging 2.0 blocks per 
game, which is the second best rate in the league.  
• In WKU’s last outing, the Lady Toppers came up short at Little Rock 63-47. Collett led WKU with 11 
points. Fatou Pouye and Tori Hunter each added nine points.  
• Wednesday’s game is the first of three home games in six days for WKU and part of a five-game 
homestand that will lead into the new year and Conference USA play for the Lady Toppers.    
 
Series Notes 
• Wednesday’s matchup will be the 11th meeting between WKU and Bellarmine. 
• The Lady Toppers currently lead the series with an 8-2 record, including a 4-1 record in Bowling Green. 
• After dropping the first two contests against the Knights in 1973 and 1974, WKU has won eight straight 
games in the series.  
• The last time these two teams played was Dec. 8, 2018. The Lady Toppers earned a 95-57 win in 
Bowling Green. Dee Givens was the leading scorer in the game with 22 points. Five total Lady Toppers 
scored in double figures, including Abdelgawad who had 13 points, four rebounds, four assists and 
three steals in the game.  
 
Bellarmine Notes 
• The Knights are in their first season as a NCAA Division I program with Wednesday being only their 
second game and their first D-I road game.  
• Bellarmine’s D-I debut came on Monday night in Freedom Hall in Louisville against Ball State, a team 
the Lady Toppers have already faced this season (12/5/20 – L, 58-54). The Cardinals handed the Knights 
a 98-42 loss.  
• The Knights were delayed about three weeks due to the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic.  
• Against the Cardinals, senior Lauren Deel led the Knights with 14 points. Hannah Farrell had a team-
leading 10 rebounds in the game.  
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
                                        
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / December 16, 2020 
Women’s Basketball / Contact: Lillie-Anne Mulligan, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
 
Postgame notes and box score are attached.  
Greg Collins postgame – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y-aBq8e2u7g  
Hope Sivori postgame - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8GAmWjZPQ78   
 
BEST OFFENSIVE PERFORMANCE OF THE SEASON LEADS LADY TOPPERS TO WIN  
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. — For a young team, building confidence is key. Wednesday’s game against 
Bellarmine for the WKU women’s basketball team was the confidence booster the squad needed. The 
Lady Toppers (1-3) notched an 82-49 win against the Knights (0-2) in E.A. Diddle Arena.  
 
It was WKU’s best offensive game all season, scoring 82 points, shooting 50.8 percent from the field, 
knocking down 10 3-pointers and seeing all 10 Lady Toppers score. WKU also outrebounded Bellarmine 
41-30, and outscored the Knights in the paint 40-22.  
 
Freshman Hope Sivori led all scorers with 15 points and recorded her first double-double with 11 assists 
while adding five rebounds.  
 
Ally Collett and Fatou Pouye each had 14 points in the game. Collett connected on four 3-pointers. 
Pouye added six rebounds. Myriah Haywood had a career high 12 points along with three rebounds, 
three steals and two assists. Meral Abdelgawad was the leading rebounder for the Lady Toppers with 
nine in the contest to go along with 11 points, four assists and two steals.  
 
The game started out back-and-forth, but WKU ended the first quarter outscoring the Knights 13-4 
including three 3-pointers to take a nine-point lead into the second. The second quarter once again 
started with the two teams trading baskets, but the Lady Toppers ended the half on a 10-0 run for a 39-
27 lead going into halftime.  
 
Bellarmine scored the first two buckets of the second half, but WKU responded with an 11-0 run that 
ended when the Knights shot their first free throws of the night. During that run, four different Lady 
Toppers scored.  
 
Sivori went on a roll in the fourth quarter, notching seven of her 11 assists in the frame leading the Lady 
Toppers to outscore the Knights 23-10.  
 
The Lady Toppers will have a quick turnaround, hosting Mercer on Friday at 6 p.m. in Diddle Arena. It’s 
the second game of a five-game homestand and a stretch of three games in six days for WKU.  
 
Postgame Notes 
WKU Lady Toppers vs. Bellarmine Knights 
December 16, 2020 | E.A. Diddle Arena; Bowling Green, Ky.  
 
FINAL SCORE: WKU 82, Bellarmine 49 
 
Team Records, Game Notables and Series Information 
- WKU picked up its first win and moves to 1-3 on the season.   
- Wednesday’s game was the 11th matchup between the two teams. The Lady Toppers own a 9-2 record against the 
Knights and have won nine straight in the series. WKU is 5-1 against Bellarmine in Bowling Green. The contest was the 
first between the teams with Bellarmine as a Division I school.  
 
Team Notes 
- Myriah Haywood, Ally Collett, Fatou Pouye, Hope Sivori and Meral Abdelgawad were the starting five for the first time.  
- KEY FIRST HALF RUN: The Lady Toppers closed the first half on a 10-0 run, taking their lead from 29-27 to 39-27 headed 
into halftime. The points were split between Myriah Haywood (3), Meral Abdelgawad (4) and Ally Collett (3). 
- KEY SECOND HALF RUN: After Bellarmine opened the half with four points, WKU tacked on an 11-0 run to go up 50-31. 
Between the second and third quarters, the Lady Tops completed a 21-4 run to extend their advantage.  
- Five Lady Toppers scored in double digits (Haywood, Sivori, Collett, Pouye, Abdelgawad).  
- WKU scored 26 points off of 26 Bellarmine turnovers.  
- The Lady Toppers outrebounded the Knights 41-30 and outscored them in the paint 40-22.  
- WKU had their best shooting night of the season, connecting on 31-of-61 field goals (50.8%). The Lady Toppers also 
connected on a season-high 10 3-pointers.  
 
Individual Notes 
- Hope Sivori recorded the first double-double of her career as a Lady Topper, scoring a career high 15 points while 
adding 11 assists. She shot 5 of 10 from the field, netting three 3-pointers. It was the first points and assists double-
double since Whitney Creech’s 19 points and 11 assists at Southern Miss on Feb. 8, 2020.  
- Ally Collett scored 14 points, the third time she has scored in double figures as a freshman. She shot 4 of 9 from behind 
the arc.   
- Meral Abdelgawad was just shy of a double-double with 11 points and nine rebounds. She logged six offensive boards 
along with four assists and two steals.   
- Fatou Pouye scored a career-high 14 points, shooting 7 of 10 from the field. She pulled down six boards and added one 
steal in 23 minutes of play.  
- Myriah Haywood filled the state line with 12 points, 3 rebounds, 3 steals, 2 assists and a block in 31 minutes of action.  







FG 3P FT Rebounds Fouls TP AS TO ST Blocks +/-
M-A M-A M-A OR DR TOT PF FD BS BA
14 Lucy Robertson 18:42 2-4 0-0 0-0 1 4 5 2 2 4 0 0 0 0 0 -7
23 Lauren Deel 13:51 3-5 0-0 0-0 0 1 1 4 1 6 0 3 2 0 1 -11
5 Ashlee Harris 26:07 4-11 1-2 0-0 0 1 1 1 2 9 2 3 0 0 0 -20
13 Presley Brown 21:03 1-8 0-2 0-0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 4 1 0 2 -17
22 Kathleen Scott 21:46 1-1 1-1 2-4 2 1 3 2 3 5 2 2 0 0 0 -5
0 Bailee Harney 27:17 4-13 3-9 0-0 2 1 3 0 0 11 0 2 1 0 0 -33
15 Claire Knies 22:08 3-9 0-4 0-0 2 3 5 4 1 6 2 1 0 0 1 -6
1 Hannah Farrell 15:56 1-2 0-1 0-0 0 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 0 0 0 -29
34 Danielle Feldkamp 21:18 0-2 0-0 2-2 4 1 5 1 4 2 0 3 0 0 0 -26
21 Lydia Reimbold 11:52 1-5 0-2 0-0 0 0 0 2 0 2 1 3 1 0 0 -11
Team 4 2 6 0 3
Totals 20-60 5-21 4-6 15 15 30 18 16 49 10 26 5 0 4 -33
Technical Fouls: Coach 3rd 6:33
Shooting By Period
1st FG% 7-13 53.8%
3PT% 1-4 25.0%
FT% 0-0 0%
2nd FG% 5-14 35.7%
3PT% 2-8 25.0%
FT% 0-0 0%
3rd FG% 4-16 25.0%
3PT% 1-4 25.0%
FT% 3-4 75%
4th FG% 4-17 23.5%
3PT% 1-5 20.0%
FT% 1-2 50%
GM FG% 20-60 33.3%
3PT% 5-21 23.8%
FT% 4-6 66.7%







FG 3P FT Rebounds Fouls TP AS TO ST Blocks +/-
M-A M-A M-A OR DR TOT PF FD BS BA
12 Fatou Pouye 22:36 7-10 0-2 0-0 3 3 6 2 3 14 0 3 1 0 0 18
0 Myriah Haywood 30:32 4-9 0-1 4-7 2 1 3 1 5 12 2 1 3 1 0 37
1 Hope Sivori 33:10 5-10 3-6 2-2 0 5 5 1 4 15 11 3 0 0 0 33
3 Ally Collett 24:20 5-11 4-9 0-1 0 1 1 4 2 14 3 4 0 0 0 9
40 Meral Abdelgawad 32:31 4-6 0-2 3-4 6 3 9 2 2 11 4 3 2 0 0 24
21 Tori Hunter 14:20 1-3 0-0 0-0 1 1 2 1 0 2 1 2 1 1 0 19
2 Jenna Kallenberg 11:51 2-5 2-4 0-0 0 0 0 2 0 6 0 2 1 0 0 6
30 Selma Kulo 12:29 0-1 0-0 1-2 2 3 5 3 1 1 0 2 0 2 0 8
25 Jordan Smith 15:07 2-4 1-2 0-0 3 3 6 0 0 5 1 1 1 0 0 15
5 Megan Landsiedel 03:04 1-2 0-1 0-0 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 -4
Team 0 3 3 0 0
Totals 31-61 10-27 10-16 17 24 41 16 17 82 22 21 9 4 0 33
Technical Fouls: NONE
Shooting By Period
1st FG% 10-18 55.6%
3PT% 4-8 50.0%
FT% 0-0 0%
2nd FG% 5-14 35.7%
3PT% 2-6 33.3%
FT% 3-6 50%
3rd FG% 6-14 42.9%
3PT% 2-8 25.0%
FT% 6-8 75%
4th FG% 10-15 66.7%
3PT% 2-5 40.0%
FT% 1-2 50%
GM FG% 31-61 50.8%
3PT% 10-27 37.0%
FT% 10-16 62.5%
Dead Ball Rebounds: 3, 0
Bellarmine - 49  Record: 0-2
Western Ky. - 82  Record: 1-3
BEL WKU
Biggest lead 2 (1st 9:13) 37 (4th 3:16)
Best Scoring Run 6 (2nd 8:30) 15 (4th 3:16)
Lead Changes 5
Times Tied 1
Time with Lead 01:30 36:46  
Points from BEL WKU
Turnovers 20 26
Paint 22 40
Second Chance 8 18
Fast Breaks 2 16
Bench 23 16  
Period by Period Scoring
1st 2nd 3rd 4th TOT
BEL 15 12 12 10 49
WKU 24 15 20 23 82
Official Basketball Box Score - Final
Bellarmine at Western Ky.
12/16/20 E.A. Diddle Arena, Bowling Green, KY
2020-21 Women's Basketball




Officials: Royce Blevins, Neonta Williams, Kiesha Brown
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
                                        
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / December 17, 2020 
Women’s Basketball / Contact: Lillie-Anne Mulligan, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
 
LADY TOPPERS HOST MERCER ON FRIDAY 
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. — The season rolls on for the WKU women’s basketball team, with the fifth game of the season 
on Friday night at E.A. Diddle Arena against Mercer.  
 
Game Info 
WKU (1-3) vs. Mercer (4-3) 
Friday, Dec. 18 | 6 p.m.  
Bowling Green, Ky. | E.A. Diddle Arena 
 
Links 
WKU Game Notes 
Watch (ESPN+)  
Listen (ESPNKY 102.7) – Brett Williams (play-by-play)  




• Through four games, Ally Collett leads the Lady Toppers in scoring, averaging 11.8 points per game. 
Meral Abdelgawad (11.0 ppg) and Fatou Pouye (10.0 ppg) round out WKU players averaging double-
digit points.  
• In WKU’s last outing, the Lady Toppers gained some much-needed confidence with a 82-49 win against 
Bellarmine. Hope Sivori recorded her first career double-double with 15 points and 11 assists against 
the Knights. Her 11 helpers are the most in a game by a Conference USA player this season and tied for 
the fifth most in a game in the nation in 2020-21.  
• The Lady Toppers had season highs in field goal percentage (50.8%), points scored (82), 3-pointers 
made (10), rebound (41) and assists (22) against the Knights. All 10 WKU players scored in the game 
and all five starters put up double-digit points.  
• Friday’s game continues the Lady Toppers’ three games in six days stretch. It’s also the second game of 
a five-game homestand for WKU.     
 
Series Notes 
• Friday’s matchup will be the third between WKU and Mercer all-time.  
• The Lady Toppers currently lead the series with an 2-0 record. This will be the first contest between the 
two squads in Bowling Green.  
• The first meeting between the two teams came in the Georgia State Thanksgiving Classic on Nov. 24, 
2017. The Lady Toppers won that contest, 67-62.  
• Last season WKU traveled to Macon, Georgia to take on the Bears, getting a 75-62 victory. Raneem 
Elgedawy was the leading scorer in the game, putting up 18 points and pulling down 19 rebounds. 
Abdelgawad had 15 points in the contest.   
 
Mercer Notes 
• The Bears have gotten wins against Tennessee State, Covenant, UAB and South Carolina State this 
season and have dropped games to Georgia, Clemson and Alabama.   
• Most recently, the Bears are coming off a 77-27 win against South Carolina State.   
• Mercer is led in scoring by Amoria Neal-Tysor (16.9 ppg) and Jaron Dougherty (16.6 ppg). Dougherty is 
averaging 10.3 rebounds per game to lead the team on the boards.  
• The Bears have blocked 38 shots this season, which is the fifth most of any NCAA Division I team this 
season.  
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
                                        
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / December 18, 2020 
Women’s Basketball / Contact: Lillie-Anne Mulligan, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
 
WKU’S GAME AGAINST SAMFORD POSTPONED  
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. — WKU women’s basketball’s game against Samford, scheduled for Monday, Dec. 
20, has been postponed due to COVID protocols within the Samford program.  
 
The two teams will keep open the possibility of playing later in the season, but no date has been 
currently scheduled.  
 
The Lady Toppers are pursuing other potential teams to play on Dec. 20.  
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
                                        
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / December 18, 2020 
Women’s Basketball / Contact: Lillie-Anne Mulligan, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
 
Postgame notes and box score are attached.  
Greg Collins postgame – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7-AvfZhoMlw  
Hope Sivori postgame - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RSs5ukAeRlc  
 
LADY TOPPERS FALL TO MERCER; ANNOUNCE GAME AGAINST TENNESSEE TECH  
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. — The WKU women’s basketball team dropped a 71-54 decision to Mercer on 
Friday night in E.A. Diddle Arena. The Lady Toppers were led in scoring by Fatou Pouye with 13 points.  
 
The Lady Toppers have added a game against Tennessee Tech to be played on Sunday, Dec. 20 in 
Cookeville, Tenn. The game is slated for a 2 p.m. tip time. Previously, the Lady Toppers were scheduled 
to host Samford on Monday, Dec. 21 but the game was postponed due to COVID-19 protocols within the 
Samford program.  
 
Pouye added six rebounds and two steals to her 13-point performance. Hope Sivori put up 11 points, 
dished out seven assists, pulled down four rebounds and made three steals. Meral Abdelgawad scored 
eight points and had nine rebounds.  
 
WKU outrebounded Mercer 42-34. The Lady Toppers’ 42 rebounds were a season high. The Lady 
Toppers struggled with ball control, turning the ball over 25 times.  
 
After giving up a layup to start the game, WKU responded with a 5-0 run. A two-minute scoring drought 
followed but Sivori knocked down four free throws on three different possessions to get the Lady 
Toppers back on the board. The two teams ended the frame tied at 13.  
 
The Bears opened the second quarter on an 8-0 run, but WKU outscored Mercer 12-5 in the remainder 
of the period to go into halftime down a point. The Bears grew their lead with a 26-point third quarter 
and outscored WKU 19-12 in the fourth quarter.  
 
The Lady Toppers will close out non-conference play at Tennessee Tech on Sunday and will be back in 
Diddle Arena on Jan. 1 against Charlotte.  
 




WKU Lady Toppers vs. Bellarmine Knights 
December 18, 2020 | E.A. Diddle Arena; Bowling Green, Ky.  
 
FINAL SCORE: Mercer 71, WKU 54 
 
Team Records, Game Notables and Series Information 
- WKU fell to 1-4 on the season with the loss.    
- This was the third matchup between the Lady Toppers and the Bears, and WKU is now 2-1 in the all-time series with 
Mercer.   
 
Team Notes 
- Myriah Haywood, Ally Collett, Fatou Pouye, Hope Sivori and Meral Abdelgawad were the starting five for the second 
time this season.  
- KEY FIRST HALF RUN: WKU closed out the first half on a 7-0 run, with four points from Pouye and a layup from Sivori to 
put the Lady Toppers just one behind Mercer at 26-25 headed into halftime.  
- KEY SECOND HALF RUN: The Bears slowly extended their advantage at the beginning of the third quarter. Mercer 
scored eight unanswered points to move its lead to 14 points at 52-38.  
- WKU outrebounded Mercer 42-34.  
 
Individual Notes 
- Fatou Pouye scored in double digits for the third time in five games, scoring a team-high 13 points. She also pulled 
down six boards, including four offensive rebounds. She added two steals.   
- Hope Sivori dished out seven assists while scoring 11 points and grabbing four rebounds. She also logged three steals in 
34 minutes of action.   








FG 3P FT Rebounds Fouls TP AS TO ST Blocks +/-
M-A M-A M-A OR DR TOT PF FD BS BA
32 Jaron Dougherty 39:26 10-22 0-2 1-2 2 6 8 2 2 21 2 2 1 0 0 20
34 Naomi Van Nes 06:16 1-1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 -3
1 Amoria Neal-Tysor 16:20 4-8 0-2 0-0 0 2 2 4 1 8 2 2 0 0 0 6
13 Jada Lewis 26:58 6-9 3-5 2-2 1 1 2 4 0 17 4 2 1 0 0 16
21 Shannon Titus 38:46 6-15 0-0 1-2 2 7 9 0 3 13 5 1 6 6 0 15
00 Jill Harris 27:34 0-4 0-2 0-0 0 1 1 2 1 0 4 4 1 0 0 14
2 Sydneey Boykin 13:04 2-4 0-1 0-0 2 1 3 0 1 4 0 1 0 0 0 7
44 Allie Thayne 18:15 1-1 0-0 0-0 3 2 5 2 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 7
11 Kiana Barkhoff 05:58 1-1 0-0 0-1 1 2 3 1 1 2 0 1 0 1 0 5
5 Emily Stradling 01:46 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -7
20 Sierra Votaw 05:37 1-1 0-0 0-0 0 1 1 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 5
Team 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 32-66 3-12 4-7 11 23 34 17 9 71 17 15 9 7 0 17
Technical Fouls: NONE
Shooting By Period
1st FG% 6-17 35.3%
3PT% 1-3 33.3%
FT% 0-0 0%
2nd FG% 6-14 42.9%
3PT% 0-1 0.0%
FT% 1-2 50%
3rd FG% 11-18 61.1%
3PT% 1-3 33.3%
FT% 3-5 60%
4th FG% 9-17 52.9%
3PT% 1-5 20.0%
FT% 0-0 0%
GM FG% 32-66 48.5%
3PT% 3-12 25.0%
FT% 4-7 57.1%







FG 3P FT Rebounds Fouls TP AS TO ST Blocks +/-
M-A M-A M-A OR DR TOT PF FD BS BA
12 Fatou Pouye 24:04 6-9 0-0 1-2 4 2 6 1 3 13 0 1 2 0 0 -4
0 Myriah Haywood 29:31 2-9 0-1 1-1 2 2 4 0 2 5 0 1 2 0 1 -7
1 Hope Sivori 33:30 3-16 1-9 4-8 1 3 4 2 4 11 7 9 3 0 2 -11
3 Ally Collett 30:41 1-7 1-5 3-4 1 3 4 3 2 6 1 3 1 0 1 -20
40 Meral Abdelgawad 40:00 3-7 0-1 2-3 2 7 9 2 5 8 1 1 1 0 1 -17
21 Tori Hunter 16:04 2-3 0-0 2-2 1 1 2 0 1 6 0 1 1 0 0 -6
25 Jordan Smith 10:16 1-2 0-1 0-0 3 0 3 0 0 2 1 3 0 0 0 -6
2 Jenna Kallenberg 12:16 1-4 1-3 0-0 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 -12
30 Selma Kulo 03:38 0-1 0-0 0-0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 -2
Team 4 4 8 0 5
Totals 19-58 3-20 13-20 18 24 42 9 17 54 10 25 10 0 7 -17
Technical Fouls: Team 3rd 2:48
Shooting By Period
1st FG% 3-11 27.3%
3PT% 0-2 0.0%
FT% 7-9 77.8%
2nd FG% 5-15 33.3%
3PT% 1-7 14.3%
FT% 1-2 50%
3rd FG% 7-18 38.9%
3PT% 1-8 12.5%
FT% 2-2 100%
4th FG% 4-14 28.6%
3PT% 1-3 33.3%
FT% 3-7 42.9%
GM FG% 19-58 32.8%
3PT% 3-20 15.0%
FT% 13-20 65.0%
Dead Ball Rebounds: 5, 0
Mercer - 71  Record: 5-3
Western Ky. - 54  Record: 1-4
MER WKU
Biggest lead 19 (4th 1:20) 3 (1st 5:51)
Best Scoring Run 8 (2nd 6:35) 7 (2nd 0:18)
Lead Changes 6
Times Tied 5
Time with Lead 31:46 03:27  
Points from MER WKU
Turnovers 25 11
Paint 36 32
Second Chance 13 9
Fast Breaks 11 13
Bench 10 11  
Period by Period Scoring
1st 2nd 3rd 4th TOT
MER 13 13 26 19 71
WKU 13 12 17 12 54
Official Basketball Box Score - Final
Mercer at Western Ky.
12/18/20 E.A. Diddle Arena, Bowling Green, KY
2020-21 Women's Basketball




Officials: Laura Morris, Tina Napier, Trey Miles
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
                                        
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / December 19, 2020 
Women’s Basketball / Contact: Lillie-Anne Mulligan, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
 
WKU RENEWS RIVALRY WITH TENNESSEE TECH ON SUNDAY 
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. — The WKU women’s basketball team will travel to Tennessee Tech on Sunday to face the Golden 
Eagles for the 39th time in series history. The game wraps up 2020 for the Lady Toppers, whose next scheduled game is 
on Jan. 1 against Conference USA opponent Charlotte.  
 
Game Info 
WKU (1-4) at Tennessee Tech (2-1) 
Sunday, Dec. 20 | 2 p.m.  
Cookeville, Tenn. | Eblen Center 
 
Links 
WKU Game Notes    
Tennessee Tech Game Notes 
Watch (ESPN+)  
Listen (ESPNKY 102.7) – Brett Williams (play-by-play)  
Live stats  
WKU Notes 
• Through five games, Ally Collett, Meral Abdelgawad and Fatou Pouye are tied as the team’s leading 
scorers. Each is averaging 10.6 points per game.  
• Abdelgawad continues to lead the Lady Toppers on the boards, pulling down 9.0 rebounds per game.  
• This will be WKU’s third game in five days and its fourth game in eight days.  
• In their last outing, the Lady Toppers fell to Mercer 71-54. Pouye was WKU’s leading scorer with 13 
points along with six rebounds. Hope Sivori added 11 points and seven assists.  
• This game was added to the schedule following a postponement with Samford for both WKU and 
Tennessee Tech. The Lady Toppers were scheduled to play Samford on Monday, Dec. 21 while the 
Golden Eagles were slated to play the Bulldogs on Saturday, Dec. 19.   
 
Series Notes 
• WKU and Tennessee Tech have a long history, having played 38 times in series history. The Lady 
Toppers own a 20-18 record against the Golden Eagles.  
• The two teams haven’t played since Jan. 17, 2012 in Bowling Green. WKU won that, game 71-58.  
• Tennessee Tech leads games played in Cookeville against WKU, 13-6. The Lady Toppers last played in 
Cookeville on Dec. 7, 2011, falling 69-59.   
 
Tennessee Tech Notes 
• After dropping their season opener to Chattanooga, the Bears have won two straight against 
Jacksonville State and Western Carolina.  
• Kesha Brady is the leading scorer for Tennessee Tech and is averaging 22.7 points per game through 
three contests.  
• Anna Jones is scoring 11.3 points per game and is the team’s leading rebounder at 7.0 boards per 
game.  
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
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Postgame notes and box score are attached.  
 
POUYE POURS IN 19 POINTS IN LADY TOPPERS’ LOSS AT TENNESSEE TECH  
 
COOKEVILLE, Tenn. — The WKU women’s basketball team fell 73-59 on the road to Tennessee Tech on 
Sunday afternoon. It was the Lady Toppers’ third game in six days. The game was added to the schedule 
on Friday after a postponement against Samford.  
 
Fatou Pouye led the Lady Toppers in scoring for the second straight game with a career high 19 points 
along with six rebounds. It is her fourth double-digit game of the season.  
 
Myriah Haywood also notched a career high with 15 points. Ally Collett was the third Lady Topper in 
double figures with 12 points, including a shooting a perfect 5-of-5 from the free throw line. For the 
sixth straight game, Meral Abdelgawad led WKU on the boards pulling down seven rebounds to go with 
her eight points.  
 
The first quarter was a back-and-forth affair with both teams putting up 21 points in the frame. The Lady 
Toppers were led in the quarter by Pouye and Abdelgawad who each had five points. WKU was also 3-
of-3 from beyond the arc in the quarter.  
 
After the high-scoring first quarter, both teams struggled to find the basket in the second. WKU held the 
Golden Eagles to 16 points, but were limited to only six points themselves.  
 
Tennessee Tech grew its lead in the third quarter, outscoring the Lady Toppers 24-18. WKU chipped into 
that lead in the fourth quarter by outscoring the Golden Eagles 14-12.  
 
WKU has struggled to take care of the ball early in the game, but settled down in the second half with 
only seven miscues including only two in the fourth quarter.  
 
Sunday’s game was WKU’s last contest in 2020. The Lady Toppers will be back in action on Jan. 1 against 
Charlotte to open Conference USA play.  
 
Postgame Notes 
WKU Lady Toppers at Tennessee Tech Golden Eagles 
December 20, 2020 | Eblen Center; Cookeville, Tenn.  
 
FINAL SCORE: Tennessee Tech 73, WKU 59 
 
Team Records, Game Notables and Series Information 
- WKU moves to 1-5 on the season.  
- Sunday’s game was the 39th meeting between WKU and Tennessee Tech all-time. The Lady Toppers lead 20-19 in the 
series, but trail 6-14 in Cookeville.  
- The Lady Toppers wrapped up play in 2020 with the game, with their next game coming on Jan. 1, 2021 against 
Conference USA opponent Charlotte.  
 
Team Notes 
- Myriah Haywood, Ally Collett, Fatou Pouye, Hope Sivori and Meral Abdelgawad started the game for WKU for the third 
consecutive time.  
- KEY FIRST HALF RUN: After a back-and-forth and high-scoring first quarter, the Lady Toppers were held to only six 
points in the second quarter. The Golden Eagles opened the period on a 6-0 run that was ended by an Abdelgawad 
layup.   
- KEY SECOND HALF RUN: Tennessee Tech grew their lead with a 24-18 third quarter.  
- Turnovers continue to plague the Lady Toppers, but WKU did settle down in the second half with only seven miscues in 
the half including only two in the fourth quarter.  
- WKU shot well on the night, going 23-of-42 (.550) from the field and 3-of-7 (.630) from beyond the arc.  
- Despite being outrebounded (36-26), WKU outscored the Golden Eagles 30-20 in the paint.  
 
Individual Notes 
- Fatou Pouye had a career high 19 points along with six rebounds. It was her fourth double-digit scoring game of the 
season and the second consecutive game she has led the Lady Toppers in scoring.  
- Myriah Haywood also had a career high with 15 points in the game. It was the third time this season she has scored in 
double figures.  
- Ally Collett was the final Lady Topper in double digits with 12 points in the game. She was a perfect 5-of-5 from the free 








FG 3P FT Rebounds Fouls
TP AS TO ST
Blocks
+/-
M-A M-A M-A OR DR TOT PF FD BS BA
12 Fatou Pouye 33:21 8-11 1-2 2-5 3 3 6 4 5 19 1 3 1 1 1 -6
0 Myriah Haywood 37:04 7-12 0-0 0-1 0 3 3 4 1 14 1 6 0 0 0 -12
1 Hope Sivori 20:53 2-4 0-0 0-0 1 2 3 3 2 4 4 3 1 0 0 -9
3 Ally Collett 34:51 3-6 1-4 5-5 0 1 1 4 7 12 3 5 0 0 0 -15
40 Meral Abdelgawad 35:45 3-7 1-1 1-3 1 6 7 2 5 8 3 2 0 0 2 -8
2 Jenna Kallenberg 12:20 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 -3
21 Tori Hunter 05:20 0-1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -3
30 Selma Kulo 09:08 0-0 0-0 2-2 1 1 2 2 1 2 0 3 0 0 0 -8
25 Jordan Smith 11:18 0-1 0-0 0-0 0 1 1 2 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 -6
Team 1 2 3 0 1
Totals 23-42 3-7 10-16 7 19 26 24 22 59 12 23 4 1 3 -14
Technical Fouls::NONE
Shooting By Period
1st FG% 9-13 69.2%
3PT% 3-3 100.0%
FT% 0-0 0%
2nd FG% 1-6 16.7%
3PT% 0-1 0.0%
FT% 4-5 80%
3rd FG% 8-13 61.5%
3PT% 0-1 0.0%
FT% 2-4 50%
4th FG% 5-10 50.0%
3PT% 0-2 0.0%
FT% 4-7 57.1%
GM FG% 23-42 54.8%
3PT% 3-7 42.9%
FT% 10-16 62.5%







FG 3P FT Rebounds Fouls
TP AS TO ST
Blocks
+/-
M-A M-A M-A OR DR TOT PF FD BS BA
33 Mackenzie Coleman 28:05 6-8 3-3 2-2 1 2 3 4 1 17 1 3 2 2 0 14
2 Jordan Brock 33:33 6-14 4-12 6-6 1 1 2 4 6 22 2 2 1 0 0 18
5 Anna Jones 35:22 3-8 2-5 2-4 6 3 9 2 3 10 5 3 1 1 0 13
20 Kesha Brady 35:28 5-15 2-7 1-1 4 4 8 1 4 13 2 2 2 0 0 14
24 Jada Guinn 26:18 0-1 0-0 0-0 0 1 1 2 3 0 5 2 3 0 0 6
3 Megan Clark 14:36 1-3 0-0 0-2 5 0 5 4 2 2 1 1 0 0 1 5
22 Peyton Carter 15:31 2-8 1-6 0-0 0 1 1 3 4 5 2 0 1 0 0 11
13 Ansley Hall 03:10 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 -4
11 Maaliya Owens 05:45 1-3 0-1 2-2 1 0 1 0 1 4 0 0 1 0 0 -3
23 Grace Pelphrey 01:06 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2
34 Julia Curtis 01:06 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2
Team 1 4 5 0 1
Totals 24-60 12-34 13-17 19 17 36 22 24 73 18 16 11 3 1 14
Technical Fouls::NONE
Shooting By Period
1st FG% 8-14 57.1%
3PT% 5-10 50.0%
FT% 0-0 0%
2nd FG% 5-16 31.3%
3PT% 1-7 14.3%
FT% 5-6 83.3%
3rd FG% 8-14 57.1%
3PT% 5-8 62.5%
FT% 3-3 100%
4th FG% 3-16 18.8%
3PT% 1-9 11.1%
FT% 5-8 62.5%
GM FG% 24-60 40.0%
3PT% 12-34 35.3%
FT% 13-17 76.5%
Dead Ball Rebounds: 2, 0
Western Kentucky - 59 Record: 1-5
Tennessee Tech - 73 Record: 3-1
WKU Tech
Biggest lead 3 (1st 2:58) 18 (3rd 1:08)
Best Scoring Run 6(1st 2:58) 8(2nd 7:13)
Lead Changes 5
Times Tied 5
Time with Lead 01:14 34:26
Points from WKU Tech
Turnovers 11 18
Paint 30 20
Second Chance 7 9
Fast Breaks 4 5
Bench 2 11
Period by Period Scoring
1st 2nd 3rd 4th TOT
WKU 21 6 18 14 59
Tech 21 16 24 12 73
Official Basketball Box Score - Final
Western Kentucky at Tennessee Tech
12/20/20 Eblen Center, Cookeville
2020-21 Women's Basketball




Officials: Royce Blevins, Ryan Durham, Brooke Shoulders
Quarter Starters:
Period 1
Tech 2 Brock J 5 Jones A 20 Brady K 24 Guinn J 33 Coleman M
WKU 0 Haywood M 1 Sivori H 3 Collett A 12 Pouye F 40 Abdelgawad M
Game Time Tech Score Diff WKU
10:00 33 COLEMAN M jumpball lost 12 POUYE F jumpball won
09:43 0-2 -2 12 POUYE F 2pt FG in the paint, layup made (2)
09:31 33 COLEMAN M 3pt FG , jump shot made (3) 3-2 1
09:31 5 JONES A assist (1)
09:20 1 SIVORI H 2pt FG in the paint, layup missed
09:18 24 GUINN J defensive rebound (1)
09:14 20 BRADY K 2pt FG fast break in the paint, layup made (2) 5-2 3
09:14 24 GUINN J assist (1)
08:38 turnover shot clock (1)
08:28 20 BRADY K 3pt FG from turnover, jump shot missed
08:24 3 COLLETT A defensive rebound (1)
08:20 24 GUINN J steal (1) 3 COLLETT A turnover lost ball (1)
08:13 2 BROCK J 3pt FG from turnover, jump shot missed
08:10 defensive rebound (2)
07:48 5-4 1 40 ABDELGAWAD M 2pt FG in the paint, layup made (2)
07:39 24 GUINN J foul drawn (1) 1 SIVORI H foul personal (1 - 1)
07:29 20 BRADY K 3pt FG , jump shot missed
07:25 1 SIVORI H defensive rebound (1)
07:22 1 SIVORI H 2pt FG in the paint, layup missed
07:19 20 BRADY K defensive rebound (1)
07:13 5 JONES A 3pt FG , jump shot missed
07:10 20 BRADY K offensive rebound (2)
07:10 20 BRADY K 2pt FG second chance in the paint, layup missed
07:06 1 SIVORI H defensive rebound (2)
06:48 5-6 -1 12 POUYE F 2pt FG in the paint, layup made (4)
06:48 40 ABDELGAWAD M assist (1)
06:22 2 BROCK J 3pt FG , jump shot made (3) 8-6 2
06:22 20 BRADY K assist (1)
06:03 0 HAYWOOD M turnover bad pass (1)
05:49 5 JONES A 3pt FG from turnover, jump shot made (3) 11-6 5
05:49 24 GUINN J assist (2)
05:34 11-9 2 12 POUYE F 3pt FG , jump shot made (7)
05:34 40 ABDELGAWAD M assist (2)
05:27 5 JONES A turnover travel (1)
05:05 11-11 0
0 HAYWOOD M 2pt FG from turnover outside the paint, jump
shot made (2)
05:05 1 SIVORI H assist (1)
04:39 5 JONES A 2pt FG in the paint, layup made (5) 13-11 2
04:15 13-13 0 1 SIVORI H 2pt FG in the paint, layup made (2)
04:07 2 BROCK J 3pt FG fast break, jump shot made (6) 16-13 3
04:07 24 GUINN J assist (3)
03:52 16-16 0 40 ABDELGAWAD M 3pt FG , jump shot made (5)
03:52 3 COLLETT A assist (1)
Official Basketball Play by Play - 1st Period
Western Kentucky at Tennessee Tech
12/20/20 Eblen Center, Cookeville
2020-21 Women's Basketball




Officials: Royce Blevins, Ryan Durham, Brooke Shoulders
03:32 20 BRADY K turnover lost ball (1) 1 SIVORI H steal (1)
03:15
40 ABDELGAWAD M 2pt FG from turnover in the paint, layup
blocked
03:15 33 COLEMAN M block (1)
03:09 12 POUYE F offensive rebound (1)
03:08
12 POUYE F 2pt FG from turnover second chance in the paint,
layup blocked
03:08 33 COLEMAN M block (2)
03:00 12 POUYE F offensive rebound (2)
02:58 16-19 -3
3 COLLETT A 3pt FG from turnover second chance, jump shot
made (3)
02:58 1 SIVORI H assist (2)
02:48 2 BROCK J 3pt FG , jump shot made (9) 19-19 0
02:23 12 POUYE F turnover travel (1)
02:23 Timeout media
02:23 2 BROCK J substitution out
02:23 33 COLEMAN M substitution out
02:23 3 CLARK M substitution in
02:23 22 CARTER P substitution in
02:23 3 COLLETT A substitution out
02:23 12 POUYE F substitution out
02:23 2 KALLENBERG J substitution in
02:23 21 HUNTER T substitution in
02:04 22 CARTER P 3pt FG from turnover, jump shot missed
01:59 5 JONES A offensive rebound (1)
02:00 5 JONES A turnover lost ball (2)
01:49 20 BRADY K steal (1) 0 HAYWOOD M turnover bad pass (2)
01:40 24 GUINN J foul offensive (1 - 1) 1 SIVORI H foul drawn (1)
01:40 24 GUINN J turnover offensive (1)
01:17 19-21 -2
0 HAYWOOD M 2pt FG from turnover outside the paint, jump
shot made (4)
01:17 1 SIVORI H assist (3)
00:51 22 CARTER P 2pt FG in the paint, layup made (2) 21-21 0
00:51 24 GUINN J assist (4)
00:44 1 SIVORI H turnover bad pass (1)
00:44 5 JONES A substitution out
00:44 33 COLEMAN M substitution in
00:44 21 HUNTER T substitution out
00:44 30 KULO S substitution in
00:44 24 GUINN J substitution out
00:44 2 BROCK J substitution in
00:31 22 CARTER P foul drawn (1) 1 SIVORI H foul personal (2 - 2)
00:31 1 SIVORI H substitution out
00:31 3 COLLETT A substitution in
00:23 22 CARTER P foul drawn (2) 2 KALLENBERG J foul personal (1 - 3)
00:23 2 KALLENBERG J substitution out
00:23 25 SMITH J substitution in
00:08 2 BROCK J turnover bad pass (1) 25 SMITH J steal (1)
00:01 2 BROCK J foul personal (1 - 2) 3 COLLETT A foul drawn (1)
00:01 33 COLEMAN M substitution out
Game Time Tech Score Diff WKU
Official Basketball Play by Play - 1st Period
Western Kentucky at Tennessee Tech
12/20/20 Eblen Center, Cookeville
2020-21 Women's Basketball




Officials: Royce Blevins, Ryan Durham, Brooke Shoulders
00:01 5 JONES A substitution in
00:00 2 BROCK J steal (1) 3 COLLETT A turnover bad pass (2)
END OF PERIOD
Tech 21-21 WKU
Game Time Tech Score Diff WKU
Official Basketball Play by Play - 1st Period
Western Kentucky at Tennessee Tech
12/20/20 Eblen Center, Cookeville
2020-21 Women's Basketball











FG 3P FT Rebounds Fouls
TP AS TO ST
Blocks
+/-
M-A M-A M-A OR DR TOT PF FD BS BA
12 Fatou Pouye 07:37 3-4 1-1 0-0 2 0 2 0 0 7 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 Myriah Haywood 10:00 2-2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 2 0 0 0 0
1 Hope Sivori 09:28 1-3 0-0 0-0 0 2 2 2 1 2 3 1 1 0 0 0
3 Ally Collett 08:09 1-1 1-1 0-0 0 1 1 0 1 3 1 2 0 0 0 0
40 Meral Abdelgawad 10:00 2-3 1-1 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 1 0
2 Jenna Kallenberg 02:00 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
21 Tori Hunter 01:38 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
30 Selma Kulo 00:45 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
25 Jordan Smith 00:23 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Team 0 1 1 0 1
Totals 9-13 3-3 0-0 2 4 6 3 2 21 6 7 2 0 2 0
Technical Fouls::NONE
Shooting By Period
1st FG% 9-13 69.2%
3PT% 3-3 100.0%
FT% 0-0 0%
GM FG% 9-13 69.2%
3PT% 3-3 100.0%
FT% 0-0 0.0%







FG 3P FT Rebounds Fouls
TP AS TO ST
Blocks
+/-
M-A M-A M-A OR DR TOT PF FD BS BA
33 Mackenzie Coleman 08:20 1-1 1-1 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 2 0 0
2 Jordan Brock 08:22 3-4 3-4 0-0 0 0 0 1 0 9 0 1 1 0 0 0
5 Anna Jones 09:17 2-3 1-2 0-0 1 0 1 0 0 5 1 2 0 0 0 0
20 Kesha Brady 10:00 1-4 0-2 0-0 1 1 2 0 0 2 1 1 1 0 0 0
24 Jada Guinn 09:15 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 1 1 1 1 0 4 1 1 0 0 0
3 Megan Clark 02:23 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
22 Peyton Carter 02:23 1-2 0-1 0-0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
Team 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 8-14 5-10 0-0 2 2 4 2 3 21 6 5 3 2 0 0
Technical Fouls::NONE
Shooting By Period
1st FG% 8-14 57.1%
3PT% 5-10 50.0%
FT% 0-0 0%
GM FG% 8-14 57.1%
3PT% 5-10 50.0%
FT% 0-0 0.0%
Dead Ball Rebounds: 0, 0
Western Kentucky - 21
Tennessee Tech - 21
WKU Tech
Biggest lead 3 (1st 2:58) 5 (1st 5:49)
Best Scoring Run 6(1st 2:58) 6(1st 5:49)
Lead Changes 4
Times Tied 5
Time with Lead 01:14 04:39
Points from WKU Tech
Turnovers 7 3
Paint 8 6
Second Chance 3 0
Fast Breaks 0 5
Bench 0 2
Period by Period Scoring
1st 2nd 3rd 4th TOT
WKU 21 6 18 14 59
Tech 21 16 24 12 73
Official Basketball Box Score - 1st Period
Western Kentucky at Tennessee Tech
12/20/20 Eblen Center, Cookeville
2020-21 Women's Basketball




Officials: Royce Blevins, Ryan Durham, Brooke Shoulders
Quarter Starters:
Period 2
Tech 2 Brock J 5 Jones A 22 Carter P 24 Guinn J 33 Coleman M
WKU 0 Haywood M 3 Collett A 25 Smith J 30 Kulo S 40 Abdelgawad M
Game Time Tech Score Diff WKU
10:00 3 CLARK M substitution out
10:00 20 BRADY K substitution out
10:00 24 GUINN J substitution in
10:00 33 COLEMAN M substitution in
09:47 33 COLEMAN M 2pt FG in the paint, layup made (5) 23-21 2
09:47 5 JONES A assist (2)
09:28 22 CARTER P foul personal (1 - 1) 25 SMITH J foul drawn (1)
09:23 22 CARTER P foul drawn (3) 30 KULO S foul offensive (1 - 1)
09:23 30 KULO S turnover offensive (1)
09:06 2 BROCK J foul drawn (1) 25 SMITH J foul shooting (1 - 2)
09:06 2 BROCK J free throw 1 - 2 made (10) 24-21 3
09:06 2 BROCK J free throw 2 - 2 made (11) 25-21 4
08:48 0 HAYWOOD M 2pt FG outside the paint, jump shot missed
08:44 33 COLEMAN M defensive rebound (1)
08:28 2 BROCK J 3pt FG , jump shot missed
08:24 30 KULO S defensive rebound (1)
08:09 22 CARTER P foul drawn (4) 30 KULO S foul offensive (2 - 3)
08:09 30 KULO S turnover offensive (2)
08:09 30 KULO S substitution out
08:09 12 POUYE F substitution in
07:56 2 BROCK J foul drawn (2) 0 HAYWOOD M foul personal (1 - 4)
07:49 33 COLEMAN M turnover 3 seconds (1)
07:49 22 CARTER P substitution out
07:49 20 BRADY K substitution in
07:30 3 COLLETT A turnover bad pass (3)
07:13 2 BROCK J 2pt FG from turnover in the paint, layup made (13) 27-21 6
06:48 24 GUINN J foul personal (2 - 2) 3 COLLETT A foul drawn (2)
06:46 5 JONES A foul drawn (1) 40 ABDELGAWAD M foul offensive (1 - 5)
06:46 40 ABDELGAWAD M turnover offensive (1)
06:46 24 GUINN J substitution out
06:46 13 HALL A substitution in
06:39 13 HALL A turnover travel (1)
06:39 Timeout 30 Sec
06:39 Timeout media
06:29 20 BRADY K foul drawn (1) 12 POUYE F foul offensive (1 - 6)
06:29 12 POUYE F turnover offensive (2)
06:17 20 BRADY K 2pt FG from turnover in the paint, layup missed
06:14 5 JONES A offensive rebound (2)
06:13
2 BROCK J 3pt FG from turnover second chance, jump shot
missed
06:08 12 POUYE F defensive rebound (3)
06:07 20 BRADY K steal (2) 0 HAYWOOD M turnover lost ball (3)
05:58 5 JONES A 2pt FG from turnover in the paint, layup missed
Official Basketball Play by Play - 2nd Period
Western Kentucky at Tennessee Tech
12/20/20 Eblen Center, Cookeville
2020-21 Women's Basketball




Officials: Royce Blevins, Ryan Durham, Brooke Shoulders
05:56 40 ABDELGAWAD M defensive rebound (1)
05:51 3 COLLETT A 3pt FG , jump shot missed
05:47 5 JONES A defensive rebound (3)
05:27 5 JONES A 3pt FG , jump shot missed
05:24 25 SMITH J defensive rebound (1)
05:07 27-23 4 40 ABDELGAWAD M 2pt FG in the paint, layup made (7)
05:07 12 POUYE F assist (1)
05:07 33 COLEMAN M foul shooting (1 - 3) 40 ABDELGAWAD M foul drawn (1)
05:07 5 JONES A substitution out
05:07 3 CLARK M substitution in
05:07 25 SMITH J substitution out
05:07 2 KALLENBERG J substitution in
05:07 40 ABDELGAWAD M free throw 1 - 1 missed
05:05 13 HALL A defensive rebound (1)
04:47 13 HALL A turnover bad pass (2) 2 KALLENBERG J steal (1)
04:41
40 ABDELGAWAD M 2pt FG from turnover in the paint, layup
missed
04:41 defensive rebound (9)
04:41 13 HALL A substitution out
04:41 22 CARTER P substitution in
04:41 40 ABDELGAWAD M substitution out
04:41 1 SIVORI H substitution in
04:20 33 COLEMAN M 2pt FG in the paint, layup missed
04:19 defensive rebound (11)
04:00 20 BRADY K foul shooting (1 - 4) 3 COLLETT A foul drawn (3)
04:00 12 POUYE F substitution out
04:00 30 KULO S substitution in
04:00 27-24 3 3 COLLETT A free throw 1 - 2 made (4)
04:00 27-25 2 3 COLLETT A free throw 2 - 2 made (5)
03:51 22 CARTER P 3pt FG , jump shot missed
03:47 3 CLARK M offensive rebound (1)
03:36
33 COLEMAN M 2pt FG second chance in the paint, layup
missed
03:32 3 CLARK M offensive rebound (2)
03:29
2 BROCK J 2pt FG second chance outside the paint, jump shot
made (15)
29-25 4
03:29 3 CLARK M assist (1)
03:15 33 COLEMAN M substitution out
03:15 5 JONES A substitution in
03:05 30 KULO S turnover travel (3)
02:40 2 BROCK J 3pt FG from turnover, jump shot made (18) 32-25 7
02:16 22 CARTER P foul personal (2 - 5) 3 COLLETT A foul drawn (4)
02:16 22 CARTER P substitution out
02:16 11 OWENS M substitution in
02:16 30 KULO S substitution out
02:16 21 HUNTER T substitution in
02:16 32-26 6 3 COLLETT A free throw 1 - 2 made (6)
02:16 32-27 5 3 COLLETT A free throw 2 - 2 made (7)
02:02 11 OWENS M 2pt FG in the paint, layup made (2) 34-27 7
01:38 21 HUNTER T 2pt FG in the paint, layup missed
Game Time Tech Score Diff WKU
Official Basketball Play by Play - 2nd Period
Western Kentucky at Tennessee Tech
12/20/20 Eblen Center, Cookeville
2020-21 Women's Basketball




Officials: Royce Blevins, Ryan Durham, Brooke Shoulders
01:35 5 JONES A defensive rebound (4)
01:35 5 JONES A foul drawn (2) 21 HUNTER T foul personal (1 - 7)
01:35 3 CLARK M substitution out
01:35 33 COLEMAN M substitution in
01:35 5 JONES A free throw 1 - 2 missed
01:35 offensive dead ball rebound (1)
01:35 5 JONES A free throw 2 - 2 made (6) 35-27 8
01:35 2 KALLENBERG J substitution out
01:35 12 POUYE F substitution in
01:20 jump ball situation
01:17 0 HAYWOOD M 2pt FG outside the paint, jump shot missed
01:11 20 BRADY K defensive rebound (3)
01:04 11 OWENS M 2pt FG in the paint, pull up jump shot missed
01:01 11 OWENS M offensive rebound (1)
00:59 2 BROCK J 3pt FG second chance, jump shot missed
00:56 5 JONES A offensive rebound (5)
00:55 2 BROCK J turnover travel (2)
00:55 1 SIVORI H substitution out
00:55 40 ABDELGAWAD M substitution in
00:34 11 OWENS M steal (1) 0 HAYWOOD M turnover bad pass (4)
00:30 2 BROCK J foul drawn (3) 40 ABDELGAWAD M foul personal (2 - 8)
00:30 40 ABDELGAWAD M substitution out
00:30 25 SMITH J substitution in
00:30 2 BROCK J free throw 1 - 2 made (19) 36-27 9
00:30 2 BROCK J free throw 2 - 2 made (20) 37-27 10
00:30 2 BROCK J substitution out
00:30 3 CLARK M substitution in
00:14 0 HAYWOOD M turnover bad pass (5)
00:14 3 CLARK M substitution out
00:14 2 BROCK J substitution in
00:03 2 BROCK J 3pt FG from turnover, jump shot missed
00:00 0 HAYWOOD M defensive rebound (1)
END OF PERIOD
Tech 37-27 WKU
Game Time Tech Score Diff WKU
Official Basketball Play by Play - 2nd Period
Western Kentucky at Tennessee Tech
12/20/20 Eblen Center, Cookeville
2020-21 Women's Basketball











FG 3P FT Rebounds Fouls
TP AS TO ST
Blocks
+/-
M-A M-A M-A OR DR TOT PF FD BS BA
12 Fatou Pouye 05:44 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 -2
0 Myriah Haywood 10:00 0-2 0-0 0-0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 -10
1 Hope Sivori 03:45 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -4
3 Ally Collett 10:00 0-1 0-1 4-4 0 0 0 0 3 4 0 1 0 0 0 -10
40 Meral Abdelgawad 05:45 1-2 0-0 0-1 0 1 1 2 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 -4
2 Jenna Kallenberg 03:32 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 -4
30 Selma Kulo 03:35 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 1 1 2 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 -7
21 Tori Hunter 02:16 0-1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -3
25 Jordan Smith 05:23 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -6
Team 0 1 1 0 0
Totals 1-6 0-1 4-5 0 6 6 8 5 6 1 9 1 0 0 -10
Technical Fouls::NONE
Shooting By Period
2nd FG% 1-6 16.7%
3PT% 0-1 0.0%
FT% 4-5 80%
GM FG% 1-6 16.7%
3PT% 0-1 0.0%
FT% 4-5 80.0%







FG 3P FT Rebounds Fouls
TP AS TO ST
Blocks
+/-
M-A M-A M-A OR DR TOT PF FD BS BA
33 Mackenzie Coleman 08:20 1-3 0-0 0-0 0 1 1 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 7
2 Jordan Brock 09:45 3-7 1-5 4-4 0 0 0 0 3 11 0 1 0 0 0 10
5 Anna Jones 08:08 0-2 0-1 1-2 2 2 4 0 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 10
20 Kesha Brady 07:49 0-1 0-0 0-0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 6
24 Jada Guinn 03:14 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6
13 Ansley Hall 02:05 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 -2
3 Megan Clark 03:47 0-0 0-0 0-0 2 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 3
22 Peyton Carter 04:36 0-1 0-1 0-0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 7
11 Maaliya Owens 02:16 1-2 0-0 0-0 1 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 3
Team 0 1 1 0 0
Totals 5-16 1-7 5-6 5 6 11 5 8 16 2 4 2 0 0 10
Technical Fouls::NONE
Shooting By Period
2nd FG% 5-16 31.3%
3PT% 1-7 14.3%
FT% 5-6 83.3%
GM FG% 5-16 31.3%
3PT% 1-7 14.3%
FT% 5-6 83.3%
Dead Ball Rebounds: 1, 0
Western Kentucky - 6
Tennessee Tech - 16
WKU Tech
Biggest lead 0 (1st 10:00) 10 (2nd 0:30)
Best Scoring Run 4(2nd 4:00) 6(2nd 7:13)
Lead Changes 1
Times Tied 0
Time with Lead 00:00 09:47
Points from WKU Tech
Turnovers 0 9
Paint 2 6
Second Chance 0 2
Fast Breaks 0 0
Bench 0 2
Period by Period Scoring
1st 2nd 3rd 4th TOT
WKU 21 6 18 14 59
Tech 21 16 24 12 73
Official Basketball Box Score - 2nd Period
Western Kentucky at Tennessee Tech
12/20/20 Eblen Center, Cookeville
2020-21 Women's Basketball











FG 3P FT Rebounds Fouls
TP AS TO ST
Blocks
+/-
M-A M-A M-A OR DR TOT PF FD BS BA
12 Fatou Pouye 13:21 3-4 1-1 0-0 2 1 3 1 0 7 1 2 0 0 1 -2
0 Myriah Haywood 20:00 2-4 0-0 0-0 0 1 1 1 0 4 0 5 0 0 0 -10
1 Hope Sivori 13:13 1-3 0-0 0-0 0 2 2 2 1 2 3 1 1 0 0 -4
3 Ally Collett 18:09 1-2 1-2 4-4 0 1 1 0 4 7 1 3 0 0 0 -10
40 Meral Abdelgawad 15:45 3-5 1-1 0-1 0 1 1 2 1 7 2 1 0 0 1 -4
2 Jenna Kallenberg 05:32 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 -4
21 Tori Hunter 03:54 0-1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -3
30 Selma Kulo 04:20 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 1 1 2 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 -7
25 Jordan Smith 05:46 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 -6
Team 0 2 2 0 1
Totals 10-19 3-4 4-5 2 10 12 11 7 27 7 16 3 0 2 -10
Technical Fouls::NONE
Shooting By Period
1st FG% 9-13 69.2%
3PT% 3-3 100.0%
FT% 0-0 0%
2nd FG% 1-6 16.7%
3PT% 0-1 0.0%
FT% 4-5 80%
GM FG% 10-19 52.6%
3PT% 3-4 75.0%
FT% 4-5 80.0%







FG 3P FT Rebounds Fouls
TP AS TO ST
Blocks
+/-
M-A M-A M-A OR DR TOT PF FD BS BA
33 Mackenzie Coleman 16:40 2-4 1-1 0-0 0 1 1 1 0 5 0 1 0 2 0 7
2 Jordan Brock 18:07 6-11 4-9 4-4 0 0 0 1 3 20 0 2 1 0 0 10
5 Anna Jones 17:25 2-5 1-3 1-2 3 2 5 0 2 6 2 2 0 0 0 10
20 Kesha Brady 17:49 1-5 0-2 0-0 1 2 3 1 1 2 1 1 2 0 0 6
24 Jada Guinn 12:29 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 1 1 2 1 0 4 1 1 0 0 6
3 Megan Clark 06:10 0-0 0-0 0-0 2 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 3
22 Peyton Carter 06:59 1-3 0-2 0-0 0 0 0 2 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 7
13 Ansley Hall 02:05 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 -2
11 Maaliya Owens 02:16 1-2 0-0 0-0 1 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 3
Team 0 1 1 0 0
Totals 13-30 6-17 5-6 7 8 15 7 11 37 8 9 5 2 0 10
Technical Fouls::NONE
Shooting By Period
1st FG% 8-14 57.1%
3PT% 5-10 50.0%
FT% 0-0 0%
2nd FG% 5-16 31.3%
3PT% 1-7 14.3%
FT% 5-6 83.3%
GM FG% 13-30 43.3%
3PT% 6-17 35.3%
FT% 5-6 83.3%
Dead Ball Rebounds: 1, 0
Western Kentucky - 27
Tennessee Tech - 37
WKU Tech
Biggest lead 3 (1st 2:58) 10 (2nd 0:30)
Best Scoring Run 6(1st 2:58) 8(2nd 7:13)
Lead Changes 5
Times Tied 5
Time with Lead 01:14 14:26
Points from WKU Tech
Turnovers 7 12
Paint 10 12
Second Chance 3 2
Fast Breaks 0 5
Bench 0 4
Period by Period Scoring
1st 2nd 3rd 4th TOT
WKU 21 6 18 14 59
Tech 21 16 24 12 73
Official Basketball Box Score - First Half
Western Kentucky at Tennessee Tech
12/20/20 Eblen Center, Cookeville
2020-21 Women's Basketball




Officials: Royce Blevins, Ryan Durham, Brooke Shoulders
Quarter Starters:
Period 3
Tech 2 Brock J 5 Jones A 20 Brady K 24 Guinn J 33 Coleman M
WKU 0 Haywood M 1 Sivori H 3 Collett A 12 Pouye F 40 Abdelgawad M
Game Time Tech Score Diff WKU
10:00 11 OWENS M substitution out
10:00 24 GUINN J substitution in
10:00 21 HUNTER T substitution out
10:00 25 SMITH J substitution out
10:00 1 SIVORI H substitution in
10:00 40 ABDELGAWAD M substitution in
09:36 24 GUINN J foul drawn (2) 3 COLLETT A foul personal (1 - 1)
09:31 33 COLEMAN M foul offensive (2 - 1) 12 POUYE F foul drawn (1)
09:31 33 COLEMAN M turnover offensive (2)
09:11 12 POUYE F 2pt FG from turnover in the paint, layup missed
09:08 2 BROCK J defensive rebound (1)
09:04 33 COLEMAN M 3pt FG , jump shot made (8) 40-27 13
09:04 2 BROCK J assist (1)
08:39 40-29 11 0 HAYWOOD M 2pt FG outside the paint, jump shot made (6)
08:39 1 SIVORI H assist (4)
08:23 20 BRADY K 2pt FG in the paint, layup made (4) 42-29 13
08:23 20 BRADY K foul drawn (2) 0 HAYWOOD M foul shooting (2 - 2)
08:23 20 BRADY K free throw 1 - 1 made (5) 43-29 14
08:16 43-31 12 1 SIVORI H 2pt FG fast break in the paint, layup made (4)
08:07 Timeout 30 Sec
08:07 Timeout media
07:44 20 BRADY K 2pt FG in the paint, layup made (7) 45-31 14
07:44 33 COLEMAN M assist (1)
07:23 45-33 12 3 COLLETT A 2pt FG in the paint, layup made (9)
07:23 2 BROCK J foul shooting (2 - 2) 3 COLLETT A foul drawn (5)
07:23 2 BROCK J substitution out
07:23 22 CARTER P substitution in
07:23 45-34 11 3 COLLETT A free throw 1 - 1 made (10)
07:10 22 CARTER P 3pt FG , jump shot made (5) 48-34 14
07:10 24 GUINN J assist (5)
07:02 24 GUINN J steal (2) 1 SIVORI H turnover lost ball (2)
06:56 20 BRADY K 3pt FG from turnover, jump shot missed
06:52 0 HAYWOOD M defensive rebound (2)
06:31 12 POUYE F 3pt FG , jump shot missed
06:27 1 SIVORI H offensive rebound (3)
06:26 24 GUINN J steal (3) 1 SIVORI H turnover bad pass (3)
06:26 24 GUINN J foul drawn (3) 0 HAYWOOD M foul personal (3 - 3)
06:26 1 SIVORI H substitution out
06:26 2 KALLENBERG J substitution in
06:17 24 GUINN J substitution out
06:17 2 BROCK J substitution in
06:13 22 CARTER P 3pt FG from turnover, jump shot missed
06:08 40 ABDELGAWAD M defensive rebound (2)
Official Basketball Play by Play - 3rd Period
Western Kentucky at Tennessee Tech
12/20/20 Eblen Center, Cookeville
2020-21 Women's Basketball




Officials: Royce Blevins, Ryan Durham, Brooke Shoulders
05:50 jump ball situation
05:44 48-36 12 0 HAYWOOD M 2pt FG outside the paint, jump shot made (8)
05:25 22 CARTER P 3pt FG , jump shot missed
05:22 5 JONES A offensive rebound (6)
05:17
33 COLEMAN M 2pt FG second chance in the paint, hook shot
made (10)
50-36 14
05:17 5 JONES A assist (3)
05:05 22 CARTER P steal (1) 3 COLLETT A turnover bad pass (4)
05:00 22 CARTER P 2pt FG from turnover in the paint, layup missed
04:59 40 ABDELGAWAD M defensive rebound (3)
04:58 33 COLEMAN M foul personal (3 - 3) 40 ABDELGAWAD M foul drawn (2)
04:58 Timeout media
04:58 33 COLEMAN M substitution out
04:58 3 CLARK M substitution in
04:46 50-38 12 12 POUYE F 2pt FG in the paint, layup made (9)
04:46 40 ABDELGAWAD M assist (3)
04:26 20 BRADY K 3pt FG , jump shot made (10) 53-38 15
04:26 22 CARTER P assist (1)
03:50 53-40 13 0 HAYWOOD M 2pt FG in the paint, layup made (10)
03:34 3 CLARK M 2pt FG in the paint, layup missed
03:31 40 ABDELGAWAD M defensive rebound (4)
03:27 53-42 11 3 COLLETT A 2pt FG fast break in the paint, layup made (12)
03:13 20 BRADY K 3pt FG , jump shot made (13) 56-42 14
03:13 2 BROCK J assist (2)
02:56 22 CARTER P foul personal (3 - 4) 3 COLLETT A foul drawn (6)
02:56 3 CLARK M substitution out
02:56 33 COLEMAN M substitution in
02:56 0 HAYWOOD M substitution out
02:56 2 KALLENBERG J substitution out
02:56 25 SMITH J substitution in
02:56 30 KULO S substitution in
02:52 5 JONES A foul personal (1 - 5) 40 ABDELGAWAD M foul drawn (3)
02:52 22 CARTER P substitution out
02:52 24 GUINN J substitution in
02:52 56-43 13 40 ABDELGAWAD M free throw 1 - 2 made (8)
02:52 40 ABDELGAWAD M free throw 2 - 2 missed
02:51 33 COLEMAN M defensive rebound (2)
02:44 20 BRADY K foul drawn (3) 12 POUYE F foul personal (2 - 4)
02:20 5 JONES A 2pt FG outside the paint, jump shot missed
02:17 12 POUYE F defensive rebound (4)
02:13 40 ABDELGAWAD M 2pt FG in the paint, layup blocked
02:13 5 JONES A block (1)
02:11 offensive rebound (19)
01:58
40 ABDELGAWAD M 2pt FG second chance in the paint, layup
missed
01:56 40 ABDELGAWAD M offensive rebound (5)
01:53 33 COLEMAN M steal (1) 40 ABDELGAWAD M turnover bad pass (2)
01:44 5 JONES A 3pt FG from turnover, jump shot made (9) 59-43 16
01:44 20 BRADY K assist (2)
01:26 2 BROCK J foul drawn (4) 3 COLLETT A foul offensive (2 - 5)
Game Time Tech Score Diff WKU
Official Basketball Play by Play - 3rd Period
Western Kentucky at Tennessee Tech
12/20/20 Eblen Center, Cookeville
2020-21 Women's Basketball




Officials: Royce Blevins, Ryan Durham, Brooke Shoulders
01:26 3 COLLETT A turnover offensive (5)
01:26 30 KULO S substitution out
01:26 21 HUNTER T substitution in
01:08 2 BROCK J foul drawn (5) 3 COLLETT A foul shooting (3 - 6)
01:08 2 BROCK J free throw 1 - 2 made (21) 60-43 17
01:08 2 BROCK J free throw 2 - 2 made (22) 61-43 18
01:08 2 BROCK J substitution out
01:08 33 COLEMAN M substitution out
01:08 3 CLARK M substitution in
01:08 11 OWENS M substitution in
00:40 25 SMITH J 2pt FG in the paint, jump shot missed
00:39 12 POUYE F offensive rebound (5)
00:39 61-45 16
12 POUYE F 2pt FG second chance in the paint, layup made
(11)
00:39 3 CLARK M foul shooting (1 - 6) 12 POUYE F foul drawn (2)
00:39 12 POUYE F free throw 1 - 1 missed
00:37 20 BRADY K defensive rebound (4)
00:19 3 CLARK M foul offensive (2 - 7) 40 ABDELGAWAD M foul drawn (4)
00:19 3 CLARK M turnover offensive (1)
END OF PERIOD
Tech 61-45 WKU
Game Time Tech Score Diff WKU
Official Basketball Play by Play - 3rd Period
Western Kentucky at Tennessee Tech
12/20/20 Eblen Center, Cookeville
2020-21 Women's Basketball











FG 3P FT Rebounds Fouls
TP AS TO ST
Blocks
+/-
M-A M-A M-A OR DR TOT PF FD BS BA
12 Fatou Pouye 10:00 2-4 0-1 0-1 1 1 2 1 2 4 0 0 0 0 0 -6
0 Myriah Haywood 07:04 3-3 0-0 0-0 0 1 1 2 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 -4
1 Hope Sivori 03:34 1-1 0-0 0-0 1 0 1 0 0 2 1 2 0 0 0 -4
3 Ally Collett 10:00 2-2 0-0 1-1 0 0 0 3 2 5 0 2 0 0 0 -6
40 Meral Abdelgawad 10:00 0-2 0-0 1-2 1 3 4 0 3 1 1 1 0 0 1 -6
2 Jenna Kallenberg 03:30 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
25 Jordan Smith 02:56 0-1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2
30 Selma Kulo 01:30 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2
21 Tori Hunter 01:26 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Team 1 0 1 0 0
Totals 8-13 0-1 2-4 4 5 9 6 7 18 2 5 0 0 1 -6
Technical Fouls::NONE
Shooting By Period
3rd FG% 8-13 61.5%
3PT% 0-1 0.0%
FT% 2-4 50%
GM FG% 8-13 61.5%
3PT% 0-1 0.0%
FT% 2-4 50.0%







FG 3P FT Rebounds Fouls
TP AS TO ST
Blocks
+/-
M-A M-A M-A OR DR TOT PF FD BS BA
33 Mackenzie Coleman 06:50 2-2 1-1 0-0 0 1 1 2 0 5 1 1 1 0 0 8
2 Jordan Brock 07:46 0-0 0-0 2-2 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 6
5 Anna Jones 10:00 1-2 1-1 0-0 1 0 1 1 0 3 1 0 0 1 0 6
20 Kesha Brady 10:00 4-5 2-3 1-1 0 1 1 0 2 11 1 0 0 0 0 6
24 Jada Guinn 06:35 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 2 0 0 6
22 Peyton Carter 04:31 1-4 1-3 0-0 0 0 0 1 0 3 1 0 1 0 0 2
3 Megan Clark 03:10 0-1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 -2
11 Maaliya Owens 01:08 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2
Team 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 8-14 5-8 3-3 1 3 4 7 6 24 7 2 4 1 0 6
Technical Fouls::NONE
Shooting By Period
3rd FG% 8-14 57.1%
3PT% 5-8 62.5%
FT% 3-3 100%
GM FG% 8-14 57.1%
3PT% 5-8 62.5%
FT% 3-3 100.0%
Dead Ball Rebounds: 0, 0
Western Kentucky - 18
Tennessee Tech - 24
WKU Tech
Biggest lead 0 (1st 10:00) 18 (3rd 1:08)
Best Scoring Run 4(3rd 3:27) 5(3rd 1:08)
Lead Changes 0
Times Tied 0
Time with Lead 00:00 09:11
Points from WKU Tech
Turnovers 0 5
Paint 12 6
Second Chance 2 2
Fast Breaks 4 0
Bench 0 3
Period by Period Scoring
1st 2nd 3rd 4th TOT
WKU 21 6 18 14 59
Tech 21 16 24 12 73
Official Basketball Box Score - 3rd Period
Western Kentucky at Tennessee Tech
12/20/20 Eblen Center, Cookeville
2020-21 Women's Basketball




Officials: Royce Blevins, Ryan Durham, Brooke Shoulders
Quarter Starters:
Period 4
Tech 2 Brock J 5 Jones A 20 Brady K 24 Guinn J 33 Coleman M
WKU 0 Haywood M 3 Collett A 12 Pouye F 25 Smith J 40 Abdelgawad M
Game Time Tech Score Diff WKU
10:00 3 CLARK M substitution out
10:00 11 OWENS M substitution out
10:00 2 BROCK J substitution in
10:00 33 COLEMAN M substitution in
10:00 21 HUNTER T substitution out
10:00 0 HAYWOOD M substitution in
09:51 33 COLEMAN M turnover travel (3)
09:27 61-47 14
0 HAYWOOD M 2pt FG from turnover outside the paint, jump
shot made (12)
09:03 20 BRADY K 2pt FG outside the paint, jump shot missed
09:00 33 COLEMAN M offensive rebound (3)
08:59 33 COLEMAN M foul drawn (1) 25 SMITH J foul shooting (2 - 1)
08:59 33 COLEMAN M free throw 1 - 2 made (11) 62-47 15
08:59 33 COLEMAN M free throw 2 - 2 made (12) 63-47 16
08:38 33 COLEMAN M steal (2) 0 HAYWOOD M turnover lost ball (6)
08:31
24 GUINN J 2pt FG from turnover outside the paint, jump shot
missed
08:27 40 ABDELGAWAD M defensive rebound (6)
08:04 63-49 14 12 POUYE F 2pt FG in the paint, layup made (13)
08:04 3 COLLETT A assist (2)
07:51 2 BROCK J 3pt FG , jump shot missed
07:48 20 BRADY K offensive rebound (5)
07:48 jump ball situation
07:48 20 BRADY K turnover lost ball (2) 12 POUYE F steal (1)
07:37 33 COLEMAN M foul personal (4 - 1) 12 POUYE F foul drawn (3)
07:37 33 COLEMAN M substitution out
07:37 3 CLARK M substitution in
07:34
0 HAYWOOD M 2pt FG from turnover outside the paint, jump
shot missed
07:32 20 BRADY K defensive rebound (6)
07:32 20 BRADY K foul drawn (4) 12 POUYE F foul personal (3 - 2)
07:24 24 GUINN J turnover bad pass (2)
07:24 25 SMITH J substitution out
07:24 1 SIVORI H substitution in
07:13 3 COLLETT A 3pt FG from turnover, jump shot missed
07:11 defensive rebound (23)
06:57 2 BROCK J 3pt FG , jump shot missed
06:53 2 BROCK J offensive rebound (2)
06:46 2 BROCK J foul drawn (6) 0 HAYWOOD M foul personal (4 - 3)
06:44 3 CLARK M 2pt FG second chance in the paint, layup blocked
06:44 12 POUYE F block (1)
06:39 3 CLARK M offensive rebound (3)
06:33 3 CLARK M 2pt FG second chance in the paint, layup made (2) 65-49 16
06:33 5 JONES A assist (4)
Official Basketball Play by Play - 4th Period
Western Kentucky at Tennessee Tech
12/20/20 Eblen Center, Cookeville
2020-21 Women's Basketball




Officials: Royce Blevins, Ryan Durham, Brooke Shoulders
06:22 2 BROCK J foul personal (3 - 2) 3 COLLETT A foul drawn (7)
06:22 2 BROCK J substitution out
06:22 22 CARTER P substitution in
06:11 65-51 14 12 POUYE F 2pt FG in the paint, layup made (15)
06:11 3 COLLETT A assist (3)
06:02 3 CLARK M foul drawn (1) 12 POUYE F foul personal (4 - 4)
05:50 5 JONES A 3pt FG , jump shot missed
05:48 40 ABDELGAWAD M defensive rebound (7)
05:48 3 CLARK M foul personal (3 - 3) 40 ABDELGAWAD M foul drawn (5)
05:28 jump ball situation
05:28 5 JONES A steal (1) 12 POUYE F turnover lost ball (3)
05:10 20 BRADY K 3pt FG from turnover, jump shot missed
05:07 offensive rebound (26)
05:07 5 JONES A foul drawn (3) 3 COLLETT A foul personal (4 - 5)
05:07 24 GUINN J substitution out
05:07 2 BROCK J substitution in
05:07 5 JONES A free throw 1 - 2 made (10) 66-51 15
05:07 5 JONES A free throw 2 - 2 missed
05:06 12 POUYE F defensive rebound (6)
05:00 3 COLLETT A 3pt FG , jump shot missed
04:56 defensive rebound (27)
04:56 Timeout media
04:37 2 BROCK J 3pt FG , jump shot missed
04:34 3 CLARK M offensive rebound (4)
04:34 3 CLARK M foul drawn (2) 1 SIVORI H foul shooting (3 - 6)
04:33 3 CLARK M free throw 1 - 2 missed
04:33 offensive dead ball rebound (2)
04:33 3 CLARK M free throw 2 - 2 missed
04:33 5 JONES A offensive rebound (7)
04:15 22 CARTER P 3pt FG second chance, jump shot missed
04:12 20 BRADY K offensive rebound (7)
04:11 20 BRADY K 2pt FG second chance in the paint, layup missed
04:08 20 BRADY K offensive rebound (8)
03:51 20 BRADY K 3pt FG second chance, jump shot missed
03:48 3 CLARK M offensive rebound (5)
03:27
20 BRADY K 2pt FG second chance outside the paint, jump shot
missed
03:24 5 JONES A offensive rebound (8)
03:18 5 JONES A foul offensive (2 - 4) 1 SIVORI H foul drawn (2)
03:18 5 JONES A turnover offensive (3)
03:18 5 JONES A substitution out
03:18 33 COLEMAN M substitution in
03:18 1 SIVORI H substitution out
03:18 3 COLLETT A substitution out
03:18 2 KALLENBERG J substitution in
03:18 30 KULO S substitution in
02:52
0 HAYWOOD M 2pt FG from turnover outside the paint, jump
shot missed
02:49 22 CARTER P defensive rebound (1)
02:40 33 COLEMAN M 3pt FG , jump shot made (15) 69-51 18
Game Time Tech Score Diff WKU
Official Basketball Play by Play - 4th Period
Western Kentucky at Tennessee Tech
12/20/20 Eblen Center, Cookeville
2020-21 Women's Basketball




Officials: Royce Blevins, Ryan Durham, Brooke Shoulders
02:40 22 CARTER P assist (2)
02:21 3 CLARK M foul personal (4 - 5) 12 POUYE F foul drawn (4)
02:21 3 CLARK M substitution out
02:21 20 BRADY K substitution out
02:21 22 CARTER P substitution out
02:21 5 JONES A substitution in
02:21 11 OWENS M substitution in
02:21 24 GUINN J substitution in
02:21 69-52 17 12 POUYE F free throw 1 - 2 made (16)
02:21 69-53 16 12 POUYE F free throw 2 - 2 made (17)
01:52 33 COLEMAN M 2pt FG outside the paint, jump shot made (17) 71-53 18
01:52 5 JONES A assist (5)
01:33 0 HAYWOOD M 2pt FG in the paint, layup missed
01:31 5 JONES A defensive rebound (9)
01:16 11 OWENS M 3pt FG , jump shot missed
01:09 0 HAYWOOD M defensive rebound (3)
01:06 71-55 16 0 HAYWOOD M 2pt FG in the paint, layup made (14)
01:06 2 BROCK J foul shooting (4 - 6) 0 HAYWOOD M foul drawn (1)
01:06 5 JONES A substitution out
01:06 33 COLEMAN M substitution out
01:06 23 PELPHREY G substitution in
01:06 34 CURTIS J substitution in
01:06 0 HAYWOOD M free throw 1 - 1 missed
01:05 defensive rebound (36)
01:05 2 BROCK J substitution out
01:05 13 HALL A substitution in
00:54 11 OWENS M foul drawn (1) 2 KALLENBERG J foul shooting (2 - 7)
00:54 11 OWENS M free throw 1 - 2 made (3) 72-55 17
00:54 11 OWENS M free throw 2 - 2 made (4) 73-55 18
00:42 23 PELPHREY G foul personal (1 - 7) 12 POUYE F foul drawn (5)
00:42 12 POUYE F free throw 1 - 2 missed
00:42 offensive dead ball rebound (1)
00:42 12 POUYE F free throw 2 - 2 missed
00:41 30 KULO S offensive rebound (2)
00:41 34 CURTIS J foul personal (1 - 8) 30 KULO S foul drawn (1)
00:41 73-56 17 30 KULO S free throw 1 - 2 made (1)
00:41 73-57 16 30 KULO S free throw 2 - 2 made (2)
00:11 turnover shot clock (16)
00:01 73-59 14 12 POUYE F 2pt FG from turnover in the paint, layup made (19)
00:01 0 HAYWOOD M assist (1)
END OF GAME
Tech 73-59 WKU
Game Time Tech Score Diff WKU
Official Basketball Play by Play - 4th Period
Western Kentucky at Tennessee Tech
12/20/20 Eblen Center, Cookeville
2020-21 Women's Basketball











FG 3P FT Rebounds Fouls
TP AS TO ST
Blocks
+/-
M-A M-A M-A OR DR TOT PF FD BS BA
12 Fatou Pouye 10:00 3-3 0-0 2-4 0 1 1 2 3 8 0 1 1 1 0 2
0 Myriah Haywood 10:00 2-5 0-0 0-1 0 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 0 0 0 2
1 Hope Sivori 04:06 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1
3 Ally Collett 06:42 0-2 0-2 0-0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 1
40 Meral Abdelgawad 10:00 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
21 Tori Hunter 00:00
25 Jordan Smith 02:36 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
2 Jenna Kallenberg 03:18 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
30 Selma Kulo 03:18 0-0 0-0 2-2 1 0 1 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 1
Team 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 5-10 0-2 4-7 1 4 5 7 8 14 3 2 1 1 0 2
Technical Fouls::NONE
Shooting By Period
4th FG% 5-10 50.0%
3PT% 0-2 0.0%
FT% 4-7 57.1%
GM FG% 5-10 50.0%
3PT% 0-2 0.0%
FT% 4-7 57.1%







FG 3P FT Rebounds Fouls
TP AS TO ST
Blocks
+/-
M-A M-A M-A OR DR TOT PF FD BS BA
33 Mackenzie Coleman 04:35 2-2 1-1 2-2 1 0 1 1 1 7 0 1 1 0 0 -1
2 Jordan Brock 07:40 0-3 0-3 0-0 1 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
5 Anna Jones 07:57 0-1 0-1 1-2 2 1 3 1 1 1 2 1 1 0 0 -3
20 Kesha Brady 07:39 0-5 0-2 0-0 3 1 4 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2
24 Jada Guinn 07:14 0-1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 -6
3 Megan Clark 05:16 1-2 0-0 0-2 3 0 3 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 1 4
22 Peyton Carter 04:01 0-1 0-1 0-0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2
11 Maaliya Owens 02:21 0-1 0-1 2-2 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 -4
23 Grace Pelphrey 01:06 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2
34 Julia Curtis 01:06 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2
13 Ansley Hall 01:05 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2
Team 1 3 4 0 1
Totals 3-16 1-9 5-8 11 6 17 8 7 12 3 5 2 0 1 -2
Technical Fouls::NONE
Shooting By Period
4th FG% 3-16 18.8%
3PT% 1-9 11.1%
FT% 5-8 62.5%
GM FG% 3-16 18.8%
3PT% 1-9 11.1%
FT% 5-8 62.5%
Dead Ball Rebounds: 1, 0
Western Kentucky - 14
Tennessee Tech - 12
WKU Tech
Biggest lead 0 (1st 10:00) 18 (4th 2:40)
Best Scoring Run 4(4th 0:01) 4(4th 2:40)
Lead Changes 0
Times Tied 0
Time with Lead 00:00 09:27
Points from WKU Tech
Turnovers 4 1
Paint 8 2
Second Chance 2 5
Fast Breaks 0 0
Bench 2 4
Period by Period Scoring
1st 2nd 3rd 4th TOT
WKU 21 6 18 14 59
Tech 21 16 24 12 73
Official Basketball Box Score - 4th Period
Western Kentucky at Tennessee Tech
12/20/20 Eblen Center, Cookeville
2020-21 Women's Basketball











FG 3P FT Rebounds Fouls
TP AS TO ST
Blocks
+/-
M-A M-A M-A OR DR TOT PF FD BS BA
12 Fatou Pouye 20:00 5-7 0-1 2-5 1 2 3 3 5 12 0 1 1 1 0 -4
0 Myriah Haywood 17:04 5-8 0-0 0-1 0 2 2 3 1 10 1 1 0 0 0 -2
1 Hope Sivori 07:40 1-1 0-0 0-0 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 2 0 0 0 -5
3 Ally Collett 16:42 2-4 0-2 1-1 0 0 0 4 3 5 2 2 0 0 0 -5
40 Meral Abdelgawad 20:00 0-2 0-0 1-2 1 5 6 0 4 1 1 1 0 0 1 -4
2 Jenna Kallenberg 06:48 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
25 Jordan Smith 05:32 0-1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
30 Selma Kulo 04:48 0-0 0-0 2-2 1 0 1 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 -1
21 Tori Hunter 01:26 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Team 1 0 1 0 0
Totals 13-23 0-3 6-11 5 9 14 13 15 32 5 7 1 1 1 -4
Technical Fouls::NONE
Shooting By Period
3rd FG% 8-13 61.5%
3PT% 0-1 0.0%
FT% 2-4 50%
4th FG% 5-10 50.0%
3PT% 0-2 0.0%
FT% 4-7 57.1%
GM FG% 13-23 56.5%
3PT% 0-3 0.0%
FT% 6-11 54.5%







FG 3P FT Rebounds Fouls
TP AS TO ST
Blocks
+/-
M-A M-A M-A OR DR TOT PF FD BS BA
33 Mackenzie Coleman 11:25 4-4 2-2 2-2 1 1 2 3 1 12 1 2 2 0 0 7
2 Jordan Brock 15:26 0-3 0-3 2-2 1 1 2 3 3 2 2 0 0 0 0 8
5 Anna Jones 17:57 1-3 1-2 1-2 3 1 4 2 1 4 3 1 1 1 0 3
20 Kesha Brady 17:39 4-10 2-5 1-1 3 2 5 0 3 11 1 1 0 0 0 8
24 Jada Guinn 13:49 0-1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 1 2 0 0 0
22 Peyton Carter 08:32 1-5 1-4 0-0 0 1 1 1 0 3 2 0 1 0 0 4
3 Megan Clark 08:26 1-3 0-0 0-2 3 0 3 4 2 2 0 1 0 0 1 2
11 Maaliya Owens 03:29 0-1 0-1 2-2 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 -6
23 Grace Pelphrey 01:06 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2
34 Julia Curtis 01:06 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2
13 Ansley Hall 01:05 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2
Team 1 3 4 0 1
Totals 11-30 6-17 8-11 12 9 21 15 13 36 10 7 6 1 1 4
Technical Fouls::NONE
Shooting By Period
3rd FG% 8-14 57.1%
3PT% 5-8 62.5%
FT% 3-3 100%
4th FG% 3-16 18.8%
3PT% 1-9 11.1%
FT% 5-8 62.5%
GM FG% 11-30 36.7%
3PT% 6-17 35.3%
FT% 8-11 72.7%
Dead Ball Rebounds: 1, 0
Western Kentucky - 32
Tennessee Tech - 36
WKU Tech
Biggest lead 0 (1st 10:00) 18 (3rd 1:08)
Best Scoring Run 4(3rd 3:27) 5(3rd 1:08)
Lead Changes 0
Times Tied 0
Time with Lead 00:00 19:11
Points from WKU Tech
Turnovers 4 6
Paint 20 8
Second Chance 4 7
Fast Breaks 4 0
Bench 2 7
Period by Period Scoring
1st 2nd 3rd 4th TOT
WKU 21 6 18 14 59
Tech 21 16 24 12 73
Official Basketball Box Score - Second Half
Western Kentucky at Tennessee Tech
12/20/20 Eblen Center, Cookeville
2020-21 Women's Basketball




Officials: Royce Blevins, Ryan Durham, Brooke Shoulders
{ Players => 2, 3, 5, 11, 13, 14, 20, 22, 23, 24, 33, 34, 35, 43; } FG
Types => All; Results => All;
Tennessee Tech
{ Players => 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 12, 15, 21, 22, 25, 30, 40; } FG Types => All;
Results => All;
Western Kentucky
Tennessee Tech M/A %
Field Goals 24/60 40
2 Points 12/26 46
3 Points 12/34 35
Free Throws 13/17 76
Western Kentucky M/A %
Field Goals 23/42 55
2 Points 20/35 57
3 Points 3/7 43
Free Throws 10/16 62
Official Basketball Shot Areas - Final
Western Kentucky at Tennessee Tech
12/20/20 Eblen Center, Cookeville
2020-21 Women's Basketball




Officials: Royce Blevins, Ryan Durham, Brooke Shoulders
Western Kentucky
No Name
Mins Score Points Diff Points per Min Assists Rebounds Steals Turnovers
On Off On Off On Off On Off On Off On Off On Off On Off
0 Myriah Haywood 37:04 02:56 56 - 68 3 - 5 -12 -2 1.51 1.02 12 0 22 4 4 0 21 2
1 Hope Sivori 20:53 19:07 34 - 43 25 - 30 -9 -5 1.63 1.31 8 4 11 15 1 3 10 13
2 Jenna Kallenberg 12:20 27:40 22 - 25 37 - 48 -3 -11 1.78 1.34 3 9 6 20 1 3 4 19
3 Ally Collett 34:51 05:09 49 - 64 10 - 9 -15 1 1.41 1.94 10 2 24 2 4 0 21 2
12 Fatou Pouye 33:21 06:39 53 - 59 6 - 14 -6 -8 1.59 0.90 11 1 25 1 3 1 17 6
21 Tori Hunter 05:20 34:40 6 - 9 53 - 64 -3 -11 1.13 1.53 1 11 2 24 0 4 4 19
25 Jordan Smith 11:18 28:42 9 - 15 50 - 58 -6 -8 0.80 1.74 2 10 10 16 2 2 11 12
30 Selma Kulo 09:08 30:52 11 - 19 48 - 54 -8 -6 1.20 1.56 1 11 6 20 1 3 6 17
40 Meral Abdelgawad 35:45 04:15 55 - 63 4 - 10 -8 -6 1.54 0.94 12 0 24 2 4 0 21 2
Tennessee Tech
No Name
Mins Score Points Diff Points per Min Assists Rebounds Steals Turnovers
On Off On Off On Off On Off On Off On Off On Off On Off
2 Jordan Brock 33:33 06:27 66 - 48 7 - 11 18 -4 1.97 1.09 16 2 33 3 7 4 12 4
3 Megan Clark 14:36 25:24 21 - 16 52 - 43 5 9 1.44 2.05 6 12 20 16 3 8 7 9
5 Anna Jones 35:22 04:38 66 - 53 7 - 6 13 1 1.87 1.51 16 2 30 6 11 0 13 3
11 Maaliya Owens 05:45 34:15 9 - 12 64 - 47 -3 17 1.57 1.87 1 17 7 29 1 10 3 13
13 Ansley Hall 03:10 36:50 2 - 6 71 - 53 -4 18 0.63 1.93 0 18 4 32 1 10 3 13
20 Kesha Brady 35:28 04:32 65 - 51 8 - 8 14 0 1.83 1.76 16 2 33 3 11 0 14 2
22 Peyton Carter 15:31 24:29 26 - 15 47 - 44 11 3 1.68 1.92 8 10 14 22 6 5 5 11
23 Grace Pelphrey 01:06 38:54 2 - 4 71 - 55 -2 16 1.82 1.83 0 18 1 35 0 11 1 15
24 Jada Guinn 26:18 13:42 51 - 45 22 - 14 6 8 1.94 1.61 13 5 17 19 7 4 11 5
33 Mackenzie Coleman 28:05 11:55 55 - 41 18 - 18 14 0 1.96 1.51 14 4 20 16 8 3 10 6
34 Julia Curtis 01:06 38:54 2 - 4 71 - 55 -2 16 1.82 1.83 0 18 1 35 0 11 1 15
Official Basketball Player Plus/Minus Summary - Final
Western Kentucky at Tennessee Tech
12/20/20 Eblen Center, Cookeville
2020-21 Women's Basketball




Officials: Royce Blevins, Ryan Durham, Brooke Shoulders
Western Kentucky M/A %
Field Goals 23/42 55
2 Points 20/35 57
3 Points 3/7 43
Free Throws 10/16 62
Western Kentucky M/A %
Points in the Paint 30 (15 / 26) 58
Fast Break Points 4 (2/2) 100
Second Chance Points 7 (4/7) 57
Effective FG% 58




Official Basketball Shot Chart - Final
Western Kentucky at Tennessee Tech
12/20/20 Eblen Center, Cookeville
2020-21 Women's Basketball




Officials: Royce Blevins, Ryan Durham, Brooke Shoulders
Tennessee Tech M/A %
Field Goals 24/60 40
2 Points 12/26 46
3 Points 12/34 35
Free Throws 13/17 76
Tennessee Tech M/A %
Points in the Paint 20 (10 / 20) 50
Fast Break Points 5 (2/2) 100
Second Chance Points 9 (6/18) 33
Effective FG% 50




Official Basketball Shot Chart - Final
Western Kentucky at Tennessee Tech
12/20/20 Eblen Center, Cookeville
2020-21 Women's Basketball




















Reb Stl Tov Ass PPP
​0- Haywood M/ ​1- Sivori H/ ​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 1 10:00 1 02:23 07:37 19-19 0 6 1 4 5 1.3571
​0- Haywood M/ ​1- Sivori H/ ​2- Kallenberg J/ ​21- Hunter T/ ​40-
Abdelgawad M/
1 02:23 1 00:44 01:38 2-2 0 0 0 2 1 0.6667
​0- Haywood M/ ​1- Sivori H/ ​2- Kallenberg J/ ​30- Kulo S/ ​40- Abdelgawad
M/
1 00:44 1 00:31 00:13 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0000
​0- Haywood M/ ​2- Kallenberg J/ ​3- Collett A/ ​30- Kulo S/ ​40- Abdelgawad
M/
1 00:31 1 00:23 00:09 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0000
​0- Haywood M/ ​3- Collett A/ ​25- Smith J/ ​30- Kulo S/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 1 00:23 2 08:09 02:14 0-4 -4 1 1 3 0 0.0000
​0- Haywood M/ ​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​25- Smith J/ ​40- Abdelgawad
M/
2 08:09 2 05:07 03:02 2-2 0 3 0 4 1 0.3333
​0- Haywood M/ ​2- Kallenberg J/ ​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​40-
Abdelgawad M/
2 05:07 2 04:41 00:26 0-0 0 0 1 0 0 0.0000
​0- Haywood M/ ​1- Sivori H/ ​2- Kallenberg J/ ​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ 2 04:41 2 04:00 00:41 0-0 0 1 0 0 0 0.0000
​0- Haywood M/ ​1- Sivori H/ ​2- Kallenberg J/ ​3- Collett A/ ​30- Kulo S/ 2 04:00 2 02:16 01:44 2-5 -3 0 0 1 0 1.0638
​0- Haywood M/ ​1- Sivori H/ ​2- Kallenberg J/ ​3- Collett A/ ​21- Hunter T/ 2 02:16 2 01:35 00:41 2-3 -1 0 0 0 0 1.0638
​0- Haywood M/ ​1- Sivori H/ ​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​21- Hunter T/ 2 01:35 2 00:55 00:39 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0000
​0- Haywood M/ ​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​21- Hunter T/ ​40- Abdelgawad
M/
2 00:55 2 00:30 00:26 0-0 0 0 0 1 0 0.0000
​0- Haywood M/ ​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​21- Hunter T/ ​25- Smith J/ 2 00:30 3 10:00 00:30 0-2 -2 1 0 1 0 0.0000
​0- Haywood M/ ​1- Sivori H/ ​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 3 10:00 3 06:26 03:34 7-11 -4 2 0 2 1 1.0870
​0- Haywood M/ ​2- Kallenberg J/ ​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​40-
Abdelgawad M/
3 06:26 3 02:56 03:30 8-8 0 3 0 1 1 1.6000
​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​25- Smith J/ ​30- Kulo S/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 3 02:56 3 01:26 01:30 1-3 -2 3 0 2 0 0.3472
​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​21- Hunter T/ ​25- Smith J/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 3 01:26 4 10:00 01:26 2-2 0 1 0 0 0 1.3889
​0- Haywood M/ ​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​25- Smith J/ ​40- Abdelgawad
M/
4 10:00 4 07:24 02:36 4-2 2 1 1 1 1 1.0000
​0- Haywood M/ ​1- Sivori H/ ​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 4 07:24 4 03:18 04:06 2-3 -1 2 0 1 1 0.5000
​0- Haywood M/ ​2- Kallenberg J/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​30- Kulo S/ ​40-
Abdelgawad M/
4 03:18 4 00:00 03:18 8-7 1 2 0 0 1 1.3158
Official Basketball Rotations Summary - Final
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Officials: Royce Blevins, Ryan Durham, Brooke Shoulders
Tennessee Tech
Lineup Quarter On Time On Quarter Off Time Off Time on Court Score Score Diff Reb Stl Tov Ass PPP
​2- Brock J/ ​5- Jones A/ ​20- Brady K/ ​24- Guinn J/ ​33- Coleman M/ 1 10:00 1 02:23 07:37 19-19 0 3 1 2 5 1.4615
​3- Clark M/ ​5- Jones A/ ​20- Brady K/ ​22- Carter P/ ​24- Guinn J/ 1 02:23 1 00:44 01:38 2-2 0 1 1 2 1 0.6667
​3- Clark M/ ​20- Brady K/ ​22- Carter P/ ​24- Guinn J/ ​33- Coleman M/ 1 00:44 1 00:44 00:00 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0000
​2- Brock J/ ​3- Clark M/ ​20- Brady K/ ​22- Carter P/ ​33- Coleman M/ 1 00:44 1 00:01 00:43 0-0 0 0 0 1 0 0.0000
​2- Brock J/ ​3- Clark M/ ​5- Jones A/ ​20- Brady K/ ​22- Carter P/ 1 00:01 2 10:00 00:02 0-0 0 0 1 0 0 0.0000
​2- Brock J/ ​5- Jones A/ ​22- Carter P/ ​24- Guinn J/ ​33- Coleman M/ 2 10:00 2 07:49 02:11 4-0 4 1 0 1 1 1.0309
​2- Brock J/ ​5- Jones A/ ​20- Brady K/ ​24- Guinn J/ ​33- Coleman M/ 2 07:49 2 06:46 01:03 2-0 2 0 0 0 0 2.0000
​2- Brock J/ ​5- Jones A/ ​13- Hall A/ ​20- Brady K/ ​33- Coleman M/ 2 06:46 2 05:07 01:39 0-2 -2 2 1 1 0 0.0000
​2- Brock J/ ​3- Clark M/ ​13- Hall A/ ​20- Brady K/ ​33- Coleman M/ 2 05:07 2 04:41 00:26 0-0 0 2 0 1 0 0.0000
​2- Brock J/ ​3- Clark M/ ​20- Brady K/ ​22- Carter P/ ​33- Coleman M/ 2 04:41 2 03:15 01:26 2-2 0 2 0 0 1 1.0000
​2- Brock J/ ​3- Clark M/ ​5- Jones A/ ​20- Brady K/ ​22- Carter P/ 2 03:15 2 02:16 00:59 3-0 3 0 0 0 0 3.0000
​2- Brock J/ ​3- Clark M/ ​5- Jones A/ ​11- Owens M/ ​20- Brady K/ 2 02:16 2 01:35 00:41 2-2 0 1 0 0 0 2.0000
​2- Brock J/ ​5- Jones A/ ​11- Owens M/ ​20- Brady K/ ​33- Coleman M/ 2 01:35 2 00:30 01:05 3-0 3 3 1 1 0 1.0870
​3- Clark M/ ​5- Jones A/ ​11- Owens M/ ​20- Brady K/ ​33- Coleman M/ 2 00:30 2 00:14 00:15 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0000
​2- Brock J/ ​5- Jones A/ ​11- Owens M/ ​20- Brady K/ ​33- Coleman M/ 2 00:14 3 10:00 00:15 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0000
​2- Brock J/ ​5- Jones A/ ​20- Brady K/ ​24- Guinn J/ ​33- Coleman M/ 3 10:00 3 07:23 02:37 8-6 2 1 0 1 2 1.8018
​5- Jones A/ ​20- Brady K/ ​22- Carter P/ ​24- Guinn J/ ​33- Coleman M/ 3 07:23 3 06:17 01:06 3-1 2 0 2 0 1 1.5000
​2- Brock J/ ​5- Jones A/ ​20- Brady K/ ​22- Carter P/ ​33- Coleman M/ 3 06:17 3 04:58 01:19 2-2 0 1 1 0 1 0.6667
​2- Brock J/ ​3- Clark M/ ​5- Jones A/ ​20- Brady K/ ​22- Carter P/ 3 04:58 3 02:56 02:02 6-6 0 0 0 0 2 2.0000
​2- Brock J/ ​5- Jones A/ ​20- Brady K/ ​22- Carter P/ ​33- Coleman M/ 3 02:56 3 02:52 00:04 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0000
​2- Brock J/ ​5- Jones A/ ​20- Brady K/ ​24- Guinn J/ ​33- Coleman M/ 3 02:52 3 01:08 01:44 5-1 4 1 1 0 1 1.7361
​3- Clark M/ ​5- Jones A/ ​11- Owens M/ ​20- Brady K/ ​24- Guinn J/ 3 01:08 4 10:00 01:08 0-2 -2 1 0 1 0 0.0000
​2- Brock J/ ​5- Jones A/ ​20- Brady K/ ​24- Guinn J/ ​33- Coleman M/ 4 10:00 4 07:37 02:23 2-4 -2 2 1 2 0 0.5155
​2- Brock J/ ​3- Clark M/ ​5- Jones A/ ​20- Brady K/ ​24- Guinn J/ 4 07:37 4 06:22 01:15 2-0 2 4 0 1 1 1.0000
​3- Clark M/ ​5- Jones A/ ​20- Brady K/ ​22- Carter P/ ​24- Guinn J/ 4 06:22 4 05:07 01:15 0-2 -2 1 1 0 0 0.0000
​2- Brock J/ ​3- Clark M/ ​5- Jones A/ ​20- Brady K/ ​22- Carter P/ 4 05:07 4 03:18 01:49 1-0 1 7 0 1 0 0.5682
​2- Brock J/ ​3- Clark M/ ​20- Brady K/ ​22- Carter P/ ​33- Coleman M/ 4 03:18 4 02:21 00:57 3-0 3 1 0 0 1 3.0000
​2- Brock J/ ​5- Jones A/ ​11- Owens M/ ​24- Guinn J/ ​33- Coleman M/ 4 02:21 4 01:06 01:15 2-4 -2 1 0 0 1 1.0000
​2- Brock J/ ​11- Owens M/ ​23- Pelphrey G/ ​24- Guinn J/ ​34- Curtis J/ 4 01:06 4 01:05 00:01 0-0 0 1 0 0 0 0.0000
​11- Owens M/ ​13- Hall A/ ​23- Pelphrey G/ ​24- Guinn J/ ​34- Curtis J/ 4 01:05 4 00:00 01:05 2-4 -2 0 0 1 0 1.0638
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Officials: Royce Blevins, Ryan Durham, Brooke Shoulders
Western Kentucky
Lineup Time Score Score Diff Pts/Min Reb Stl Tov Ass PPP
​0- Haywood M/ ​1- Sivori H/ ​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 15:17 28-33 -5 1.8321 10 1 7 7 1.1457
​0- Haywood M/ ​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​25- Smith J/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 05:38 6-4 2 1.0651 4 1 5 2 0.6000
​0- Haywood M/ ​2- Kallenberg J/ ​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 03:56 8-8 0 2.0339 3 1 1 1 1.2422
​0- Haywood M/ ​2- Kallenberg J/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​30- Kulo S/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 03:18 8-7 1 2.4242 2 0 0 1 1.3158
​0- Haywood M/ ​3- Collett A/ ​25- Smith J/ ​30- Kulo S/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 02:14 0-4 -4 0.0000 1 1 3 0 0.0000
​0- Haywood M/ ​1- Sivori H/ ​2- Kallenberg J/ ​3- Collett A/ ​30- Kulo S/ 01:44 2-5 -3 1.1538 0 0 1 0 1.0638
​0- Haywood M/ ​1- Sivori H/ ​2- Kallenberg J/ ​21- Hunter T/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 01:38 2-2 0 1.2245 0 0 2 1 0.6667
​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​25- Smith J/ ​30- Kulo S/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 01:30 1-3 -2 0.6667 3 0 2 0 0.3472
​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​21- Hunter T/ ​25- Smith J/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 01:26 2-2 0 1.3953 1 0 0 0 1.3889
​0- Haywood M/ ​1- Sivori H/ ​2- Kallenberg J/ ​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ 00:41 0-0 0 0.0000 1 0 0 0 0.0000
​0- Haywood M/ ​1- Sivori H/ ​2- Kallenberg J/ ​3- Collett A/ ​21- Hunter T/ 00:41 2-3 -1 2.9268 0 0 0 0 1.0638
​0- Haywood M/ ​1- Sivori H/ ​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​21- Hunter T/ 00:39 0-0 0 0.0000 0 0 0 0 0.0000
​0- Haywood M/ ​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​21- Hunter T/ ​25- Smith J/ 00:30 0-2 -2 0.0000 1 0 1 0 0.0000
​0- Haywood M/ ​3- Collett A/ ​12- Pouye F/ ​21- Hunter T/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 00:26 0-0 0 0.0000 0 0 1 0 0.0000
​0- Haywood M/ ​1- Sivori H/ ​2- Kallenberg J/ ​30- Kulo S/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 00:13 0-0 0 0.0000 0 0 0 0 0.0000
​0- Haywood M/ ​2- Kallenberg J/ ​3- Collett A/ ​30- Kulo S/ ​40- Abdelgawad M/ 00:09 0-0 0 0.0000 0 0 0 0 0.0000
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Officials: Royce Blevins, Ryan Durham, Brooke Shoulders
Tennessee Tech
Lineup Time Score Score Diff Pts/Min Reb Stl Tov Ass PPP
​2- Brock J/ ​5- Jones A/ ​20- Brady K/ ​24- Guinn J/ ​33- Coleman M/ 15:24 36-30 6 2.3377 7 3 5 8 1.4286
​2- Brock J/ ​3- Clark M/ ​5- Jones A/ ​20- Brady K/ ​22- Carter P/ 04:52 10-6 4 2.0548 7 1 1 2 1.7361
​2- Brock J/ ​3- Clark M/ ​20- Brady K/ ​22- Carter P/ ​33- Coleman M/ 03:06 5-2 3 1.6129 3 0 1 2 1.2500
​3- Clark M/ ​5- Jones A/ ​20- Brady K/ ​22- Carter P/ ​24- Guinn J/ 02:53 2-4 -2 0.6936 2 2 2 1 0.5000
​2- Brock J/ ​5- Jones A/ ​22- Carter P/ ​24- Guinn J/ ​33- Coleman M/ 02:11 4-0 4 1.8321 1 0 1 1 1.0309
​2- Brock J/ ​5- Jones A/ ​13- Hall A/ ​20- Brady K/ ​33- Coleman M/ 01:39 0-2 -2 0.0000 2 1 1 0 0.0000
​2- Brock J/ ​5- Jones A/ ​20- Brady K/ ​22- Carter P/ ​33- Coleman M/ 01:23 2-2 0 1.4458 1 1 0 1 0.6667
​2- Brock J/ ​5- Jones A/ ​11- Owens M/ ​20- Brady K/ ​33- Coleman M/ 01:20 3-0 3 2.2500 3 1 1 0 0.7979
​2- Brock J/ ​3- Clark M/ ​5- Jones A/ ​20- Brady K/ ​24- Guinn J/ 01:15 2-0 2 1.6000 4 0 1 1 1.0000
​2- Brock J/ ​5- Jones A/ ​11- Owens M/ ​24- Guinn J/ ​33- Coleman M/ 01:15 2-4 -2 1.6000 1 0 0 1 1.0000
​3- Clark M/ ​5- Jones A/ ​11- Owens M/ ​20- Brady K/ ​24- Guinn J/ 01:08 0-2 -2 0.0000 1 0 1 0 0.0000
​5- Jones A/ ​20- Brady K/ ​22- Carter P/ ​24- Guinn J/ ​33- Coleman M/ 01:06 3-1 2 2.7273 0 2 0 1 1.5000
​11- Owens M/ ​13- Hall A/ ​23- Pelphrey G/ ​24- Guinn J/ ​34- Curtis J/ 01:05 2-4 -2 1.8462 0 0 1 0 1.0638
​2- Brock J/ ​3- Clark M/ ​5- Jones A/ ​11- Owens M/ ​20- Brady K/ 00:41 2-2 0 2.9268 1 0 0 0 2.0000
​2- Brock J/ ​3- Clark M/ ​13- Hall A/ ​20- Brady K/ ​33- Coleman M/ 00:26 0-0 0 0.0000 2 0 1 0 0.0000
​3- Clark M/ ​5- Jones A/ ​11- Owens M/ ​20- Brady K/ ​33- Coleman M/ 00:15 0-0 0 0.0000 0 0 0 0 0.0000
​2- Brock J/ ​11- Owens M/ ​23- Pelphrey G/ ​24- Guinn J/ ​34- Curtis J/ 00:01 0-0 0 0.0000 1 0 0 0 0.0000
​3- Clark M/ ​20- Brady K/ ​22- Carter P/ ​24- Guinn J/ ​33- Coleman M/ 00:00 0-0 0 NaN 0 0 0 0 0.0000
Official Basketball Line Up Analysis - Final
Western Kentucky at Tennessee Tech
12/20/20 Eblen Center, Cookeville
2020-21 Women's Basketball




Officials: Royce Blevins, Ryan Durham, Brooke Shoulders
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
                                        
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / December 30, 2020 
Women’s Basketball / Contact: Lillie-Anne Mulligan, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
 
WKU-CHARLOTTE GAMES POSTPONED 
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. — WKU women’s basketball’s games against Charlotte have been postponed due 
to COVID-19 related concerns in the 49ers’ program. The games were originally scheduled for Friday, 
Jan. 1 and Saturday, Jan. 2.  
 
The two programs will work to reschedule the contests later this season.  
 
The Lady Toppers are pursuing the possibility of playing a non-conference game this week to fill in the 
lost games.   
 
 
